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“Choppy seas, but bright new
horizons. That’s the picture of global
carbon markets in 2012.”

Carbon markets continued to expand in

In late August 2012, the European Union

To complement carbon markets, climate

2012 – even as the core markets in the

and Australia announced their intention to

finance has entered center stage in the

European Union and the Kyoto Mechanisms

link their markets. This linkage was enabled

international discourse, as governments

struggled in the wake of major economic

by the Kyoto structure – because these

and the private sector seek to uncover

challenges. The real breakthroughs

markets count emissions, track performance

innovative financing for climate-smart

appear across the developing world, where

and assure compliance in much the same

economic development. IETA believes that

innovative models of emissions trading are

ways. At least, they grew up in a similar

new market mechanisms and climate finance

under development.

enough policy structure to enable linkage.

can achieve the scale of ambition necessary,
so long as the private sector’s crucial role is

There continues to be progress in the

For many market professionals, this came

not overlooked within the UNFCCC or the

world’s largest carbon markets in the

as extremely encouraging news. But

newly established GCF.

face of wider troubles. Europe’s ETS

without the central guidance of the Kyoto

continues to chug ahead, despite the

Protocol structure, it is also giving rise to

Finally, potential is building for the creation

economic doldrums faced in many parts

concerns about potential fragmentation –

of new international credits, such as REDD,

of the EU. In response, the European

if the markets are not designed to common

building on the progress made in voluntary

Commission is considering reforms

standards.

markets in defining credible forestry assets.
Similarly, on the demand side, international

ranging from back-loading auctions to
registry improvements and structural

The international policy dialogue has

deliberations continue to examine the

changes.

turned to fleshing out the Durban

potential application of markets to new

promise of a New Market Mechanism - to

sectors, such as aviation and maritime,

New carbon markets are emerging in

compliment the CDM and JI mechanisms.

recognizing the critical role that market-

several jurisdictions, particularly in the

IETA urged the international policy

based measures have in delivering reductions

Pacific Rim region, where markets are

community to ensure that new market

in the most cost effective manner.

developing from California to Chile

mechanisms meet the scale of the need

to Korea to China. The World Bank’s

implied by a 2 degree C temperature goal

In summary – this year’s report takes stock

Partnership for Market Readiness (PMR)

– and that it maintain continuity with the

of market mechanisms as they weather

is providing assistance to 15 developing

Kyoto allowance and crediting markets

storms, and as they approach new horizons.

countries that want to use market

to enhance investor confidence. We also

IETA is proud to offer a sampling of expert

mechanisms to address their own climate

stressed the importance of fungibility of

views from around the world on these

concerns – and spreading interest in

units in any new market mechanism, so

important topics shaping the future of global

common approaches in every region of

that a “tonne is a tonne” across as many

carbon markets.

the globe. These schemes all have their

jurisdictions as possible. But the new

own timelines but are emerging as

markets discussion is poised for action

evidence that market-based trading

in Doha in December, and the business

systems are on the rise in both the

community is resolutely focused on

Dirk Forrister, President and CEO

developed and developing world.

assisting in making it a success.

IETA
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The first Italian carbon trading operator and leading
advisor for carbon trading
The leading Italian CO2 commodity trading desk, EcoWay, supports customers in the most
effective corporate compliance strategies in terms of industrial and financial strategies. It
has a long track record which it is now consolidating with its presence in Europe.

EcoWay is the player with the biggest market share, amounting to about 30% of the Italian
market for companies subject to ETS rules and this has given it good vertical knowledge of
the various industrial sectors. For more than 10 years it has been helping companies in the
management of environmental certificates to achieve the most efficient management of this
“productive” factor in the short and medium/long term strategies of firms.
EcoWay offers two main levels of specialised services to European firms:
• Carbon Finance, the unit dedicated to financial management and strategic consultancy of
CO2 commodity;
• Emission Free Projects, the unit dedicated to optimising the environmental impact of
firms through carbon offset and VER trading.
www.ecoway.it
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In April 2012, Thomson Reuters Point Carbon released the first joint
California-Quebec carbon price forecast for the Western Climate Initiative
(WCI) market. Covered entities may have been a little more than startled
to see 2013 forecasts near $20 per tonne of CO2 rising to more than $60 by
2020. It’s true that warnings of strict caps in cap-and-trade markets often
understate the unforeseen opportunities to reduce emissions. However,
California and Quebec—two relatively clean jurisdictions already—
could test that theory.

Justin Felt, Thomson Reuters Point Carbon

The simple fact is that it won’t be easy

utilize up to 8% of their annual compliance

projects are less than half of the 2013 quota,

to meet the targets: offset supply will be

position on certified offsets reductions. There

and below a fifth of the 2015 quota (see

difficult to ramp up, the California power

is an open question whether they will even

Table 1).1 Ramping up offset volumes won’t

sector will have limited options beyond

have the ability to use the whole allotment,

be easy. For livestock methane, many of the

complying with renewable power targets,

since there are three areas of concern in the

larger lots have already started capturing

and an already efficient industrial sector

offset arena: volumes, buyer liability, and

methane, and emissions per project are not

will have to stretch to further wring out

lawsuits.

substantial. Forestry project development

reductions.

in the US is costly, subject to reversals, and

Offsets
Emitters in California and Quebec can

The most pressing concern now is a potential

time-intensive to certify. The eligible Quebec

shortage offset credits. Based on Point

landfills are few in number and small. Other

Carbon’s database of North American offset

offset types such as nitrous oxide (N2O)

projects, 2011 reductions on existing eligible

fertilizer and coal mine methane (CMM)

Table 1: Eligible Projects and Associated Volumes
Project Type

2011 Reductions
(Mt CO2e)

Cumulative
Reductions
‘06-‘11 (Mt CO2e)

Total Number of
Projects

US Livestock Methane

1.8

7.3

307

US Forestry

2.6

11.1

178

US Urban Forestry

0.0

0.0

1

QC Livestock Methane

0.0

0.2

3

QC Landfill Gas

0.0

0.0

1

CA & QC

US/Canada Ozone
Depleting Substances
(ODS)

2.4

6.0

32

Total WCI

s/t

6.8

24.5

522

Geography

California Only

Québec Only

2013 Annual WCI Offset Quota (Mt Co2e) = 16; 2015 Annual WCI Offset Quota (Mt Co2e) = 38 Source: Point Carbon, CARB, MDDEP
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could provide volumes down the road, but

power sector emissions at 93 Mt in 2013,

they are not yet approved and there’s no

over half of the covered cap in 2013.2

assurance they ever will be.
The Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS)
project type does hold promise. ODS
projects in Point Carbon’s offset project
database produced 2.4 million metric tons
(Mt) in 2011 reductions, and there is some

Complimentary policies such as the 33%

The most
pressing concern
now is a potential
shortage of offset
credits

Renewable Electricity Standard and Million
Solar Roofs programs will together lead to
over 12.5 Mt of annual reductions by 2020,
according to CARB.3 A $20/t carbon price
could also justify 8.5 Mt to supply and
demand side energy efficiency improvements

ability to grow this portfolio, assuming offset

beyond policy requirements by 2020.4

prices are high enough to divert ODS gases
from the secondary reuse market. However,

Beyond those in-state measures, reductions

a tight financing market and the risks

In addition to regulatory restrictions on

are hard to come by, especially for

surrounding cap-and-trade could keep the

offsets through buyer liability, there is

developments such as renewable power

progress measured.

external pressure from environmental

in California. For instance, the cheapest

interests against the use of offsets. CARB

levelized cost to develop renewable power

California offset players meanwhile are not

is now fighting a lawsuit that challenges

generation belongs to biogas, at over $80/t.

happy with another component of this

CARB’s offset eligibility criteria on the basis

Other technologies become economical at

market: buyer liability. CARB has ruled

that it compromises the environmental

carbon prices over $100/t.5 The relatively

that offset credits that it deems invalid (after

integrity of the program. Though it is

limited options make sense when you look at

retirement) would need to be replaced by

likely that this case will not be upheld, it

the emissions profile of California; over 85%

the buyer. This “buyer beware” approach

nonetheless brings more risk to the market

of in-state generation comes from plants

requires in-depth due diligence on the

and puts in doubt the notion that offset

powered by natural gas.

underlying project, raising expenses across

markets are a guaranteed cost containment

the board and deterring investment and

option.

Imported power is dirtier, as it constitutes

purchases. Since Quebec takes the approach
of creating a buffer pool instead of a buyer

only 25% of the power but nearly 50% of

Power Sector Abatement

beware policy, this concern is unique to
offsets issued by CARB.

the sector’s emissions.6 Even as a number
of long-term contracts for coal-fired

The power sector looms large in the

power begin to expire in 2013, California

California market. CARB forecasts

has issued a regulation that requires first

Figure 1: Emissions of Large Point Source emissions in California and Quebec in 2009

California - 163 Mt

Québec - 19 Mt

Chemicals
Chemicals
4% 4%

Other Other
5% 5%
Cement,
Lime Lime
Cement,
& Glass
& Glass
15% 15%

Oil & Gas
Oil & Gas
26% 26%

Other Other
5% 5%
PowerPower
65% 65%

Cement,Lime
&
Cement,Lime
&
Glass Glass
4% 4%

Data Source: CARB, Environment Canada, Point Carbon

MetalsMetals
45% 45%

PowerPower
5% 5%
Pulp, Paper
Pulp, Paper
& Wood
& Wood
5% 5%

Oil & Gas
Oil & Gas
21% 21%

importer’s of the electricity to attest that they

a cost of at least $50/t of carbon, but could

Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) and

aren’t “resource shuffling” in order to reduce

lead to a combined reduction of 6.5 Mt.8

demand-side measures like Advanced Clean
Cars combined could lead to 24.4 Mt of

their emissions simply by purchasing from

reductions by 2020 in California.9

another plant. Though the enforcement

However, the reality in California and

of this regulation will be complex and

Quebec is that the sectors are already

controversial, its intent is to reduce the easy

efficient. 3.2 Mt of reductions versus the

abatement opportunities that some construe

backdrop of over 70 Mt in industrial

as leakage. Whether importers will be able

emissions in 2020 is only a fraction of

When comparing previous oversupplied

to switch to cleaner sources will be a closely

what is needed to achieve targets. Stringent

markets—such as the EU ETS phase I and

watched development, and complying with

regulations in both California and Quebec,

RGGI—with the California and Quebec

the resource shuffling regulation will not be

and a legacy of high natural gas prices in

markets, some differences emerge. The WCI

simple.

California, means that many of the low

program will be under way eight years after

hanging fruit have already been picked.

the EU ETS first debuted, and in that time

Quebec has a different challenge. From the

Conclusion

prices of energy have whipsawed, new energy

start, their power sector options are slim

Petroleum and other broad scope fossil fuels

efficient technologies have been adopted,

since power sector emissions are only 5% of

also present a difficult predicament for cap

and now natural gas prices have plummeted.

the total profile for Quebec. Except for a

and trade. By and large, these sectors (which

California and Quebec have also committed

sliver of coal-fired power in the North, the

come into play in 2015) are regulated

to reductions far exceeding the targets in

lion’s share of Quebec power originates from

upstream and not at the site of combustion,

phase I of the EU ETS and RGGI programs.

hydro. Consequently, substantial reductions

so instituting reductions are a matter of state

In addition, WCI policy-makers are taking

will have to come from the other sectors in

policy and passing on compliance costs to

arguably the toughest tact on offsets of any

Quebec.

the end consumer. Supply side regulations

previous program, shutting out some of the

in the transportation sector such as the

largest sources of offset credits, such as the

7

Industrial and
Transport
In California’s industrial sector, which skews
towards oil and gas processes, there are some
options. Investments in improved industrial
process and steam activities would reduce
2.5 Mt at a carbon price of $20/t by 2020.
At that same price, 0.7 Mt of additional
reductions in cement are economical, most
of it in materials blending. The biggest

Clean Development Mechanism as well as
domestic landfill gas.

Petroleum
and other broad
scope fossil fuels
also present a
difficult
predicament for
cap and trade

opportunity—replacing boilers—comes at

In the end, something will have to give.
California allowances currently command
the highest prices for carbon in the
world, and if they rise to $40 or above,
it’s difficult to predict the ramifications:
new technologies, policy changes, resource
shuffling? In the end, the result will depend
on emitters and policy-makers, and if history
is any indication, it will be a bumpy ride.

Thomson Reuters Point Carbon is a world-leading provider of independent news, analysis and
consulting services for European and global power, gas and carbon markets. TRPC Advisory utilizes
data, tools and databases, and written analysis by Point Carbon’s subscription business as well the
vast data resources of Thomson Reuters to provide: corporate strategy, market implementation strategy, risk assessment and valuations, investment due diligence, and capacity building.
Justin Felt is Associate Director, Advisory Services at Thomson Reuters Point Carbon. He has five
years experience in carbon and renewable markets, previously leading North American offsets analysis at Point Carbon, and later developing businesses in the renewable and agricultural markets.

(1) www.pointcarbon.com/trading/cpmna/ (2) www.arb.ca.gov/cc/inventory/data/tables/2020_ghg_emissions_forecast_2010-10-28.pdf (3) www.arb.ca.gov/cc/inventory/data/tables reductions_from_scoping_plan_measures_2010-10-28.pdf (4) www.arb.ca.gov/regact/2010/capandtrade10/capv3appf.pdf (5) www.arb.ca.gov/regact/2010/capandtrade10/capv3appf.
pdf (6) www.arb.ca.gov/cc/inventory/data/tables/2020_ghg_emissions_forecast_2010-10-28.pdf (7) www.ec.gc.ca/ges-ghg/default.asp?lang=En&n=83A34A7A-1 (8) www.arb.ca.gov/
regact/2010/capandtrade10/capv3appf.pdf (9) www.arb.ca.gov/regact/2010/capandtrade10/capv3appf.pdf
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Western Power Markets
and California’s AB32
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John Melby

Background

Figure 1: Annual Allowance Budgets (2013-2020)

California has quickly moved forward to
create the first comprehensive multi-sector
greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction program
in the United States. The cap-and-trade
program is an outcome of the Global

Budget Year

Budget (mT CA GHG
Allowances)

2013

162.8

2014

159.7

2015

394.5

2016

382.4

2017

370.4

2018

358.3

2019

346.3

2020

334.2

1st Compliance Period

Warming Solutions Act of 2006 - otherwise
known as Assembly Bill 32 (AB 32) – and
requires California to reduce its GHG
emissions to 1990 levels by 2020.

2nd Compliance Period

The cap-and-trade program will impact a
wide spectrum of entities. The first phase of
the program, known as Compliance Period
One (CP1), covers GHG emissions from
the power sector and other large emitters

3rd Compliance Period

during 2013 and 2014. In 2015, the
program expands to cover natural gas and

Source: CARB, California Air Resources Board

transportation fuel providers, encompassing
over 80 percent of California’s total GHG
emissions.

FIGURE 1: Annual Allowance Budget (2013-2020)

All companies that buy power and fuel
in California, along with everyone who
uses energy, will be impacted to some

450

degree by AB 32.

400

California’s emissions trading program is

350

designed to link with other jurisdictions
through the Western Climate Initiative
(WCI). The first such linkage is planned
for later this year when Quebec’s emission
trading scheme is scheduled to begin.

300
250
200

Other Canadian provinces are expected to
open linking negotiations in the future.

150

The California carbon market could be 25

100

percent of the size of the European market
with an underlying market during the first
compliance period of 322.5Mt. Or, by
comparison, more than 20 percent larger

50
0
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

than France’s market under the European

With the ability to bank between phases

this goal. However, while quite aged,

Union Emissions Trading Scheme during

in the program, many of the compliance

the California power generation mix is

the last two years (265.6Mt). At the start

entities with compliance obligations in

less carbon intensive than most other US

of the second phase (2015), the annual

the second phase may participate from the

regions. Therefore, a significant portion of

California allowance budget nearly doubles

beginning of the market. For example,

the reductions in carbon from the power

as liquids are calculated under the cap,

many major oil and gas companies will have

fleet will need to be achieved through

making the underlying market larger than

a compliance obligation in the second phase

changes in the way in which power is

any single country in the European Union

of the program.

imported into the state. On an annual basis,

program except Germany. Like other
cap-and-trade programs, the goal of the
regulation is to reduce the cap, and hence

the state imports between 20 and 30 percent

Profound Impact on
Western Power Trading

of its power.
This raises huge implications for the way

emissions, over time.
Impacts on western power trading will likely

in which power is traded in the western

be more significant than any event since the

markets. A significant amount of power is

power crisis of 2000-2001. The California

traded under the Western System Power Pool

carbon market’s largest impact will probably

(WSPP) Schedule-C contract on exchanges

In addition to traditional market

be on imported power and the way in

and through brokers. The Schedule-C

participants such as funds, banks, and other

which power is traded at hubs outside of

contract is used for power that is bought and

trading organizations, much of the activity

California’s borders.

sold for import into California, as well as for

Who is going to trade in
the California market?

power that never finds its way in or out of

is expected to come from the compliance

California.

entities that are required to purchase

At the center of all carbon market policies

allowances to meet their targets under the

is the primary goal of shifting from dirty

program.

generating sources to cleaner sources.

The problem with the contract is that it

California’s greenhouse gas program shares

does not specify what type of resource from

In CP1, the largest compliance market
segment will consist of the three main
investor owned utilities (IOUs) - Pacific
Gas & Electric, San Diego Gas & Electric,
and Southern California Edison - as they
will be required to cover their emissions.
In many cases the IOUs, due to the terms
of their power purchase agreements, are
also responsible for the emissions from
power plants that have sold long-term
contracts to the utilities. For the most part,
these companies are accustomed to their

Figure 2: Compliance Obligations by Company
Company

2008 Emissions (mt)

Sector

Chevron

11.7

Oil and Gas

Calpine

8.9

Electricity

Edison (includes SCE)

8.4

Electricity

ConocoPhillips

5.2

Oil and Gas

BP

4.7

Oil and Gas

Shell

4.6

Oil and Gas

Tesoro

4.5

Oil and Gas

LADWP

4.1

Electricity

Valero

3.8

Oil and Gas

Dynegy

3.7

Electricity

Aera Energy

3.4

Oil and Gas

position of being the largest entities in their
market. In their core business of delivering
electricity, the IOUs represent more than 85
percent (by volume) of the state’s electricity
purchases.
Other major market participants will
be power plant operators and power
traders who either generate power in the
state or are responsible for emissions in
accordance with the rules of the program by
being the entity that sells the power
into the state.

Source: CARB, California Air Resources Board
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which the power is sourced. Therefore, a

that the dynamics driving the western power

brought back online for reliability reasons.

purchaser of power at one of the external

market are mainly water levels in the Pacific

Those units’ carbon footprint coupled

points (e.g., COB or Mid-C)1 could buy

Northwest dams, temperatures, and natural

with the other plants that will need to

power through a broker or on an exchange

gas prices. However, there are several major

be run more often to cover the shortfall

assuming the power source would not be

shifts occurring in the western markets that

from SONGS being offline will require

specified. At delivery, they may find the

may impact the emissions profile of the

many more allowances than would have

seller chooses to put on the North American

generating kit used to power California.

been required if the nuclear plant was fully

Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC)

Those changes will impact carbon emissions

operational. The plant cannot be brought

tag (a document used for scheduling power

supply and demand, which, in turn, will

back online until the Nuclear Regulatory

across control areas) that the source has been

drive price fluctuations to all entities that are

Commission determines that the plant is

defined as a coal plant with high carbon

covered under the cap.

safe for operations. The plant could be fully
operational soon, part of it may come back

emissions, which would raise the buyer’s
carbon obligation.

It is worth reviewing a few of the more

online, or it could take more than a year, if

significant questions the power market is

ever, to become fully operational again.

This problem would go away if the WSPP

addressing and how they may impact the

Schedule-C contract was changed to reflect

supply/demand mix of carbon allowances

What impact will the once-

the way in which most companies think of

under the California program.

through cooling regulations

the power they purchased - that all power

have, if any, on the generation

should read “unspecified” on the NERC

mix within California? Will

tag and therefore get the default emissions

those plants be retrofitted

mix. The solution may not be that easy,
however, and even if it is, it might take years
to implement.
The WSPP is – by design – a slow moving
organization. Historically, the governance
process has served the industry well as the
contract language has allowed for trading to
develop in the western markets. Any change

The Western
power market
may be the most
understooD yet vexing
component of the
supply/demand mix
for California

in time or will resources with
a different emissions profile
(cleaner or dirtier) need to be
utilized in the state to cover a
shortfall?
On May 4, 2010, California’s State Water
Resources Control Board voted to adopt the
Policy on the Use of Coastal and Estuarine

to the WSPP contract requires a 90 percent

Waters for Power Plant Cooling. The policy

vote from its Executive Committee, which

is being contested by power companies, but

has more than 250 voting companies.

if it holds, up to 19 existing power plants
How many allowances that

(including two nuclear plants) will need to

would have been banked from

phase out once-through cooling systems.

the first phase to provide

The phase out is scheduled to begin in 2015.

supply in the second phase of

There are exemptions for some Southern

the program will need to be

California plants to delay compliance until

There have been countless articles about the

used to cover the shortfall

2020 to help mitigate impacts on local

impacts of California Air Resources Board

created by SONGS being offline?

electric reliability. Even with the delayed

Western power markets’
impact on carbon
allowances

implementation, some power plant operators

decisions on the market. Profound impacts
will occur from their decisions – ranging

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station

have said the regulations will result in the

from the type of offsets allowed, banking

(SONGS) is a nuclear plant located in

retirement of several coastal plants.

provisions, holding limits, and many other

Southern California that has a generating

important decisions about the program.

capacity of 2,200 megawatts (MW). The

What will happen to load

However, the western power market may be

plant has been shut down since January

growth in the coming years?

the most understood yet vexing component

2012 due to a release of radioactive steam

of the supply/demand mix for California.

from one of the plants reactors. The plant is

Due in large part to the recession, California

critical for both supply and local reliability

has experienced very little load growth over

California has a long history of trading

reasons and, therefore, two previously

the last couple of years. What will happen

power. Companies generally understand

mothballed natural gas plants have been

when the recession ends? Will load growth

return at normal rates, stay muted, or will

address barriers to achieving the 33 percent

there be a short-term rapid increase in

requirement, but it is not clear if the state

electrical demand?

will or will not make its ambitious target.

Will natural gas prices remain

What impacts will California’s

in the $2-$4 USD/MMBtu range?

complimentary policies have on
the program?

Natural gas prices have dropped significantly
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Natural gas
prices have dropped
significantly in
the past year

in the past year. Will new technologies for

While multiple policies working towards

natural gas extraction and the opening of

the same target should in principle be

new fields keep natural gas prices stable?

coordinated, experience in the European

Will demand increase as fuel switching

market shows that policy-interaction often

occurs and export facilities are developed?

leads to unintended consequences. In

Will policy decisions regarding natural gas

Europe, renewable energy standards and

by China), broad deregulation of the

extraction impact the supply of natural gas?

energy efficiency directives have resulted

wholesale and retail electric markets in

If the price changes, will there be significant

in the expectation of significantly lower

1998, fuel economy standards that have are

impacts on the generation mix in the west?

emissions than what had been calculated

now being implemented on a federal level,

in the baseline, which - together with the

and aggressive renewable energy portfolio

Will California’s aggressive

effects of the financial downturn - has

standards.

renewable portfolio standards

forced a discussion about creating a set-aside

bring the anticipated

to address price reductions caused by an

It is impressive that the state has been

reductions to the emissions

oversupply of allowances. Is it possible that

able to move forward with a market-based

profile of the state or will

this type of issue could come to fruition

approach for climate change while cap-and-

more reductions be necessary

if California’s clean vehicle standards are

trade has faced significant opposition across

to ensure the state makes its

successful in reducing fuel consumption and

the country. The program is certain to be

emissions reduction targets?

emissions from the vehicle fleet below the

used as the poster child for cap-and-trade

baseline set out when designing the cap and

throughout the United States and, likely, in

trade system?

many corners of the world. California needs

In April 2011, California’s governor signed
into law legislation that will require one
third of all electricity in the state to come

Conclusion

from renewables by 2020. According to

to succeed with its program if there is to be
any hope for a renewed discussion on federal
cap and trade program.

filings to the California Public Utility

California has successfully led several

Commission, as of August 2011, 17 percent

regulatory-driven energy and environmental

The way regulators and market participants

of California’s load is being served by

trends in the United States. The state

react to the issues raised above, and many

renewables. In accordance with the law,

has been the model for many progressive

other factors that were not discussed

California Energy Commission does not

programs that are subsequently adopted on

within this document, will determine if

include the 9.2 percent of hydro generation

a larger scale, including energy efficiency

the California model will be held up as the

from large-scale hydro plants. The state

policies (i.e., California’s Appliance

resurgence of market-based environmental

is working hard with stakeholders to

Efficiency Program that has been adopted

regulations or the death knell of them.

John Melby is a consultant who has worked with commodity exchanges, compliance entities, and trading organizations. He is focused on market and
infrastructural components of the western power, carbon, and renewable energy markets. He has previously served as Managing Director of the Green
Exchange, CEO and President of APX, and Senior Director of the California Power Exchange.

(1) COB is the acronym for California Oregon Board power trading hub and Mid-C stands for Mid-Columbia River power trading hub. Both hubs are major trading locations for power
in the Pacific Northwest and for import into or export out of the California energy market.
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As part of its effort to meet a greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction target of 20%
below 1990 levels by 2020, Québec has passed legislation to implement
a cap-and-trade (C&T) program beginning 1 January 2013. Québec
officials hope to link the program to fellow Western Climate Initiative (WCI)
jurisdiction California, with many of Québec’s C&T design features modelled
after California’s in order to increase program harmonization. Despite a
delay in finalizing linking arrangements enacted by the California legislature,
Québec officials hope to complete a linking agreement in time for a joint
auction in early 2013. While a recent provincial election in the Province has
resulted in a change of government from the Liberals to the Parti Quebeçois
(PQ), analysts do not expect much change (if any) in the direction of the
Québec carbon market as the PQ supports the cap-and-trade program.
Robin Fraser, IETA

Program Design

Allocation

allowances at a fixed price in a “sale by

In order to ease competition and leakage

mutual agreement”. At these sales, which

Scope & Coverage

concerns, Québec will freely allocate

take place up to four times per year, the

Québec’s cap-and-trade program covers

a proportion of allowances to several

government will sell reserve allowances in

carbon dioxide (CO2) and the six other

manufacturing sectors. Allocation amounts

three price tiers ($40CAD, $45CAD, and

will be industry specific, based on historical

$50CAD, increasing in price 5% annually

2013, stationary industrial manufacturing

emission rates and an emissions intensity

after 2013). It is expected that these reserve

and electricity sectors emitting 25 kilotonnes

target, which decreases over time. The

allowances will only be in demand by

(Kt) of CO2e per year or more will be

rates of allocation decrease have not yet

compliance entities if the carbon price is

subject to a cap (covering approximately

been made public.

at or above these reserve tier prices, thus

CO2 equivalent GHGs. Starting 1 January

acting as a limited price ceiling.

25% of provincial emissions). Starting 1
January 2015, program coverage expands to

Unlike California, in general Québec

include entities that distribute fuel or import

will not give the electricity sector free

Holding Limits

fuel for combustion with emissions at or

allocation, as most of the province’s

The Québec system, like the California

over 25KtCO2e per year (expanding

electricity consumption is clean. Also

equivalent, will institute holding limits

coverage to approximately 75% of

of note, Québec will not give free allocation

such that no one entity can acquire so

provincial emissions).

to cover transport emissions.

many allowances that it gains too large

Compliance Periods & Caps

Auctions

market, although allowances destined for

The program is broken down into three

Auctions will be held quarterly to distribute

compliance use are not subject to the

compliance periods: the first from 2013-

the remainder of allowances, which are not

limit. Québec’s annual holding limit is

2014; the second from 2015-2017; and the

already earmarked for allocation. Auctions

based on a proportion of the total

third from 2018-2020. The cap starts at

will employ a price floor of CAD$10/tonne

provincial allowance budget – it is

23.7 megatonnes (Mt) in 2013; expands

starting in 2012 and rising 5% each year

important to note, however, that if

to 63.6Mt for the start of the second

thereafter.

California were to link, the holding limit

of a market share and can manipulate the

for Québec entities would increase

compliance period in 2015 when transport
fuel in included; and then diminishes to

A soft ceiling will exist based on an

drastically due to the greatly expanded

50.9Mt by 2020. The cap declines on

allowance reserve, which offers a small

annual allowance budget of the two

average 4% per year through 2020.

percentage of previously withheld

combined programs.

Québec will
start its program
in January 2013,
without having held
an auction

demand – in particular, the two methane

2013 joint auction, the longer CARB waits

protocols are not expected to generate much

to deliver its report, the higher the risk that

supply, and the lack of refrigerant destruc-

linking may be further pushed back.

tion eligibility within the ODS protocol
will limit its potential. That said, officials

Linking appears all the more important for

in Québec are expected to examine further

Québec, as the province does not seem to

protocol adoption, as well as the possibility

have developed adequate infrastructure to

of including refrigerants within the ODS

hold an auction on its own based on publicly

protocol, so supply concerns may ease.

available information. As of the time of writ-

Linking

ing, Québec will start its program in January
2013, without having held an auction.

Offsets

As mentioned, Québec developed its C&T

Additionally, price forecasts tout the benefits

Like the California program, Québec entities

program in step with California regulators,

of linking for Québec. According to WCI’s

may only use offsets to meet up to 8% of

under the expectation that the two programs

Draft Economic Analysis, linking with Cal-

their compliance obligation. As opposed

would link in time for a joint first auction

ifornia would lower allowance prices from

to California’s “buyer-liability” approach to

in late 2012, whereby all emissions units

$37USD (QC-only) to $19USD (linked) in

counteracting invalidated offsets, however,

(allowances, offsets, etc.) would be fully

2013 assuming offset supply was suffi-

Québec has proposed instead to create a

fungible between the two jurisdictions.

cient. In 2020, that difference increases to

buffer pool of offset credits (the “Envi-

However, at a June 2012 California Air

$59USD (QC-only) vs. $31USD (linked).

ronmental Integrity Account”) that may

Resources Board (CARB) Public Meeting

Needless to say, linking could have a signifi-

be extinguished to replace illegitimate or

where program linkage between Québec

cant impact on allowance prices in Québec.

invalidated offset credits already circulating

and California was expected to be approved

in the market. The pool will be filled with

by the state, the decision was delayed by

6% of offset credits held back by the gov-

last-minute legislation requiring that CARB

ernment from each successful offset project.

officials produce a report assessing Québec’s

In a September 2012 provincial election,

While the percentage of credits withheld is

system and the implications for linking to

the Parti Québeçois (PQ) won a minority

not ideal for project developers, Québec’s

California, which would be delivered to the

government, replacing the Liberal party who

approach is widely viewed as preferable to

Governor to make a final decision.

oversaw the plans to implement Québec’s

the buyer-liability approach.

Political Context

cap-and-trade program. Climate policy was

Québec has currently proposed three offset

Due to this delay, an anticipated joint

not an issue during the election campaign,

protocols addressing:

first November 2012 auction was decided

and analysts do not expect any significant

1. Covered Manure Storage Facilities—

against, with California proceeding alone

policy shifts regarding Québec’s climate plan

and Québec postponing its first auction un-

or cap-and-trade program with the PQ in

til early 2013 at which point it was expected

power. Noteworthy is that the PQ made

that linking would be approved for a joint

a campaign pledge to increase Québec’s

auction. It was initially thought that CARB

GHG emission reduction target by 5% to

stances (ODS) Contained in Insulating

would deliver its report to the Governor as

25% below 1990 levels by 2020. Whether

Foam Recovered from Appliances.

soon as possible in order to proceed with

the PQ will act on this (or can garner the

linking by early 2013 – however, it appears

support to act on this) remains to be seen.

The first two protocols require that projects

that CARB officials have not made the

The PQ has also stated that they wish to

take place within Québec, while the ODS

Québec linking report a priority since the

continue the development of international

protocol allows for projects to take place

June Board Meeting, instead focusing on

partnerships so that Québec can participate

across all of Canada or the U.S. It remains

other priority program preparations. While

in the global carbon market, which likely

to be seen whether the potential supply from

officials in both jurisdictions maintain

means that linking with California will

these protocols will be sufficient to meet

optimism for a link in time for an early

continue to be pursued.

CH4 (Methane) Destruction;
2. Small Landfill Sites – CH4 (Methane)
Destruction; and
3. Destruction of Ozone Depleting Sub-

(1) Information on program design drawn from the Government of Québec’s Regulation respecting a cap-and-trade system for greenhouse gas emission allowances (source). (2) Information on offsets rules and protocols drawn from the Government of Québec’s proposed draft amendments to the Regulation respecting a cap-and-trade system for greenhouse gas
emission allowances (source). (3) Québec officials estimate the following supply potential from their proposed offset protocols: 500Kt of credits per year from ODS protocol; 100Kt per
year from Landfill Methane protocol; and between 10Kt to 50Kt per year from Livestock Methane protocol. Source: Climate Action Reserve Webinar, 21 June 2012 (Source). (4) See
California Air Resources Board California Cap-and-Trade Program Resolution 12-28, 28 June 2012 (here). (5) Source: WCI Discussion Draft Economic Analysis supporting the Capand-Trade Program – California and Québec, 7 May 2012 (source). (6) According to the same study, linking carries much less benefit for California in terms of allowance price difference
compared to California going alone. This is due to the fact that California’s market is so much bigger than Québec’s, and that Québec is estimated to be a net-importer of allowances/
offsets (same source as above).
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The issue of controlling international GHG emissions and the effect
of emissions on the global environment is extremely complex and so,
unfortunately, are the policy responses. Carbon markets are a policy
construct - while they are influenced by typical demand and supply drivers,
they are also greatly influenced by political events. To understand the
impact on businesses in Australia the individual circumstances of
each business has to be considered, as well as the mechanics of the
Clean Energy Future (CEF) and the anticipated political context.
Ben Keogh, Australia Carbon Traders

The political situation in Australia is at times

socialism - a wealth distribution package, a

repealed; the carbon tax is maintained but

hard to fathom. It is clear that Australia

quest for global governance at the price of

modified; or the carbon tax is maintained in

will be severely impacted by climate change,

restricting individual rights. Contrary to

its current form. The impact on business will

with its massive agricultural sector, booming

populist rhetoric, fulfilling the bipartisan

be ether a continuation of costs or an easing

mining sector, population centres based

emissions reduction target does not represent

of costs.

on the coast, and tourism based on natural

slamming on the brakes of the economic

phenomena such as the Great Barrier Reef

bus, but instead being aware of the

and Kakadu National Park. Despite this, the

consequences of accelerating blindly along

politics have repeatedly hampered attempts

the current path and reacting accordingly.

to begin the transition to a low carbon

In reality, both parties want to reduce

economy.

our emission by 2020 and both will have
to make a case for how best to dedicate

On July 1 2012 a price on carbon came into

resources towards achieving this, rather than

effect, which one might have hoped put

engaging in needless politics.

an end to the uncertainty. It has achieved
the exact opposite effect - after years of

However, the opposing coalition has honed

uncertainty and indecision the dark cloud

in on a public sense of deception and is

surrounding the carbon price remains.

therefore promising to repeal the tax and

Even though both parties agreed to “price

implement its own Direct Action Plan. But

carbon” in a bipartisan agreement to reduce

will this cause any change in the business

2020 emissions to 5% below 2000 levels,

impact? The interesting point is that the

the political combat zone of carbon pricing

coalition will move towards the direct action

was too big to ignore for each party. The

policy which will have a price on carbon.

coalition wants the next election to be a

the coalition
will move towards
the direct action
policy which will
have a price on
carbon

Clean Energy
Future (CEF)
To understand the impacts on business,

referendum on the carbon tax, and more

The impact on business will be determined

individuals and the wider economy requires

likely a referendum on climate change. If,

ultimately by the price of GHG emission

an understanding of the Clean Energy

as both parties claim, climate change is real

reductions. The price will be determined

Future.

then Australia should do what it has always

by which political scenario comes to play.

done – find the best way to deal with it.

There is a broad spectrum of political

The CEF legislation is designed as a fixed

scenarios that could come to fruition but

price emissions trading scheme determining

The Carbon Pricing Mechanism (CPM)

the political manifestation will lead to one

that, from 1 July 2012, approximately 300

has been portrayed as the embodiment of

of three basics outcomes: The carbon tax is

high emitting companies with net emissions

of over 25,000 tonnes CO2e per reporting

compliance certificate for each tonne of

period (financial year) will be required to

CO2e emitted.Liable entities can access

surrender a compliance certificate for each

compliance certificates in four ways:

tonne of CO2e emitted.

•

Compensation (free) from the
Government - for emissions-intensive or
trade-exposed entities

The CEF is enacted in three stages. It
•

commenced on 1 July 2012 with a fixed

Purchase from the Government auction
system

price of AUD$23.00 rising at 4% per
annum until 30 June 2015. From July 2015

•

Purchase from the secondary market

until end June 2018 the CEF will operate

•

Purchase eligible compliance certificate

as a floating price emissions trading scheme

from the domestic and international

with a maximum price of AUD$20.00 above

offset market (note international

the international price per certificate.

certificates can only be used after 2015,

19

From July 1 2015
the intention is
that the CEF will
become linked to
international
markets

becomes viable if the liable entities can

including EUAs)

obtain compliance certificates for less than

From July 2015 the intention is that the

the effective carbon price.

CEF will become an emissions trading

The Clean Energy Future will price carbon

scheme linked to international markets with

on non-transport fuels (including diesel) by

a floating price and minimal restrictions. An

reducing the fuel tax credit entitlements at

The CEF will also place a liability on the

independent review board will set emission

a rate equivalent to the carbon price. Liable

consumption of Natural Gas. The liability

caps five years in advance.

entities can choose to manage their carbon

will be imposed with the suppliers of natural

liability from diesel emissions by exercising

gas and the carbon price will effectively

Each compliance certificate will equal

the opt-in mechanism, whereby the entities

be passed down the supply chain to the

one tonne of CO2e emitted (1 Australian

covered would continue to receive the fuel

end-user. The CEF includes a voluntary

Carbon Credit Unit (ACCU) = 1 tonne

credit entitlement but would be liable for

mechanism whereby large users can manage

CO2e).Liable entities must surrender one

the diesel emissions. This option only

their own Natural Gas emissions through

Table 1: CEF Credit types, restrictions on use and main associated risks
Credit Type

Eligibility
Period

Quantitative and
Qualitative Restrictions

Key Risks

GovernmentIssued
Australian
Carbon Permits

From 2012

None

Price

From 2015

A minimum of 50% of surrendered
permits must be domestic

Price - The government auction process is not yet
detailed and purchasers risk paying more than
necessary if the auction engagement strategy is
not well designed

Government
Auctioned
Australian
Carbon Permits
Carbon Farming
Initiative

From 2012

Maximum of 5% of liability between
2012 and 2015
Unlimited after 2015

Price - Relative to government issued, auctioned
permits or relative to international price
Delivery Risk project delays from establishment
and verification issuance

Not permitted between 2012 and
2015 (fixed price period)

International

From 2015

Maximum of 50% of liability can be
international permits
37.5% EUAs; 12.5% CERS/ERUs
Restrictions on certain types of
projects (e.g. no large hydro or
forestry from international projects)

Delivery - project delays from establishment and
verification issuance

2012 Greenhouse gas market: Pacific Rim
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the Obligation Transfer Notice (OTN)

Supporting the CEF legislation is the

mechanism, where end users can voluntarily

Carbon Farming Initiative (CFI) legislation.

take the obligations for the emissions into

The CFI legislation is designed to reward

their management. This option should only

landholders and activities in the agricultural

be employed when businesses can access

sector that can reduce emissions created by

domestic and international compliance

agricultural activities or can sequester or

certificates at a lower cost than the pass

remove carbon from the atmosphere and

through costs.

store it in the vegetation and soils on their
properties. Landowners are able to develop

Supporting the
CEF legislation
is the Carbon
Farming Initiative
(CFI) legislation

Therefore the essential question that

and operate an approved activity to create

businesses has to answer will be: is it more

abatements or offset credits that can be used

cost effective to purchase compliance

as compliance certificates under the CEF

certificates from the Government or enter

legislation – Australia Carbon Credit Units

into an arrangement that delivers eligible

(ACCUs). This creates an opportunity for

generated under the domestic Carbon

compliance certificates through the CFI or

liable entities to enter into agreements to

Farming Initiative (CFI). It has been

the international market? Compounding

purchase compliance certificates created

estimated that at 5% of total liabilities there

the decision-making process are the short

under the CFI and surrender them under

is a demand for 52 million tonnes between

and medium-to-long-term risks associated

the CEF.

2012 and 2015. During the fixed price
period this could exceed AUD$1.2 billion

with each option. If businesses believe that
a price on carbon is going to be a permanent

During the fixed price period, liable entities

in sales. Landfill operators can offset 100%

feature of the economy then they should

are prevented from purchasing offsets

of their liability from the start of the Clean

invest in projects that create abatement for

internationally or offsetting more than

Energy Future, July 1 2012.

less than the long-term market price.

5% of their liable emissions with offsets
ACCUs will be generated in two streams
– Non Kyoto CFI credits from non Kyoto
reportable activities which will create offsets

Table 2: Carbon Offset Generation Streams
Emissions

Soil carbon depletion
Non Kyoto CFI Credits
(NCOS)

Non Kyoto vegetation
degradation
Feral animal emissions
Forest harvesting

Sequestration /
Abatements
Soil carbon
sequestration
Non forest veg
management

Kyoto CFI Credits
(Carbon Tax)

Nitrogen in agricultural
soils
Burning of savannas
Burning of agricultural
residues
Emissions from rice
cultivation

offset market, and Kyoto CFI credits that
will come from projects that are included in
the National Kyoto accounts.
The Carbon Farming Initiative has been
designed to cover all land based sector
emissions and sinks, including: Soil
carbon sequestration; Afforestation and

Improved forest
management

Reforestation; Improved Forest Management

Feral animal control

Reduction of Enteric Fermentation; Legacy

(IFM); Agricultural Emissions Management;
Landfill Emissions; Waste Management;
Avoided Deforestation (only native forests)

Deforestation
Livestock emissions

for use in the domestic voluntary (NCOS)

Reforestation

and; Savannah Burning (early season). The

Manure management

credits are created. It is expected that there

Fertilizer management
Avoided deforestation
Livestock emissions
mitigation

project type will determine what streams of
will be a difference in price, with Kyoto CFI
credits having a higher value than non Kyoto
CFI credits.
The Clean Energy Future will also provide
funding to agricultural abatement and
sequestration projects by providing

Determining the long-term market

Figure 1: Compliance certificate price range

price is very complex and fraught with
difficulties and assumptions. The
Australian Treasury has estimated a carbon

60

price of AUD$29 to AUD$61 in 2015-16

50

depending on international activity,

HIGH

however Point Carbon has recently
indicated that there is likely to be a sustained

40

depression in carbon prices due to reduced
30

economic output (and hence less need for

MEDIUM

compliance certificates and an oversupply of
20

credits from CDM projects). UBS advised

LOW

clients in November 2011 that the long

10

term forecast for European Allowance Units
(EAU) will fall to €3 in 2012 and prices are

0
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

COMPLIANCE YEAR

Source: Australian Treasury (Note: LOW based on price floor, no longer applicable)

likely to stay suppressed until 2025 due to
oversupply.
However, not all schemes accept all
carbon certificates and the interrelation

AUD$1.25 billion to a range of projects over

The CFI has few approved methodologies,

of availability, future supply, domestic or

a seven year period, including AUD$946

the scheme regulator has only recently been

scheme caps and acceptance of project

million to biodiversity in carbon sinks.

established and the CFI requires that each

types all influences and complicates the

project have a minimum of 12 months in

market. For example, the CEF and the

each crediting period. There is a limited

EUETS will not accept projects such as

possibility of any credits being issued before

large hydro and forestry projects from the

December 2012 and more likely only from

Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)

June 2013. The CFI also requires that

as compliance certificates.

The Clean Energy Future
(CEF) Carbon Market
Under the Clean Energy Future determining
the short-term price is simplified due to the
fixed price period. The price is set for the
first three years, purchase from the CFI is
restricted to 5% of liability and international
offsets are prohibited.

credits are issued retrospectively or after the
abatement or sequestration has occurred.
Very few CFI projects that create Kyoto
ACCUs will be able to fund, establish,

The Alternative
Scenario: The Coalition’s
Direct Action Plan

implement, monitor, report and verify
credits to supply any sort of volume to the

Under the Coalition’s Direct Action policy

market in that timeframe.

the process of determining the price on

With the CFI compliance surrender

carbon is more difficult. Few details of

threshold set at 5% of total emissions during

the Direct Action Plan have emerged,

the fixed price period, the CFI market is

but what is known is that there will be an

going to be unable to supply the volumes

independent body established to oversee

required by the CEF market. The 5%

the implementation. Companies will be

threshold creates a demand of around 17
million tonnes per annum for the fixed price
period that the CFI industry cannot deliver
with current capacity. The delivery of CFI
credits is further restricted by the governance
and delivery schedule of CFI certificates only Kyoto ACCUs generated by the CFI
will be eligible, as not all CFI projects create
compliance certificates, which then restricts
the project types suitable for investment.

Under the
Clean Energy Future
determining the
short-term price is
simplified due to
the fixed price
period

assessed to determine if they are above
the “industry average” for emissions and
if so, they will face a levy based on their
emissions. Companies will be able to
apply for funding to reduce their emissions
through a government funded competitive
tender scheme. The CFI will continue and
a coalition government will purchase CFI
credits through a competitive tender process.
The coalition will purchase as many credits
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Table 3: Key Dates for the Introduction and Governance of CEF and CFI
Key Date

Clean Energy Future

Carbon Farming
Initiative and Offsets

1 July 2012

- Clean Energy Future compliance year one
starts
- Changes to diesel excise begin

- CFI credits can be exported
- NB: CFI sequestration projects can account
sequestration from 1 July 2010
- CFI projects can register with the scheme
regulator from 1 December 2011

- End of compliance year one
- Liable entities must
surrender 75% of liabilities

- End of minimum first reporting period for CFI
projects
- CFI credits cannot be issued before this point

30th June 2013
July 2013

- Start of Compliance Year two for liable entities
- Start of OTN mechanism

August 2013

FEDERAL ELECTION

February 2014

Liable entities must “true up” final 15% of liable
emissions generated during 2012/13

June 2014

- End of compliance year two for liable entities
- Liable entities must
surrender 75% of liabilities

July 2014

Start of compliance year 3 for liable entities

February 2015

Liable entities must “true up” final 15% of liable
emissions

June 2015

- End of compliance year three
- Liable entities must
surrender 75% of liabilities

July 2015

- Start of compliance year four
- End of fixed price period
- Start of Price Collar period (high $20 above
international price) Australian firms can
purchase EUAs (37.5% of liability)

June 2016

- End of compliance year four
- Liable entities must surrender 100% of
liabilities

July 2016

- Review of price floor and ceiling
- End of compliance year five
- Liable entities must surrender 100% of
liabilities

July 2017

FEDERAL ELECTION

End of second reporting period for CFI projects

- End of 5% restriction of CFI offsets; liable entities
can now purchase up to 100% of liability from CFI
- End of restriction on purchase and surrender of
eligible Kyoto international credits maximum
international purchase is 12.5% of liability
- NB 50% of liability must be accounted for as
domestic certificates

End of maximum crediting period for CFI projects

June 2018

- End of compliance year six for liable entities
- End of price collar period
- Liable entities must surrender 100% of
liabilities

July 2018

- Transition to full floating price emissions
trading scheme
- Permits can be exported to EU ETS

July 2020

End of 50% minimum threshold for
domestic permits

Many projects
may simply not be
viable under the
Direct Action
Plan

responses. Many projects may simply not

the offset market is hard to make, leading

be viable under the Direct Action Plan.

to a decrease in efforts to decarbonise

Under the CEF the short term price is

production. Business are in fact not only

known, but we can only be sure of that price

wary but also fatigued by the constant

of the 2012/13 compliance year, participants

changes to policy, be it the preparation for

need to know much longer price scenarios.

the Kevin Rudd CPRS scheme before it

It is difficult for a landholder to make

as discarded, now the Carbon Tax, which

significant investments based on the current

may be discarded and then to get their

price of AUD$23.00 per tonne when the

heads around the Direct Action Policy, this

coalition claims to repeal the tax and pay an

has lead to a lot of work with little or no

unknown sum for the carbon offsets.

return and it is understandable why many

Conclusion
as possible at the lowest price and then

businesses are disenfranchised with the
process. Australia needs to decide on its
course and stay with it.

purchase up the cost curve until they either

Until the long-term certainty of the

run out of money, or acquire the volume of

CEF is assured, covered entities are not

The uncertainty is stifling investment

credits they require.

confident or encouraged to enter into

by muddying the waters when companies

any forward purchase agreements with

try to determine where precious investment

How this will affect the market is very

international suppliers without significant

dollars go. The uncertainly leads to wide

difficult to determine. The domestic market

discounts and escape clauses if the CEF is

variations in the expected price of carbon

will suffer severe turmoil as Kyoto and non

in fact repealed. Investment strategies

and thus the value of reduction or offsetting

Kyoto certificates are modified. The removal

for long term forward purchasers of

activities also varies widely. Investing in

of the CEF market will see the demand for

international permits are all but ruled out

the offsets markets has almost stagnated as

CFI Kyoto credits drop from approximately

by the political uncertainty and the

both offset developers and businesses shy

400 million in 2013/14 to less than 300

exclusion of foreign permits until the end

away from what could be stranded assets if

million. While this focuses on macro-level

of the fixed price period.

the Direct Action Policy does not include

market figures, more important to the

the project or activity or the CEF

success or otherwise of land based abatement

While uncertainty prevails business must

is repealed. Sadly we are missing some

measures is the viability of each activity.

take the conservative approach based on

terrific opportunities in the land sector to

Project developers and landholders need to

the likelihood of each scenario playing out.

satisfy the political whims of the so called

make long term decisions about investing

Given the recent polling has the coalition

leaders of Australia.

in infrastructure, management systems

wining the next election in a landslide many

and long term land use changes based

business have reason to look at the carbon

So bizarrely in Australia we have the

on the economics of a range of options.

tax as a probable one of hit - they will be

conservative party offering a policy that

Decision-makers are holding back on these

responsible for the 2012-13 emission but

the government tightly control and the

decisions as the process of price discovery

unlikely to be responsible for 2013-14. So

left wing government proposing a market

is complicated by the opposing policy

the case for investing in energy efficiency or

based approach.

Ben Keogh started Australian Carbon Traders in 2004 to meet the growing demand for emissions
trading and carbon management, with a particular focus on the agricultural sector. He has a background in natural resource management and forestry. He has a science (natural resource management) degree from the University of Melbourne and attended the School of Forestry (University of
Melbourne) at Creswick.
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A Progress Report on Japan’s Bilateral
Offset Credit Mechanism (BOCM)
Takashi Hongo, Mitsui Global Strategic Studies Institute

1. The Role of BOCM in
Japan’s climate change
policy
At the Conference of Parties (COP17),
Japan stated that it would not submit
greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction
targets under the second commitment
period of the Kyoto Protocol. However,

DRAFT OF ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT STRUCTURE
2010
(Actual)

Zero
Nuclear
Scenario

15%
Nuclear
Scenario

20-25%
Nuclear
Scenario

Energy
Consumption
(Oil equivalent)

390 million
(KL)

300 million
(KL)

310 million
(KL)

310 million
(KL)

Power Generation

1.1 trillion
Kwh

1.0 trillion
Kwh

1.0 trillion
Kwh

1.0 trillion Kwh

Nuclear

26%

0%

15%

20-25%

RE (%)

10%

35%

30%

25-30%

Fossil fuel (%)

63%

65%

55%

50%

GHG (2020)

-0.3%

0~7%

-9%

-10~11%

GHG (2030)

-0.3%

-23%

-23%

-25%

Japan had conditionally committed to a
25% reduction in GHG emissions by 2020
following the Copenhagen Accord.
As part of its GHG emissions reduction
strategy, Japan will support emission
reduction projects in developing countries
and apply those reductions to offset Japan’s
GHG emissions under the Bilateral Offset
Credit Mechanism (BOCM). The BOCM
is expected to play a supplemental role to

Source: Government of Japan

the CDM, which has proven to be a useful
instrument, though it has some limitations.

Environment Structure in 2030 on July 29,

These include:

2012.1

3. Progress of BOCM’s
preparation

• A lengthy project approval timeframe and
issuance of credits,

The Energy and Environment Structure

• Uncertainties in credit revenue, and

3-1 Structure of BOCM

in 2030 evaluates 3 different scenarios

• Overall complications with project

involving the use of nuclear power

BOCM is a project/program-based approach

support.

2. Energy Structure
after the nuclear
power accident

generation: “0% nuclear”, “15% nuclear”
and “20-25% nuclear”. All 3 scenarios
assume that a) approximately 30% (25-35%)
of power generation will be from renewable
energy in 2030, and b) an energy investment
savings of JPY 90-100 trillion by 2030,

to evaluate and verify GHG emissions
reductions. These emissions reductions will
be transferred into credits that Japan will use
to meet its GHG emissions reduction goals.
The BOCM is similar to the CDM, but with
some distinct differences.

After the nuclear power plant accident

leading to a decrease in energy consumption

at Fukushima Daiichi in March 2011,

Governance – De-Centralized System

of 20% or more in 2030 (from 2010 levels).

skepticism toward the safety of nuclear

Under these scenarios, GHG emissions in

The United Nations Framework Convention

power operations increased, resulting in all

2020 will decrease by 7%, 9% and 10-11%

nuclear power plants stopping operations in

respectively from 1990 levels. All scenarios

May 2012. Following numerous discussions

show that it is unlikely Japan will achieve

at various committees, the Energy and

a 25% GHG emissions reduction by 2020

Environment Council, which is under the

without additional reduction strategies.

National Policy Unit and led by the Prime

Therefore, international offset credits such as

Minister, approved the draft Energy and

CERs and BOCM credits will be used.

on Climate Change (UNFCCC) serves
as the administrator of the CDM, but
the BOCM will be managed by a Joint
Committees consisting of the government
of Japan and host countries. The local
investment climate, such as the energy
and economic structure, energy and
environmental policy and the social system

will be taken into account for the evaluation

2012. Based on these discussions, it appears

created by the government would be

of GHG emission reductions and it may

that Japan’s priorities lie with Asia and

claimed by the government. Currently, there

effectively push towards certain projects or

Pacific countries. Japan plans to implement

are 3 assumed buyers for BOCM credits:

activities for GHG emission reduction.

BOCM in 2013 and the first country to

the Government of Japan, a future emission

sign the framework agreement is likely to be

trading scheme (ETS), and the Keidanren

Indonesia.

Voluntary Action Plan.

use new methodologies based on the

3-3 Feasibility Study

Government of Japan

experiences of CDM methodologies for the

Support Program

Parties participating in the FS Support

BOCM. For example, the “Additionality

The Ministry of Economic Trade and

Program assume that the Japanese

test” of the CDM will not be included

Industry (METI) and the Ministry of

government will buy BOCM credits. To

since the Japanese government sees it as a

Environment (MOE) supported the

accomplish this, the Japanese government

conservative metric that can limit business

feasibility study support program (FS

needs to prepare domestic legal settings and

opportunities. On 24 August, the Japanese

Support Program) conducted by private

budget allocations for buying credits, which

government disclosed a MRV guidance

sector companies. By the end of FY2011,

have not been prepared yet.

at the BOCM introduction conference in

more than 100 projects have received

Tokyo. It states that the MRV methodology

financial incentives under the FS Support

Emission Trading Scheme (ETS)

should be simple, practical and objective

Program. These include incentives for

The Basic Law on Climate Change

and accelerate low carbon technologies,

energy efficient coal fired power plants,

Countermeasures (“The Basic Law” )

products and services. Also, the additionality

modernization of steel and cement

contains the adoption of a domestic emission

test is not explicitly mentioned but the

manufacturing plants, marine navigation

trading scheme (ETS), but it has not been

eligibility criteria, including a positive list

systems, ground cargo transportation, IT

approved yet. The draft was approved by the

of technology and benchmarking, has been

data centers, and a programmatic approach

cabinet on March 2010 and approved by

established. In addition to the guideline,

to high energy efficiency appliances and

the Lower House. However, its passage was

3 methodologies have been prepared as

automobiles. In addition, CCS and REDD+

halted by the sudden resignation of Prime

examples: industrial furnaces, buildings

projects were supported.

Minister Yukio Hatoyama in June 2010. His

Methodologies – No Additionality Test
The Japanese government intends to

(BEMS), and biomass energy as examples. A
methodology for program approach has not

4 Barriers of BOCM

successor, Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda,
succeeded with his environmental policies
and the draft was submitted to the Diet

been prepared but a practical monitoring

again. Currently, the reestablishment of an

approach, such as the adoption of sampling
and estimation approaches, are included in

4-1 Demand for BOCM Credit

energy policy and the reform of taxes and

the guidelines.

Under the first commitment period of the

the national pension system have the highest

Kyoto Protocol, the Japanese government

priority. Therefore, The Basic Law will be

3-2 Bilateral Framework

purchased approximately 100 million tons of

discussed after the settlement of these two

The Japanese government wanted to start the

carbon credits, which is equivalent to 1.6%

important political issues.

BOCM with a limited number of countries.

of Japan’s GHG emissions in 1990. Japanese

Therefore, the Japanese government has

industries, such as utilities and steel making

Keidanren Voluntary Action Plan

agreed to start the framework negotiations

companies, have purchased over 200 million

The third possible demand for BOCM

with India, Vietnam, Indonesia and the

tons of carbon credits for their compliance

credits is the Voluntary Action Plan led

Mekong region. In addition, it is reported

purposes under the Keidanren Voluntary

by Nippon Keidanren (which was present

that Mongolia, South Africa and Bangladesh

Action Plan.

during the first commitment period). It
was thought that Keidanren would take

have been approached as well.
BOCM will start its operation as “non-

the initiative to establish a second

After COP17, Japan proactively discussed

tradable credit type mechanism” and both

Voluntary Action Plan, but consideration

the BOCM with multiple countries. For

governments continue consultations for

of its implementation was halted after the

instance, Japan introduced the BOCM

the transition to a “tradable type credit

recent earthquake. For now, the energy

at an East Asia Low Carbon Partnership

mechanism”. The Japanese government has

strategy discussed above will be followed

event in April 2012, a side event of SB36 in

said that, under the non-tradable scheme,

and the consideration of the voluntary

May 2012, and the Climate Change Policy

credits created by the private parties can

program will be restarted at some point

Talking with Pacific Island countries in July

be claimed by the private parties and those

in the future.
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4-2 Methodologies

BOCM AND CDM

More than 200 methodologies have been
prepared under the CDM, demonstrating

BOCM

CDM

Administration

Committee by the
representatives of both
governments

UNFCCC

Issuing Credits

Both governments

UNFCCC

Verification

Third party verification

Accredited entities
(41 entities)

Methodology

Committee by both
governments

UNFCCC

(Additionality)

Not required

Required

(Monitoring)

Pre-determined
parameter can be used
but implement
conservatively

Actual measurement,
in principle

(Types)

3 examples;
industrial gas, buildings,
biomass energy

204 types

(Host Country)

Negotiate with Vietnam,
India, Indonesia for MOU

79% of credits from
China, India and Brazil

that it is necessary to prepare many more
methodologies for the BOCM, particularly
for energy efficiency improvements. Under
the FS support program in 2012, projects
in the advanced stages will be reviewed and
verified by third parties. Some verification
agencies have commented that the BOCM
has made big improvements on MRV and
the remaining challenge is “implementation”
because its procedure, including eligible
entities, is not clearly described.
However the biggest concern is
benchmarking to be agreed at the Joint
Committee. Benchmarking is an effective
instrument to accelerate the low carbon
technologies and products but it is not easy
to be agreed. The Japanese government
assumes that they can use the experiences
and data gained through the Asian Pacific
Partnership and other international

Trading exchange and
over the counter

Trading Platform

consideration such as through the WBCSD
and IEA. It has also been recommended that
there is more involvement from the private
sector and international experts at the

5 Prospects FOR the BOCM

international offset credits. It is believed
that they are interested in developing their

design phase.
The Japanese government plans to start the

own offset credits in addition to CERs.

4-3 Trade and Environment

BOCM in 2013. The first pilot project is

As a result, Australia, Korea and Japan

The Japanese government has pushed

likely to be supported by public finance,

are contemplating an alliance in Asia.

technology-driven climate change mitigation

the technology transfer support program,

International groups, including IETA, are

and therefore expects Japanese parties to

or other public programs that are now

expected to support these individual markets

participate. However, the BOCM should

available. The BOCM seems to take a

for participation in the future global carbon

be open to all parities that are interested,

2-step approach; the first step is funding

market. Its key is MRV and benchmarking is

following the inclusion of the World

the construction (initial cost) using public

better to be harmonized.

Trade Organization (WTO) or another

finance and other public programs, and the

international fair trade customs program.

second step is to provide incentives in the

Even though the progress of developing and

It is believed that a partnership between

form of BOCM credits.

implementing the BOCM has been slow,
it will provide benefits to both Japan and

local parties and international parties will
improve the effectiveness and awareness of

Australia and Korea will start their

developing countries through saving energy

the BOCM.

own ETSs in 2015, which will require

consumption.

TAKASHI Hongo has been involved in environment projects and the consideration of environment
policy measures such as climate change, water shortage, low carbon urban development and bio diversity. He has rich experiences at international project finance such as power, energy, transport and
industrial projects when he served for Japan Bank for International cooperation (JBIC). He initiated
various carbon related financial instruments such the “GREEN + J-MRV” by using these experiences.
Recently he focused harmonization of the decentralized Asian Carbon Market including Bilateral Carbon Offset Mechanism (BOCM) and reforms of the financing for the low carbon economy using MRV
such as Performance Base Incentive Scheme. He has contributed knowledge for the International
Energy Agency, IPCC, UNEP, GLOBE International, ADB and APEC in addition to Japanese government
and local authorities through various committees. He has written numerous articles as well.

China Emissions Trading Pilots –
from principles to pragmatic measures
Ten months after the Chinese government officially announced the formation
of seven carbon trading pilots, alongside a timeline for launching a domestic
national carbon trading scheme thereafter, those working on climate
change in China are asking where these pilots will go. I have asked the
same question as well as being asked many times in recent months. This
has encouraged me to investigate and discover more on the status of carbon
trading pilot schemes in China: where they might go and how.
Wu Qian, British Embassy Beijing

This paper aims to

reinforce from the very top level the areas
of focus.

1. Review the policy process and

China has
come a long way
in a short time
on carbon
trading

development to date
2. Compare Beijing and Shanghai’s work
plan using publicly available information
3. Address the ongoing challenges for
carbon market implementation
4. Discuss the possibility of a carbon tax as

released by NDRC in June 2012 after three
years of preparation. It has taken China so
long to reach to this point mainly because
the notion of building a domestic carbon
market has changed quickly in the past
years, and it will continue to change. The

a complimentary and replacement policy

goal of this Measure is to regulate activities

for the emissions trading scheme

Process of policy
development

The regulation on voluntary trading was

of carbon offsetting such as China Certified
seven administrative areas – Beijing,

Emission Reductions (CCERs) and to

Shanghai, Tianjing, Chongqing, Shenzhen,

accumulate more market experience that can

Guangdong and Hubei – to pilot and build

benefit a cap-and-trade system.

up works around carbon emissions trading,
China has come a long way in a short time

specifically

According to the Measure, international and

on carbon trading. As late as 2008, it was

•

Implementation Plans to cover the

domestic organisations, enterprises, groups

officially off the agenda, driven by fear of

objective, general approaches and

and individuals can participate in trading,

economic development being restrained by a

major tasks;

subject to NDRC’s approval or a designated

Management Guidelines to define the

accreditation body. It is China’s first nation-

rules and principles;

wide regulation on carbon trading and an

GHG emissions reduction target,

important step to policy tests in favour of

allocation plan; and

market driven mitigation tools. However, it

Monitoring, registry and trading

is hard to see an active carbon offset market

systems etc.

developing prior to the rolling out of pilot

carbon cap. In December 2009, immediately

•

before COP15 in Copenhagen, Chinese
officials searching for innovative solutions

•

to achieve their existing targets announced
its intention towards market-driven tools.
In March 2011, it was not surprising to see

•

carbon trading schemes.

“carbon emissions trading system” referred to
in China‘s 12th Five Year Plan (12th FYP).

Around the same time, the State Council

Since then, Chinese government has taken

(China’s Cabinet) published the provincial

several steps to clarify their priorities.

carbon intensity targets and a general work
plan to achieve carbon emissions reduction.

Comparision of Beijing
and Shanghai inital
plans

On 29th October 2011, the National

The plan doesn’t provide more information

Development Reform Commission

on carbon trading than what has already

Work is progressing at the local level. All

(NDRC) issued a Notice and authorised

mentioned in the Notice, but served to

seven pilots are developing their own rules
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Table 1: A Comparison of Beijing and Shanghai’s Implementation Plans
Beijing

Shanghai

Guangdong

Trial Period

2013-2015

2013-2015

2013-2020

Emissions Target

• To be decided
• To meet 18% carbon
intensity and consider energy
consumption cap

• To be decided
• To meet 19% carbon intensity
• 50% of the city’s total
emissions, over 100
million tons

• To be decided
• To meet 19% carbon intensity
• 42% of the province’s total
energy consumption

Emission Type

Carbon Dioxide
(direct and indirect)

Carbon Dioxide
(direct and indirect)

Carbon Dioxide
(direct and indirect)

Thresholds

Above 10,000 tons per year as
the average of 2009 to 2011

• Above 20,000 tons per year
for major sectors in either 2010
or 2011
• Above 10,000 tons per year for
other sectors

• Above 20,000 tons per year
from 2011 to 2014

Major Sectors

Heat supply, power generation, cement, petrochemical,
car manufacturing, and public
buildings

Steel, petrochemical, chemical, non-ferrous metal, power,
building materials, textile, paper, rubber and chemical fibre

• Power, cement, steel, ceramics, petrochemical, non-ferrous, plastics, paper

Other Sectors

Not available

Airline, port, airport, railway,
commercial,
hotel and finance

Transport and building

Baseline Years

2009, 2010, 2011

2009, 2010, 2011

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014

Allocation
Methods

• Free allocation by Dec 2012
for 2013 based on 2009-2011
emissions considering sector
development
• 2014 and 2015 allowances to
be allocated based on verified
emissions of the previous year
• Small amount reserves will be
auctioned

• One-off and free allocation for
2013-2015 based on 2009-2011
emissions considering growth
• Benchmarking will be used
for sectors when conditions
allow
• Auctioning will be considered
• Government can hold some
allowances

• Mainly free allocation,
auctioning will be used as
complimentary method

Borrowing and
Banking

No borrowing,banking is allowed
during
pilot period

No borrowing, banking is allowed during
pilot period

Not specified

MRV

• To complete “Enterprise
Guidelines on Carbon Emissions
Measurement”
• Build enterprise emissions
inventory
• Submit 3rd party verified
emissions, and calculating and
monitoring methodology to local
DRC in March
• Penalty no specified

• To complete “Enterprise
Guidelines on Carbon
Emissions Measurement”
• Investigation of enterprises’
emissions
• Submit verified emission
by 3rd party
• Penalty no specified

• To complete “Enterprise
Guidelines on Carbon
Emissions Measurement”
• Investigation of enterprises’
emissions
• Submit verified emission by
3rd party
• Penalty no specified

Offsets

Allow certified project based
reductions such as CCER*

Allow certified project based
reductions such as CCER*

Allow certified project based
reductions such as CCER* or
credits registered in Guangdong

Registry

To be established by the end of
2012

To be established by the end of
2012

Not specified

Trading Platform

Beijing Environment Exchange

Shanghai Environment and
Energy Exchange

Guangdong Emission Exchange

* China Certified Emissions Reduction

Source: Various media report and workshop discussions

and standards in consultation with the

caused by differences in each city’s economic

for Beijing and Shanghai. If the pilots are

Climate Change Department of NDRC.

structure. For example, Shanghai consumes

delayed, the plan of piloting a national ETS

However, some pilots are ahead of others.

little energy for heating in winter time,

by 2015 will inevitably then be postponed.

Beijing took the lead by releasing its draft

while heating generation and supply is one

Depending how you interpret a trading

implementation plan in March this year,

of the biggest emitters in Beijing, typical of

scheme at national level, but China will not

followed by Shanghai in August and

northern cities in China. Guangdong – the

be ready for trading standardized emissions

Guangdong in September. Other pilots are

biggest jurisdiction of the seven pilots in

allowance in 2016. China might use 2010

expected to announce their plans by the end

terms of population and size of the economy

to 2015 as the baseline years to determine

of this year.

– has laid out a longer term plan to pilot

cap emissions for the coming years. In fact,

trading by 2020. A comparison of the basic

sorting out the emissions of key sectors,

Some details have emerged from the

elements of three carbon emissions trading

setting up a national registry and MRV

Implementation Plans of Beijing, Shanghai

systems is listed below.

standards will take at least two to three years.
This work has just begun and the resources

and Guangdong, although they are still
general in their language. In my opinion,

On the ground, China is doing more than is

needed are not fully in pace. The national

the current design is similar to the first

often reported. Developing these work plans

ETS will depend a lot on the progress of the

phase of EUETS in terms of using historical

is demonstrating this progress. Pilots started

seven pilots. Therefore, the coming six to
eight months will be critical.

emissions to set the cap and using free
allocation instead of through auction. The
major difference I discussed in last year’s

Challenges stated by Madam Sun Cuihua,

report is an emission cap in China will be

a senior climate change official in NDRC

allowed to grow early on to accommodate
develop needs.
Chinese pilots try to vision two parallel
systems as they are considering both direct

On the ground,
China is doing more
than is often
reported

earlier this year in a World Bank workshop
remain valid:
•
•

A lack of understanding at all levels;
The absence of a mandate on either
capping or trading, and climate change
legislation is lagging behind;

and indirect carbon emissions. Direct
•

emissions are from original emitting sources

Resistance from large energy actors, such
as power companies

such as power plant, cement factories.
•

Indirect emissions usually refer to those from

Large-scale technical challenges such as
data availability;

large electricity users such as manufacturing
companies, public buildings etc., which

a year ago from rather a loose approach,

don’t burn coal directly. Both emissions

but have now begun to converge towards a

are considered, because the retail electricity

structured model with a mandatory target.

From my perspective, currently the

prices can not reflect the true costs of power

Within each pilot, principles have been

biggest problem is commercial viability.

generation. Pilots are concerned about not

agreed and consensus started to be reached.

It is encouraging to see a large number

passing costs freely from generators to grid,

The debates might continue as new issues

of enterprises included in Beijing and

nor to end users. Both pilots are trying

emerge, and work plans will continue to

Shanghai’s schemes, but this does not

to capture as many emissions as they can,

evolve in response to ongoing challenges for

mean that all of them will accept to join.

which is a positive development through

implementation.

It is foreseeable that the government will

the lens of tackling climate change. Beijing
is targeting 600 enterprises, Shanghai
identified 200 enterprises, and Guangdong

Barriers and issues
ahead

•

Lack of access to financial sources.

face tough negotiations when allocating
emissions permits. The best solution to
this will be to engage with industry more
effectively about the benefits of using a

over 800 enterprises. However, as the scale of
the scheme and the number of participants

As the Chinese authorities move from theory

market-based approach, and to ensure

increase the complexity will be bigger than if

to practice, the complexity and difficulty

implementation provides a robust and

only targeting a few energy-intensive sectors.

of their task is becoming more apparent. In

reliable system.

recent conversations with people working in
The Beijing and Shanghai frameworks share

the pilots, it is unlikely to start trading at the

Looking forward, carbon pricing is the

a lot in common. The biggest difference is

beginning of 2013 as previously believed;

real problem to solve. The cap, market

perhaps the sectors and enterprises included,

first half of year 2013 might be possible

design and potential adjustments over time
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are important factors to drive long term

done on carbon tax carbon trading would

Chinese government continues and it is

price signals. An insufficient price signal

be rolled out faster.” In line with this, a

unlikely there will be any explicit carbon tax

will struggle to incentivize investment or

pilot-based carbon trading scheme is set to

within the 12th FYP period.

innovation. It is likely that the pilots will, at

commence by 2013 rather than a carbon tax.

minimum, set caps tight enough to deliver

GHG emissions are not currently counted

existing carbon intensity targets, even if

as pollutants in China and the revised

adjustments are necessary through the

Environment Tax will do little to directly

piloting phase.

tackle such emissions. China has taxes on a
wide range of natural resources, such as oil,

There are also signs that the Chinese
government has a long-term commitment
to upgrade emissions trading from the local
to national level. The concerns lie in the
market design, however, as it relates to other
structural reforms currently proposed by the

The current
focus is within
China and on building
successful pilot
regions

gas and coal. These types of taxes related to
emissions or energy are often mistaken for
a carbon tax. On the fiscal policy side, the
Ministry of Finance has allocated special
funds though to reward energy-saving
actions and subsidise renewable energy

Chinese government, such as introducing

development. The total amount of the

incremental electricity pricing. Unlike

funds is growing.

emissions trading schemes in the developed

Conclusions

world, China’s carbon market cannot rely on
a mature commodity trading system to assist
its development. Climate Change Minister

The Chinese taxation system is not easily

A pilot based carbon trading scheme has

Xie has noted in public that a carbon market

comparable with any other country around

just begun to take shape in China as

is still new and needs to be improved, and

the world. The first two points to remember

planned but is still at its infant stage. Any

that only spot trading will be considered

are: tax rates are considerably high; and tax

hope for Chinese pilots to link has been a

during the pilot phase.

revenues have outpaced Gross Domestic

floating idea and difficult to materialise, and

Product (GDP) in the past decade. Adding

linking with other trading schemes in the

a new tax under these circumstances is

sub-region or region will not be considered

complex politically, and particularly at a

before the Chinese ETS established. The

time of high inflation.

current focus is within China and on pilot

The debate over a
carbon tax continues

regions. Even so, there is a huge amount

A Carbon tax was once the clear preference
for the near term, because it is easier to

There has been persistent media reporting

of challenges ahead. The next three years

manage than carbon trading from an

over recent months rumouring that

will be for the pilots to enable a small scale

administrators’ perspective. However,

China is considering implementing a

functioning but protected market, and

attitudes warmed towards cap and trade in

new independent carbon tax. These are

meanwhile, NDRC develops necessary

the run up to COP16 in Cancun. Minister

the opinions of policy think-tankers but

national infrastructure that would lead to a

Xie said that “more research needed to be

not policy makers. The debate within the

large scale market in longer term.

Wu Qian is the Senior Policy Advisor at the British Embassy Beijing with a focus on economic policies in the context of climate change. She has been
studying and advocating for UK’s low carbon policies since 2009 and developed a number of projects to promote the exchange of knowledge between Chinese and British policy researchers. She has widely engaged with a network of people in both China and the UK who have interests in developing a carbon
market in China. Prior to the current role, she worked in the finance sector. Wu Qian holds a B.A. from University of International Business and Economics
and an M.P.A from Columbia University.

(1) NDRC Climate Change [2011] No.2601 ”Notice of Carrying Out Emissions Trading Pilot Work” (2) State [2011] No.41 “Work Plan of Controlling GHG Emissions in the 12th FYP“
(3) NDRC Climate Change [202] No.166 ‘GHG Emissions Voluntary Trading Interim Measure’ (4) China Certified Emissions Reduction (5) Policy and Politics of a Carbon Market in
China, IETA 2011 GHG Market Report (6) New report from 21st Century Businss Herald http://epaper.21cbh.com/html/2012-08/21/content_31771.htm?div=-1

Emissions trading in
the Republic of Korea
The Republic of Korea (‘ROK’) has become the latest major economy to
pass laws implementing an emissions trading scheme. On 2 May 2012, ROK
passed the Act on Allocation and Trading of Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Allowances (‘the ETS Act’), which will implement a cap-and-trade emissions
trading scheme (‘the Scheme’) in ROK starting from 2015. The legislation
was passed with a near unanimous vote of 148-0 with three abstentions,
reflecting bipartisan support for the ETS Act.
Paul Curnow, Baker McKenzie

The ETS Act represents a key component

ROK is the fourth largest economy in

Underpinning this strategy is the Green

in ROK’s ambitious Low-Carbon Green

Asia and is the latest in the region to

Growth Act and its accompanying

Growth economic strategy, which was

implement an ETS, following New Zealand

Presidential Decree, which were enacted

announced in 2008. The legislation was

and Australia. The ETS Act is the latest

in 2010. These legislative instruments

passed pursuant to the ROK’s Framework

step in a wider strategy to transform the

outline the strategic framework for the

Act on Low Carbon Green Growth (‘the

ROK economy into a world leader in green

national green growth strategy, which is

Green Growth Act’), which contemplated

growth and development. It is also the key

implemented through consecutive

the setting of greenhouse gas (GHG)

policy measure through which ROK aims to

five-year plans proposed by the Government

emissions reduction targets for covered

achieve its voluntary target to reduce

under the advice of the Presidential

businesses.

GHG emissions by 30% from projected

Committee on Green Growth. The key

levels by 2020.

objectives of the Green Growth Act

Policy background

are to:
•

Adopt green technology and green
industries as core engines for economic
growth;

The Republic
of Korea is the
fourth largest
economy in Asia

Low-carbon,

•

Enhance energy efficiency in the use of

green-growth strategy

energy and the recycling of resources;

The Scheme’s introduction follows the

and

development of climate change policies in

•

Utilize market instruments to promote

ROK over a number of years. Although

low carbon, green growth within the

an export orientated economy with well

private sector.

developed industry, ROK has very few
natural resources and relies on foreign

Emissions Target

imports for 98% of its energy needs. In

Management Scheme

fact, ROK is the world’s fifth largest oil

ROK has pre-existing GHG emission

and second largest LNG importer and as a

reduction obligations on certain entities

The passage of the ETS Act was followed

result is particularly vulnerable to unstable

known as the Emissions Target Management

by a draft Presidential Decree (‘Decree’)

energy prices. In response, President Lee

Scheme (‘the ETMS’), which came into full

released on 23 July 2012, which sets out the

Myung-Bak announced in August 2008,

operation on 1 January 2012. The EMTS

detailed rules governing the Scheme. Public

the ‘low-carbon, green growth’ national

was intended to serve as a transitional

consultation on the draft Decree is expected

strategy, which has the duel aim of effectively

measure under the green-growth strategy

to take place before it is formally adopted by

addressing climate change and ensuring

to allow for a smooth transition to an

the ROK Cabinet in November 2012.

energy security.

economy-wide ETS.
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The Scheme covers entities whose emissions

a single facility of 25 000 ktCO2-e in

There will be an additional free allocation

and/or energy use exceed a specified

any compliance year. Sectoral coverage

of units to certain industries, separate from

threshold. The Government sets industry

will be determined at each phase in the

the percentage based allocation above, to

standard GHG emissions targets, which

operation of the Scheme, and will be

be negotiated at the beginning of each

result in a penalty for non-compliant

identified in the national allocation plan

commitment period. This further allocation

companies. The Scheme is supported by

to be established six months prior to each

will be based on growth trajectories,

the National Greenhouse Gas Inventory

phase by the Allocation of Emissions

different abatement costs, exposure to trade

System and overseen by the Greenhouse Gas

Committee, which will be chaired by the

and energy intensity. The stated purpose of

Inventory and Research Centre for Korea,

Finance Minister. Coverage is expected to

this free allocation regime is to create a stable

which was established in June 2010.

include large-scale electricity generation,

market and to protect the competiveness of

manufacturing and transportation as well

strategic export industries.

as domestic aviation (but not international
aviation) amounting to over 60% of

ROK has an
overall target of
reducing its
GHG Emissions by
30% from BAU
levels by 2020

COMPLIANCE

ROK’s total emissions.

TARGETS AND CAPS

Liable entities will be required to surrender
carbon units for their emissions on an
annual basis within 6 months of the end of

ROK has an overall target of reducing its

each compliance year, at which time freely

GHG emissions by 30% from projected

allocated units will be cancelled.

business as usual levels by 2020. The ETS

The penalty for failure to surrender units

Act requires the submission to the Scheme

will be three times the average market

regulator of annual GHG emissions and

price for that compliance year, subject to a

energy usage reports by liable entities.

maximum charge of approximately USD$88

These reports will need to be verified by

(100,000KRW) per unit.

approved independent auditors based on

Operation of the Scheme

monitoring, reporting and verification

Initially only liable entities will be

standards to be set out in regulations.

permitted to trade in emission units,
although other entities may apply to the

After initially being proposed in November

The allocation of free permits to liable

Ministry for the right to participate in the

2010, the ETS Act was finally passed by the

entities will be based on their actual

Scheme. Liable entities will not be able to

ROK National Assembly on 2 May 2012.

emissions over the past three years

use internationally sourced offset credits

The Scheme will commence on 1 January

multiplied by the allocation percentage of

to meet their compliance obligations

2015, with the first surrender date falling

the particular phase of the Scheme for each

during the first two phases of the Scheme.

in 2016. The first phase of the Scheme will

sector. During the first phase of the

While this excludes the vast majority of

be from 2015 to 2017, the second phase

Scheme, from 2015-2017, the allocation

certified emissions reductions (CERs)

from 2018 to 2020 and the third phase from

percentage will be 100% for all sectors.

under the Clean Development Mechanism

2021 to 2026. The Ministry of Environment

As a result, liable entities will be allocated

(CDM) it does not prevent liable entities

has been designated as the ROK Emissions

100% of their three year average emissions

from surrendering CERs generated by

Trading Authority, while the ETS Act calls

in the first phase. They will have to

ROK CDM projects, of which there are

for a national registry to be established to

purchase units in the market if they exceed

currently 68 registered, expected to produce

operate alongside the National Greenhouse

their allocation for that year. This free

approximately 20 million CERs annually.

Gas Inventory System.

allocation percentage will drop to 97 percent

Even during the third phase of the Scheme,

during the second phase from 2018-2020

post-2020, international units will only be

and below 90 percent in the third phase

allowed to be used to meet up to 10 percent

from 2021. However, certain key

of a liable entity’s surrender obligations and

The Scheme will cover a number of

emissions-intensive trade-exposed

the volume must not exceed the number of

industry sectors encompassing approximately

industries such as steel and semiconductor

domestic offsets used.

460 entities, with surrender liability

manufacturing are likely to be exempt

triggered by company-level GHG emissions

from this reduction in free allocations for at

While this measure ensures that a

of 125,000 ktCO2-e or emissions by

least the first two phases of the Scheme.

substantial amount of emissions reductions

COVERAGE

are achieved domestically, it does have the

year. The Carbon Sink Act does commit

the flexible price period. The decision to

potential to increase the price of units within

to the use of internationally accepted

exclude international units until at least

the Scheme. However, the high levels of

standards in the design of the forest carbon

2021 demonstrates a clear commitment

freely allocated units during the first two

scheme. The Scheme itself will be managed

on the part of the ROK Government to

phases are likely to counteract this concern.

by the Forest Carbon Centre, which is

drive emission reductions domestically and

overseen by the Korea Forest Service. With

soak up excess CERS that are no longer

substantial forestry assets and an experienced

being sold into the EU ETS. However,

forestry sector it is likely that carbon units

the isolated nature of the planned Scheme

The second major limb of ROK’s low-

generated under the Carbon Sink Act will

and the high levels of free allocations raises

carbon green-growth strategy is the Act

be an important source of offsets under the

questions as to the potential liquidity of

on the Management and Improvement of

Scheme.

the market during the initial two phases.

Forestry

Carbon Sink (‘the Carbon Sink Act’),
which is expected to come into force in

Next steps

With the commencement of the Scheme
still three years away it is likely that ROK
will be closely following the development

February 2013. The Act integrates the
ROK forestry sector into the Scheme and

Extensive public consultation on the draft

of new schemes in Australia, California and

provides an important source of domestic

Decree is scheduled to take place before a

elsewhere over the coming years.

carbon offsets. Specifically the Carbon Sink

final decision on the Schemes rules is made

Act establishes the Forest Carbon Offset

by the ROK Cabinet on November 15. It is

Program, which allows for the generation

also expected that further technical details

of carbon units from reforestation and

will be released through regulations will be

afforestation projects in ROK. Liable

formulated during 2013.

entities will be able to use these carbon units
to meet surrender obligations under the

Conclusion

Scheme. In addition, the Carbon Sink Act
establishes the Forest Carbon Registry that

The timing of the commencement of

will operate alongside the Offset Registry to

the Scheme in 2015 coincides with the

be established under the Scheme.

continuation of the EU ETS through to

Details regarding the types of forestry

Phase III, the expected commencement

projects that will be eligible will be set out

of a number of pilot ETS’ in China and

in a Presidential Decree expected later this

the transition of the Australian ETS to

A final decision
on the Scheme’s rules
is made by the Cabinet
on November 15

Baker & McKenzie was the first law firm to recognise the importance of global efforts to address
climate change and the importance of such legal developments to our clients. For more than 15 years
our dedicated team of more than 60 lawyers have worked on numerous pioneering deals, including
writing one of the first carbon contracts, setting up the first carbon fund, the first structured derivate
transaction and the first REDD project. From governments, multinational enterprises to financial and
multilateral institutions, we continue to advise on climate change policy and regulation.
Paul Curnow is a Partner of Baker & McKenzie’s Global Environmental Markets Practice and recognised as one of the world’s leading legal advisors on climate change. Since 2000, he has specialised
in carbon, renewable energy and environmental markets.

(1) From 1 January 2012 – 31 December 2013 – 87 500 tonnes CO2-e or 350 terajoules of energy consumption. From 1 January 2014 onwards – 50 000 tonnes CO2-e or 200
terajoules of energy consumption.
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EU ETS: Same Ambitions, New Design?
The EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) has pioneered the largest
environmental compliance market in history, with trading volumes
reaching USD 148 billion in 2011. The scheme covers over 12,000 industrial
installations and, since the beginning of this year, airline emissions have
been added into it. Phase 1 (2005-7) was conceived as a pilot, and it was
only from 2008 onwards that the market became more sophisticated, with an
agreement on post-2012 rules - including inter-phase banking - reflecting
a commitment to the long-term existence of the market. While the targets
of the EU’s climate and energy package reach only until 2020, the EU ETS
has no sunset clause. The cap is annually reduced by a pre-defined number
which, unless the ETS legal framework is repealed or amended, will be
applied beyond 2020 and would lead to a 70% CO2 reduction by 2050.
2

3

4

Simone Ruiz and Jana Frejova, IETA

A pioneering instrument
with unmatched scale
created a functioning
market

The Commission proposes
a temporary fix to deal
with the recession
hangover

surplus curve.7 The Commission expects
the surplus to reach 1.4 billion allowances at
the end of phase 2. The surplus is the result
of a year-on-year accumulation of unused
or excess allowances. The amount of excess

The EU carbon market works, as illustrated

The Commission has recently come forward

by its high liquidity and transparency, with

with proposals to temporarily reduce the

the large majority of transactions exchange-

pace of supplying an already oversupplied

traded and/or centrally cleared (see chart 1).

market with allowances. This ‘back-loading’

The price signal has responded to a decline

refers to a modification in the auction

in industrial activity following the financial

timing profile where the auctioning of a

crisis by taking a steep plunge. As the supply

certain number of allowances is postponed

of allowances was set well in advance, based

to later years. This should help reduce the

on a totally different forecasted demand for

supply pressure in the early years of phase 3,

emission allowances, the recession has been

with expectations that structural measures

the single largest contributing factor to an

(which take longer to adopt) will balance the

oversupplied market. Still, the price signal

system before the deadline for ‘re-loading’

remains positive in the range of 6-8 euro. It

(i.e. returning back-loaded allowances).

6

allowances can be calculated by subtracting
the verified emissions from the sum of
supplied allowances (through free allocation
or auctioning) and offset use in a single year.
Further, it is uncertain when and whether
the back-loading proposal will get adopted.
In a parallel, yet separate, process, the
Commission hopes that the Parliament
and the Council will affirm its right to

is difficult to assess what supports the market
price right now. While the market expects

While there are no concrete amounts of

that policy makers will tackle this oversupply

allowances yet proposed, the Commission

in the near-term, industrials with long

describes three possible scenarios for the

positions might prefer to hold allowances

back-loading – 400 million, 900 million and

and surrender them later - when the share of

1.2 billion - but the number finally chosen

free allocation decreases - rather than to sell

will depend on negotiations with the EU

them at a low price today.

Member States in early fall. EU Climate

5

Commissioner Connie Hedegaard argues for
back-loading on the basis of the predicted

it is uncertain
when and whether
the back-loading
proposal will
get adopted
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Chart 1: EU ETS - A Liquid and Transparent Market

Commission to ‘do it again’, and (c) its effect
(if any) will soon evaporate as the timing of
‘re-loading’ approaches, unless measures are

1.1 Market volume

taken to permanently back-load or cancel
these allowances.9 Industry associations
are already lining up to lobby against such
a measure out of fear of facing higher ETS
prices.10 This is why the Commission is also
seeking to cement the legal basis on which
changes to the auction calendar can occur.

The one and only?
Back-loading cannot
work in isolation,
structural reforms
must follow
Source: IETA based on Point Carbon (3 August 2012).
Note: Aggregation of OTC and exchange traded volume.

Due to the nuances of the EU’s decisionmaking process, the most effective reform

1.2 Market price

measures will also take the longest time to
implement (chart 2). Back-loading - the
Commission’s proposal - is directed towards
the management of short-term expectations
rather than giving the long-term
predictability that investors in low-carbon
assets are seeking. This will help mitigate
some loss of confidence in this mechanism as
it will affect the price immediately, but will
provide a short-lived impact on the overall
performance of the scheme.
Back-loading could buy some time for
policy makers to arrive upon a decision on
structural reforms. As a first step, Member
States could voluntarily agree to permanently
Source: IETA based on Point Carbon (3 August 2012).
Note: Data for futures contracts with delivery in Dec 2012.

set-aside the back-loaded allowances from
the market rather than returning them to the
market later in phase 3. This could happen
at any time in 2013-14.

back-load before the end of this year. The

by a majority in the Parliament/Council.

change in the auction time profile has to be

This institutional set-up gives significant

The oversupply could also be tackled

adopted by a Committee composed of civil

power to the Commission to quickly

through a cap trajectory change. However,

servants from all EU Member States and

implement regulatory changes. However, the

changing the cap trajectory would require

is then submitted to Parliament/Council.

current situation is rather unusual, as many

amending the ETS Directive, potentially

Unless one of these bodies objects - and

observers perceive it as a ‘first of its kind’

touching on already agreed provisions for

reasons for objections are fairly limited8 -

intervention, albeit being only a temporary

Phase 3. The Commission is unlikely to

this would enter into force early next year.

adjustment of supply. There are concerns

propose any changes to the ETS Directive

If the proposal were blocked in the initial

that (a) the back-loaded amounts will be

over the next couple of years with a view to

Committee, it would have to be rejected

insufficient, (b) there is an incentive for the

prevent uncertainty. The later the trajectory
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Box 1: Structural measures to address oversupply 12
Reform options differ strongly when looking at the short or

the governance of the scheme (‘central bank’) are alternative

long-term as the EU policy process puts a legal barrier to

reform options, which meet a great deal of reluctance in the

changing the ETS Directive

current policy context,

‘selectively’. In the process

however. Adding price-

of a full revision of the
Directive, expected for the
middle of phase 3, many
structural measures for

Dy
n

am

ic

Limit offset
use
ru

le

non-exhaustive list). These

based scheme risks
undermining the policy

ch

an

objective of reaching a

ge

reforming supply could be
envisaged (see circle for a

adjustments to a quantity-

Restrict
banking

s

certain emission reduction

Safety valve
for surplus

SUPPLY
MEASURES

target at a specified point

Include new
sectors

in time at the lowest cost.

On

could be one-off rule changes

e off

(i.e. inclusion of new sectors)

Align
renewable,
efficiency,
ETS targets

or measures with a dynamic
adjustment aspect. A safety

Review
cap-setting
process

The governance aspect
ru

le

of this is delicate, as it

ch

an

ge

s

would involve developing
a fully new structure

valve, for instance, could

for managing daily

trigger a reduction in the

liquidity in the carbon

auction volume whenever

market and could face

the accumulated surplus reaches a certain threshold. The

the same conflict between price and quantity objectives. In

allowances set aside could be released back into the market

addition, a Treaty change would be required to guarantee the

when the oversupply is below the safety valve, until the

independence of the governing institution if a central bank

reserve is depleted. Price-based adjustments or changes to

model was adopted.

Chart 2: Effectiveness of reforms and possible timing

is changed, however, the more significant the
efforts will be to reach a given cap objective in
a given year. For instance, a trajectory change

1.1 Market volume

from 2014 to reach a 30% emissions reduction
by 2020 will be a lot steeper if implemented

EFFECTIVENESS

Back-loading

only as of 2016.
Set-aside

Other structural design reforms (see Box 1)
would also require amendments to the ETS

Cap change

Directive but will probably not be implemented
Design reforms
PHASE 3

PHASE 4

Source: IETA
(1) The authors would like to thank Alexandre Marty, EDF Trading and Co-chair of IETA’s EU Working Group for
substantive comments and authorship of chart 2. (2) Worldbank (2012), State of the Carbon Market. (3) See www.
ieta.org/3-minute-briefings. (4) By 2020: 20% share of renewable energy in overall EU energy consumption; 20%
energy efficiency improvements; 20% GHG emissions reductions; 10% biofuel component in vehicle fuel. (5) As of
2013, the power sector in most Member States will have to purchase allowances to cover compliance needs. Industrial sectors exposed to carbon leakage will receive 100% of allowances for free up to a carbon intensity benchmark,
non exposed sectors receive up to 80% decreasing to 30% by 2020. (6) Published on 25 July 2012. See http://
ec.europa.eu/clima/news/articles/news_2012072501_en.htm (7) European Policy Centre (10 July 2012) – Event
Report: EU climate policies – Can we meet the challenges of the future with the means of today? Breakfast Policy
Briefing, p. 2. (8) Objections can only be raised if (i) the draft measures in question exceed the implementing
powers provided for in the basic instrument and/or (ii) that the draft is not compatible with the aim or the content
of the basic instrument and/or (iii) does not respect the principles of the subsidiary or proportionality. (9) M. Ferdinand, Thomson Reuters Point Carbon, presentation given at IETA’s EU Working Group Meeting on 30 July 2012.
(10) See e.g. EUROFER (07/2012); CEFIC (03/2012); EUROMETAUX (07/2012). (11) European Commission
(2010): Analysis of options to move beyond 20% greenhouse gas emission reductions and assessing the risk of
carbon leakage. (COM(2010) 265 final). Brussels, 26.5.2010, pp. 6-8 (12) See IETA’s forthcoming paper “Options
to reform the EU ETS: an analysis by IETA” for a more detailed analysis of the oversupply in the EU ETS and the
various reform proposals.

before the start of phase 4. A 2010 Commission
communication gives an insight into the
thinking of the Commission and offers several
options through which a tighter (EU-wide)
target could be implemented, including a
permanent set-aside of 1.4 billion allowances;
technological options such as eco-design and
smart grids; carbon taxes in non-ETS sectors;
changes in the use of international credits; or a
combination of EU policies to drive emissions
reductions.11 The latter, aligning EU energy and
climate change objectives towards the goal of
carbon reductions, would take us a long way
into the right direction.
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Aviation in the EU ETS and beyond
“Trading will directly encourage the structural changes in the global
economy which will be necessary if climate change is to be stabilised. …
I recommend that the Government seriously consider a dry-run pilot with
interested players as soon as possible.”
1

Andy Kershaw, British Airways

So wrote the late Lord Marshall in 1998,

of carbon, but achieving a global agreement

then the Chairman of British Airways,

on a cost-effective solution that does not

having led a task force on economic

distort air transport markets will require

instruments for reducing climate emissions,

intensified political effort and a willingness

requested by the UK Chancellor. In 2001,

to compromise by all countries.

British Airways successfully lobbied for

Many governments
have summoned
the political will
to properly address
climate change

aviation to be included in the voluntary UK

Many governments, such as those in Europe,

ETS, becoming the first airline in the world

and Australia have summoned the political

to take part in emissions trading. More

will and determination to properly address

recently, in 2009 the entire aviation industry

climate change, developing carbon markets

set out a vision for a global sectoral approach

and bringing forward new legislation to

to addressing its emissions with proposed

include industries, including aviation, into

targets of Carbon Neutral Growth (CNG)

emissions trading systems. However, other

a sector-wide solution to international

from 2020 (a cap on net emissions growth)

governments do not appear to share the

aviation emissions when the top-down

and a 50% cut in net CO2 emissions by

same level of desire to tackle the issue.

multilateral approach to overall climate

2050 2 (see figure 1). Airlines have long

change policy through the UNFCCC is

recognised the need to take part in efforts to

Perhaps it is unrealistic to imagine that

faltering. The UNFCCC process is certainly

limit climate change and to reflect the cost

governments around the world will embrace

not providing the stimulus for States to act
on aviation emissions. But a global solution

Figure 1: Aviation Industry Proposed Emissions
Reduction Targets 2005-2050

is essential in this most international of
industries.

CO2 Emissions
(Index, 2005=100)

Aviation in the EU ETS
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2012: EU ETS target
of 97% of 2005 level

2020: Net emissions
below 2005 level and
falling

2012

2020

reached in the European Council to include
aviation in the EU ETS, beginning in 2012.
Aviation is treated sectorally in the EU ETS
with a single benchmark methodology for all
aircraft operators – with 82% of the sector’s
2005 emissions allocated to incumbent

2050 target: 50% cut in net
emissions

operators free of charge for 2012 compliance

0
2005

In December 2007, political agreement was

2030

2040

2050

AVIATION INDUSTRY TARGET: 50% CUT IN NET CO2
The example relates to a European airline whose flights are initially all captured by the EU
ETS and subseqently by a global sectoral approach
Source: British Airways Corporate Responsibility Report 2011/12

and 78% for the compliance years 2013
to 2020 (Phase III of the EU ETS) on the
basis of tonne-kilometres flown in 2010.3
The benchmark approach was not warmly
received by all airlines, since it distorts the

distribution of allowances between airline

compromise negotiations in the UNFCCC

Most airlines are critical of the approach

business models, but the most controversial

process.

the EU has taken, so one could easily get
the impression that all airlines are anti-ETS,

aspect of the application to aviation is its
scope. The EU Commission’s final proposal

EU governments would argue that they have

but this is not the case. Airlines, including

of 2006 was to begin by covering only intra-

made strenuous efforts over many years to

British Airways, support carbon trading:

EU flights in 2011, followed by extension

find a global solution to aviation emissions

to include all flights arriving in and

through ICAO, but so far, to no avail. They

“IATA’s position is very clear. We see emissions

departing from the EU in 2012. Following

point to the fact that the EU ETS is simply

trading as a useful tool and we’ve not backed

interventions from the European Parliament,

a requirement for all airlines that wish to

away from that at all. … The issue about the

the intra-EU phase was dropped and the

land or take-off from an EU airport and in

EU ETS is not about the ETS as a mechanism,

system would begin by including all flights

no way infringes on airspace sovereignty,

it’s about the fact that the EU has probably

in 2012.

as was the finding of the European Court

over extended itself in the way it’s trying to

of Justice on a legal challenge by some US

impose it.” 6

When the Parliament were deliberating

airlines against the ETS. EU governments

over the geographic scope they felt the

are expected to direct auction revenues to

Airlines are caught in the middle of disputes

logical conclusion was to encompass the

environmental initiatives and are required

between States over the EU ETS, facing the

maximum amount of emissions to achieve

to report against this commitment to

prospect of tit-for-tat actions that could have

the maximum amount of reductions, despite

the European Commission.5 It is also

serious repercussions, including:

British Airways and others insisting that it

the case that the EU ETS for aviation

was the wrong approach. Whilst there is a

was unanimously agreed through a full

practical logic to covering as many emissions

democratic process and has been transposed

as possible, the politics of international

into law in every EU Member State.

4

climate change policy can rarely be described

•

Retaliatory actions that cause additional
costs, disruption to operations and
competitive disadvantage.

•

States instructing their operators not to

as logical. Certainly the prospect of non-

meet compliance requirements, causing

compliance and retaliatory measures by non-

market distortions where some operators

EU governments was not taken sufficiently

do not face ETS costs.

seriously by the Parliament. However, this
has become precisely the situation that the
EU and EU airlines now face.

Why is aviation in the
EU ETS so fiercely
contested?

•

Airlines,
including British
Airways, support
carbon trading

Various non-EU governments argue that the
inclusion of international aviation in the EU

Uncertainty in the overall
implementation of EU ETS, causing
difficulties for business decision-making.

•

Acceleration of an uncoordinated
patchwork of ineffective, costly and
distortive unilateral measures.

How can we lever the
EU ETS to increase the
chances of a global
deal?

ETS is a breach of airspace sovereignty, that

The EU should be congratulated on its

it fails to respect the UNFCCC notion of

leadership role in developing a carbon

common but differentiated responsibilities,

market, and in avoiding a blunt carbon tax

The EU has repeatedly signalled its

that revenue collected from auctioning 15%

on aviation, instead building a model for

preference for a global approach to aviation

of the allowances is equivalent to a tax, and

including aviation emissions in the cost-

emissions, and built the flexibility for the

should not flow to EU national treasuries,

effective ETS; and critically for aviation,

EU ETS to adapt to such an approach when

and that emissions from international

in insisting that the ETS must be applied

the aviation Directive was written. Article

aviation should be managed through global

without discrimination to airlines operating

25a states that:

consensus at the International Civil Aviation

between two countries – the ICAO

Organization (ICAO). Perhaps some

non-discrimination principle. However,

“Where a third country adopts measures for

governments also fear that it sets a precedent

significant opposition from around the

reducing the climate change impact of flights

that could be applied to other sectors of

world requires a reconsideration of the EU

departing from that country which land in the

the economy in future and potentially

ETS as applied to aviation.

Community, … the Commission may adopt
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amendments to provide for flights arriving from

circle line between each airport-pair that

the third country concerned to be excluded from

occurs in the airspace of EU Member States

the [EU ETS].” And that “The Community
and its Member States shall continue to seek
an agreement on global measures to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from aviation. In the
light of any such agreement, the Commission
shall consider whether amendments to this
Directive as it applies to aircraft operators are

When the Kyoto
Protocol was
agreed, governments
recognised the need
to treat aviation in a
different way

necessary.” 7

and applying this percentage to total flight
emissions.

A global sectoral
agreement
When the Kyoto Protocol was agreed in
1997, governments recognised the need
to treat aviation in a different way to fixed

Early discussions with disgruntled non-EU

emissions sources, and requested developed

governments centred around the notion of
‘equivalent measures’ as a means to placate

An alternative application of Article 25a

countries in ICAO to develop options to

them, whereby a country would introduce

could be to recognise commitment of States

mitigate aviation emissions. Unfortunately,

reciprocal unilateral measures in return for

to a global roadmap on CNG policy from

by carrying over the distinction of developed

exemption of all operators from obligations

2020 by removing EU ETS obligations on

and developing countries into ICAO, where

on flights inbound to the EU from that

inbound flights to the EU. With the EU

international standards have always been

country. Not only would such hastily

ETS deadline for surrendering allowances

agreed without such delineation between

adopted measures be far from ‘equivalent’,

for 2012 compliance set at 30 April 2013,

countries, substantive progress has been slow.

but the outcome would likely be a damaging

a CNG roadmap commitment in the final

The fact that progress in the UNFCCC has

proliferation of unilateral taxes and other

months of 2012 would be an effective

been even slower has certainly not helped.

measures, accelerating a patchwork of

objective.
During 2012, ICAO has accelerated work

ineffective and costly policy instruments
around the world. Thankfully, no non-EU

Another potential amendment to the EU

evaluating a global CNG mechanism for

governments have, to date, embarked on the

ETS would be a revision of the geographical

aviation. A CNG roadmap commitment

equivalent measures route.

scope to apply to the emissions of flights

in the final months of 2012, followed by

that occur in the airspace of EU Member

agreement at the October 2013 General

There are a number of options for

States. Despite previously having been

Assembly to develop a single CNG policy

amending the EU ETS that could be more

ruled out due to data complexity, practical

solution could put governments on the right

politically palatable. Two of them are

solutions have been suggested to overcome

path to move from regional policies such as

briefly described here.

this, defining the proportion of the great

the EU ETS, towards a global approach.
One option being considered by ICAO is

Figure 2: PROJECTED DEMAND FROM AVIATION FOR EMISSIONS
REDUCTION UNITS UNDER GLOBAL CNG POLICY

capping emissions from 2020 and requiring
aircraft operators to either reduce emissions,
including through the use of sustainable

200

biojet fuel, or to surrender emissions
reduction units such as CERs for emissions
above their individual baseline. This

150
MILLION TONNES CO2

40

option is preferred by industry in principle,
although a number of design elements
will need to be agreed – methodology to

100

determine aircraft operator responsibility,
how to accommodate special circumstances
and respective capabilities of States,

50

monitoring, reporting and enforcement, and
what type of emissions reduction units will

0

be permissible.
2022

2024

2026

The impact on carbon markets could be

British Airways favours an approach that

carbon policy based on the principles of

significant since growth in international

includes all international flights, excluding

carbon trading, significant reduction in

aviation emissions is expected to be around

those to and from Least Developed

aviation’s net emissions, a cost-effective and

5% per annum. By 2026, demand from

Countries (LDCs). Special circumstances

non-distortive treatment of airlines, and a

aircraft operators for emissions reduction

could be addressed by requiring that all

significant boost to global carbon markets.

units could be around 170 million tonnes of

emissions reduction units be sourced from

The alternative, a nightmare patchwork of

CO2 (see figure 2).

developing countries.

punitive and ineffective measures is worth

The key political challenge is to identify

Conclusion

the effort to avoid.

an approach acceptable to all states that
respects the non-discrimination principle

A future where international aviation

– not creating market distortions, while

emissions are regulated by a patchwork

accommodating the special circumstances

of uncoordinated, costly and ineffective

and respective capabilities of states. The

policy applications that remain contested, is

2010 ICAO Assembly resolution describes

unacceptable.

a ‘deminimis’ based on tonne kilometre
activity of their airlines, whereby only

A modified EU ETS can be a first step, but

countries with more than 1% of global

there is also a need for concerted action

activity would take part. But industry,

from all States working through ICAO.

along with a number of countries, reject this

The challenge of agreeing a comprehensive

approach as crude and failing to respect the

global sectoral approach is formidable, but

principle of non-discrimination.

the prize would be a first global sectoral

The key
political challenge
is to identify an
approach acceptable
to all states

Andy Kershaw is Manager of Environment Policy at British Airways, one of the world’s leading global
premium airlines. British Airways is actively promoting robust climate policy solutions for aviation as
part of its One Destination corporate responsibility strategy. The airline also aims to build a commercial scale sustainable biojet fuel plant in England by 2015, the first of its kind in Europe.

(1) Marshall (1998), Economic instruments and the business use of energy, November 1998 [archive.treasury.gov.uk/pub/html/prebudgetNOV98/marshall.pdf] (2) ACI, CANSO, IATA,
ICCAIA (2009), A global sectoral approach for aviation, working paper presented to the 2009 ICAO high-level meeting on international aviation and climate change, HLM-ENV/09WP/19, October 2009 [legacy.icao.int/HighLevel2009/Docs/HLMENV_WP019_en.pdf] (3) The aviation target for 2012 is 97% of the sector’s 2005 emissions. Of the allowances created for 2012, 15% are auctioned, therefore 0.97*0.85 = 82% are allocated free of charge. For 2013 onwards the target is 95% of 2005 emissions, auctioning remains at 15% and
a new entrant reserve of 3% is established, therefore 0.95*0.85*0.97 = 78%. (4) http://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2011-12/cp110139en.pdf (5) The response
of Member States is likely to vary on this point with for example Germany expected to direct the revenues to environmental initiatives whilst the UK has said it will not hypothecate revenues. (6) Reuters (2011) Airline group IATA says fully supports CO2 trading, June 2011 [www.reuters.com/article/2011/06/07/airlines-emissions-iata-idUSL3E7H70D420110607]
(7) Directive 2008/101/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 November 2008 amending Directive 2003/87/EC so as to include aviation activities in the scheme for
greenhouse gas emission allowance trading within the Community, Official Journal L 008, 13/01/2009 P. 0003 - 0021
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The new Registries Regulation –
form over substance? ©
The New Registries Regulation was born off the back of a number of
significant events affecting the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (the “EU
ETS”) – its impending transition from Phase 2 to Phase 3, the introduction
of new types of allowance units for aviation operators (AUEAs), the impact of
VAT fraud committed by criminal elements and of course, the cyber theft of
carbon credits from national registries. The regulation seeks to
address some aspects of all of the above points.
1

Peter Zaman, Reed Smith
The details of those market challenges are, by

the chances of fraudsters gaining access

linked to the EU ETS, were migrated

now, very well known. The question is; has

to the system. However, outside these

(the Migration Event) into a single

the New Registries Regulation done enough

sorts of administrative or operational

European Union Registry (hereafter, the

to give the market the confidence it needs to

changes, for the purposes of this article I

Union Registry). In parallel, the national

go back to business as usual? This article will

will concentrate on the structural and legal

registries for those EU Member States were

explore the extent to which comfort can be

changes introduced by the New Registries

consolidated into a single IT platform that

drawn from the changes introduced by the

Regulation. I examine below the most

nonetheless ensured that each Member
State’s registry was uniquely identifiable and

New Registries Regulation.

protected from each other and maintained

What the New Registries
Regulation does

a direct connection to the International
Transaction Log (the ITL).3

It ensures the EU
ETS is not hostage
to the outcome
of international
negotiations

The New Registries Regulation changes
are operational, functional, technical,
administrative and legal. The backdrop
to most of these changes are the recent
challenges faced by the market and a

This migration and consolidation event
achieves a number of objectives including,
cost and efficiency savings for Member States
who no longer have to pay separate software
licence fees to maintain individual licences,

discourse on why each of the changes was

commonality of functionality and technical

therefore necessary, is beyond the scope

standards applied by all Member State

of this article. It suffices to say, that the

registries now offering the same service and
functional tools. Most significantly, from the

intention of the Commission is that the
changes will restrict, if not completely

significant of those changes to assess whether

perspective of the Member States, it ensures

prevent, the recurrence of those events.

confidence can or should be generated by

that the EU ETS is not hostage to the

Without a doubt, many of these changes

them.

outcome of the international negotiations

will improve the environment in which the
market operates. For example, ensuring
that Europol has ‘read-only’ access to all

The consolidation of the
registry infrastructure

regarding a second commitment period
under the Kyoto Protocol, for which the
registry infrastructure may or may not need
to be maintained beyond 2015.

accounts will allow a quicker response
to block the onward delivery of stolen

On 20th June 2012, the accounts that

carbon credits, or requiring all Member

previously existed in the separate and

The Migration Event now means all trading

States to enforce a minimum standard of

distinct national registries for the EU

of EU Allowances (EUAs), AEUAs, Certified

know your customer (KYC) requirements

Member States2 and those of the other

Emission Reductions (CERs) and Emission

with their account applicants will reduce

European Economic Area (EEA) countries

Reduction Units (ERUs) can take place in

a single registry.4 There are a number of

short term, this has come at the sacrifice of

advantages to this. For example, previously

greater functionality and technical advances

events relating to one national registry,

for some account holders; however, in the

such as its failure to maintain its Kyoto

long-term it should prevent weaknesses

eligibility requirements, did not impact

in the system caused by the particularities

other national registries. This placed the

of the way individual Member States

account holders in the affected registry at a

maintained their respective registries.

disadvantage to other EU ETS participants

Arguably, this will remove the practice of

as any transfers from their accounts to other

forum-shopping between Member State

accounts outside their registry were blocked

registries based on functional differences

by the United Nations. With all accounts

and will concentrate the analysis of the

sitting within a single Union Registry,

advantages of one Member State registry

transfers between, for example, a French

account over another, to a purely legal one

the intention behind concealing the serial

account and a German account would not

(e.g. does being subject to the laws of the

numbers of carbon credits held in an

be automatically blocked, as the transfers

UK give an account holder greater or lesser

account was to create fungibility between

would not be treated as a transfer between

legal rights or protections compared to the

carbon units of the same type. For example,

two national registries for the purposes of

laws of another Member State?).

an AEUA issued by Greece should not be

5

the ITL.

43

The message to
account holders was
“What you don’t know
doesn’t hurt you”

treated any differently than an AEUA issued
Notwithstanding the fact that all emissions

by the UK. Similarly, because one EUA

Other advantages include, improving

trading in the Union Registry can now take

should be treated as indistinguishable from

the security of the EU ETS by removing

place in a single registry, the New Registries

another EUA, in the event that someone had

potential weak points of entry for cyber

Regulation does not address the issues

an EUA stolen from their account through a

thieves targeting Member State registries

arising from the application of different

phishing attack they need not seek to attach

that did not implement the necessary

Member State laws. By moving all emissions

proprietary individuality to that particular

software upgrades other Member State

trading to a single location, the Commission

stolen unit of an EUA as any other EUA

registries had. By bringing all emissions

had the opportunity to simplify the conflicts

returned to the victim should suffice to

trading under a common IT functionality,

of laws analysis otherwise applicable to cross-

address any loss.

it avoids any one Member State account

border emissions transactions, by narrowing

being treated as more or less secure than the

it to the laws of a single jurisdiction (e.g. the

The Commission’s motive in adopting this

other. Although this process has led to a loss,

laws of Luxembourg because that is where,

approach was fundamentally driven by

for some Member State registries (e.g. the

I understand, the EUTL and the Union

the suspension, by market participants, of

UK registry), of more advanced functional

Registry servers are maintained). However,

trading in spot carbon credits in the EU ETS

features and optionality than those enjoyed

the artificial construct deployed under

following the 2010/11 spate of cyber-thefts.

by other Member States, it is hoped that the

Article 10(5) New Registries Regulation,

The difficult issue of addressing what, if

Commission will, through future software

maintains the fiction of the application of

any, legal rights were retained by the victims

upgrades, return some of that functionality

the laws of individual Member States based

of the thefts and the liability, if any, faced

to all account users in the Union Registry

on the whether the account in question

by any good faith purchaser of the stolen

in time. However, how responsive the

has been subject to the supervision of a

carbon credits had led to market participants

Commission will be (in contrast to some

particular Member State. Therefore, on

assessing the risks of participating in the

pro-active Member States) to such requests

questions such as the applicable laws to how

spot market as outweighing the benefits

relating to enhanced functionality remains

title in carbon credits will pass, the conflicts

of remaining involved. Faced with the

to be seen.

of law analysis will continue to apply where

clamour for certainty and in the face of the

the transfer was from, for example, a French

publication of details of the stolen carbon

The Migration Event has therefore, given

account to a German account within the

credits, the Commission opted for, what

the Commission control over the software

Union Registry.

they perceived as the easier remedy – hiding

and security standards applicable to the
EU ETS’s carbon credit settlement process.
Given past experience, this is probably the

The hiding of serial
numbers

best way of reducing the risk of uneven
security standards in the EU ETS. In the

the serial numbers so account holders
wouldn’t know that the carbon credits they
received were stolen and forbidding the
publication of details of any carbon credits

From the perspective of the Commission,

by making that information confidential. In
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(a)	Article 37(2) grants evidentiary

short, the message to the account holder was,

National Administrator and Europol who

“what you don’t know doesn’t hurt you”.

can see the serial numbers for the unit), the

status of title to the carbon credits held

recipient cannot ascertain whether what

in an account in the Union Registry.

As most legal commentators would

he is receiving is stolen (he must wait to be

This evidence is however prima facie

probably agree, the real issue stems from

informed by the National Administrator

only and can be displaced by evidence

the absence of a uniform cross-border

or law enforcement agencies) but may find

to the contrary. The benefit of this

agreement amongst Member States, on the

units in his account or his entire account

provision is that robust evidence to the

identification, at law, of the type of property

suddenly frozen or the recipient cannot,

contrary (e.g. specific laws of a Member

rights that should be attributable to a carbon

absent assistance from the courts or the

State) will be necessary to displace the

credit. For example, it may be treated as a

National Administrator, even identify who

assumption of title offered by Article

movable intangible property in one Member

delivered the stolen carbon credits to them.

37(2). By analogy to a land or property

State but treated as a ‘good’ in another

register, just because an entity’s name

Member State. In the absence of common

does not appear in the register does

agreement as to how proprietary rights in

not prevent an interest in the property

carbon credits should be applied in each
Member State, different Member State laws
will provide different answers to questions
such as: can security be validly taken over
carbon credits, what rights does a creditor
have to the return of carbon credits it has
credited to an account of a clearing house in
the event of the clearing house’s insolvency,

Hiding the serial
numbers makes the
legal analysis even
more challenging
in a number of
circumstances

arising but it does mean that the person
who’s name does appear, may trump the
other person’s interest where they have
completing claims.
(b)	Article 37(3) limits any remedy for
a claim at national law seeking recovery
or restitution of carbon credits to be

or more fundamental questions such as,

“in kind” only. The meaning of this is

how legal title passes to a carbon credit - on

unclear but may be better understood

transfer or on payment? None of these issues

when read in conjunction with sub-

are resolved by the hiding of serial numbers

paragraphs (a) and (b) of Article 37(3).

or by deeming carbon credits to be fungible.

In particular, Article 37(3)(a) provides

If anything, they make the legal analysis

Therefore, does the restriction on the

that a finalised transfer of a carbon

of carbon credits even more challenging in

ability to identify, check or be aware of the

credit cannot be reversed pursuant to

a number of circumstances. For example,

receipt of stolen allowances without the

any remedy that might exist under the

in the legal analysis of whether a security

intervention of the National Administrator

laws of any Member State. In effect, a

interest can be enforced over a carbon credit,

or law enforcement authorities give market

judge in providing a remedy to a victim

that enforcement becomes questionable

participants comfort that the fundamental

of a stolen allowance cannot, as part

where the carbon credit is commingled and

legal issues with receiving stolen allowances

of his order, declare the transfer of the

indistinguishable from other carbon credits

have now gone away? Judged purely on the

carbon credit to the current holder

held in an account.

basis of the hiding of the serial numbers or

was invalid and therefore should be

making the details of the serial numbers

reversed. Article 37(3)(a) however, does

The inherent problems that arise from

confidential, the answer would be no.

not prevent a judge from ordering that

the uncertainty surrounding the legal

However, when combined with the effect

the current holder should be required

nature of a carbon credit continue and

of Article 37 (discussed below), a different

to deliver an equivalent number of

therefore, this begs the question whether

answer could emerge.

carbon credits to the victim of the

the concerns that caused spot market to
be suspended also continue? What the
hiding of the serial numbers, along with

The Article 37 protection
to buyers in good faith

theft. Arguably, if all carbon credits
are fungible, this should provide an
effective remedy for the victim of the
theft. Article 37(3)(b) makes it clear that

making the information about the carbon
credits confidential, does is in fact make

Of all the provisions in the New Registries

the intention of the provision is only to

the impact of any theft more difficult to

Regulation, Article 37 is the most significant

ensure finalised transactions cannot be

self-detect. The victims no longer can point

in terms of its legal content. The main

unwound (i.e. analogous to the effects

to an identifiable unit that has been stolen

provisions are as follows:

of the Settlement Finality Directive6

(although these can still be identified by the

for transfer orders in payment and

securities settlement systems) but not to

pursue claims, available under the laws

prevent the ability for a victim of a theft

of individual Member States, against an

to pursue any remedies they may have

innocent purchaser (other than those

against the holder of their carbon credits

that might require the return of the

under national laws.

carbon credits stolen). For example, the
availability of Article 37(4) would not

(c) Finally, Article 37(4) gives a

have prevented the claims pursued in

purchaser and holder of a carbon credit

Armstrong v Winnington from arising,

who has acted in good faith title to the

as the remedies pursued there were

carbon credit free of any defects in title

equitable in nature and not proprietary.

of the person who transferred it. On the
face of it, the impact of this provision
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The New
Registries
Regulation and
Union Registry clearly
reduce the risk
for market
participants

Conclusion
hidden helps reduce panic but doesn’t

appears to give the holder of a stolen
carbon credit the ability to gain good

The New Registries Regulation and the

remove the fundamental risk of legal claims

legal title to the carbon credit even

migration to the Union Registry clearly

arising. Article 37(4) does however, give the

where its seller did not have good title

reduce the risk for market participants in the

good faith purchaser a defence to a claim

himself. Of course the buyer must prove

EU ETS. However, it is probably fair to say

that may or may not succeed depending

that he has acquired it in “good faith”

that much of the reduction arises through

on the law of the relevant Member State

and that he has paid for it (even if the

operational or functional changes introduced

and the nature of the claim brought. This

amount of the payment does not appear

rather than through any legal certainty

has lead to the OTC market developing

to be a material requirement). This is

provided by the New Registries Regulation.

a standardised contractual remedy in its

clearly a powerful provision to assist

The use of a single settlement platform

trading documentation to deal with the

an innocent purchaser. The strength of

means that there is no individual software

passing down the chain of contracts, claims

this protection however, is eroded by (i)

or technical weak point in the system but

arising through the delivery of stolen carbon

the uncertainty of the meaning of good

it also means that when affected, the entire

credits.

faith, which is likely to be different in

market is likely to be affected. It is hard to

each Member State,7 (ii) the uncertainty

imagine that this, in itself, will mean that

The final measure of the benefit of these

as to the precise approach applicable

a cyber-theft will categorically never again

changes will not be in the success of the

to determining the law relating to

occur. If, and when it does occur, the issues

contractual remedy developed in the OTC

proprietary issues (e.g. lex fori or lex

market participants will have to grapple with

market. With the volume of transactions

loci rei sitae etc.), and (iii) the ability

will continue to apply, even if, hopefully it

now executed on-exchange, the final measure

expressly maintained by Article 37(3)(b)

will only be rarely. Making the information

will be in the way the exchanges and

above, to allow the victim of the theft to

regarding serial numbers confidential and

clearing-houses address this risk.

Reed Smith LLP is a leading international law firm with over 1,700 lawyers in 23 offices throughout
Europe, the Middle East, Asia and the United States. The firm’s Energy and Natural Resources Group is
an award-winning market leader in trade and commodities law and one of the largest law firms dedicated to the sector. Its specialist Climate Change team provides legal support to all aspects of climatic
and environmental law including trading under the EU ETS, AB32, RGGI, WCI, the Kyoto mechanisms
(CDM and JI) and the voluntary markets. Its carbon finance expertise includes structured products in
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(1) Commission Regulation (EU) No. 1193/2011 of 18 November 2011. (2) With the exception of Malta and Cyprus. (3) As required for those Member State’s compliance with their
obligations as Annex B countries under the Kyoto Protocol. (4) Assuming that is what a migrated account holder so wishes. Following migration, CERs and ERUs that existed in national
registries were not automatically transferred to the newly created EU account in the Union Registry although EUAs were. (5) References to an account of a particular Member State
should be understood to mean accounts in the Union Registry, which are subject to the supervision of the National Administrator of that Member State. (6) Directive No. 98/26/EC of
19 May 1998 on settlement finality in payment and securities settlement systems, as amended from time to time. (7) The meaning of good faith was recently considered by the English
case of Armstrong DLW GmbH v. Winnington Networks Ltd. [2012] EWHC10 (“Armstrong v Winnington”).
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The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), currently comprising of
nine northeastern U.S states, is undertaking a review of the design of the
regional cap-and-trade program. This review was mandated in the original
RGGI rulemaking passed by the participating states. The review must
address the following issues: the environmental success of RGGI; the impact
of RGGI on price and system reliability; the size of emissions budgets after
2018; and the effectiveness of policies to control emissions leakage. Lastly,
the MOU calls for an evaluation of offsets, including areas such as price,
availability and environmental integrity. The scope of the review is wide
reaching and intended to provide an opportunity to address issues
that have arisen during the program’s lifespan.
1

Anthony Mansell, IETA

The RGGI Context

first three years 33% below the emissions
cap of 188 million short tons.2

RGGI is a multi-state cap-and-trade program, joined by a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in 2005 to build a regional

The RGGI Market

RGGI has investigated economic scenarios
altering 2014 emissions caps to either 120,
115 or 106 million short tons. The 2013
cap, by comparison, will be 165 million

The market impact of this has seen

short tons.5 These scenarios would create a

allowance prices reduced to the auction

tighter market in terms of supply and likely

reserve price, currently $1.93/ton, as the

increase allowances prices, and the fact

program has been oversupplied with

that RGGI is undertaking this modeling

permits. As a consequence, auctions have

suggests a cap tightening could be part of the

in place to commence bidding.

often failed to sell all available permits. For

amendments produced during the program

example, the September 2011 allowance

review.

Since the program commenced in 2008,

auction sold only 18% of the 42.19 million

cap-and-trade program for the power sector.
Compliance is applied to all generating units
above a 25MW threshold. The vast majority
of permits are auctioned quarterly to raise
funds for state budgets, with a reserve price

and after baselines had been established for
the first two compliance periods, RGGI
states’ emissions have reduced significantly
below these targets, caused by a number of
factors. The US was hit by a deep recession
as a result of the global financial crisis,
reducing regional power demand, and
therefore aggregate emissions. Additionally,
the northeast has undergone a natural gas
revolution, in particular with the exponential
growth in supplies of unconventional (and
especially shale) gas. As natural gas has
become more economical than coal powered
generation there has been significant
substitution in the regional energy mix
towards natural gas. The impact of this has
been to reduce emissions over the program’s

permits offered, clearing at the reserve

Giving Offsets a Chance

price (then $1.89/ton).3 The graph on the
following page indicates monthly average

The RGGI program solely covers emissions

prices for RGGI allowances in transactions

reductions in the power sector. Currently,

where data is available.

the only opportunity to incentivize broader
economy reductions is to register an offset

Re-evaluating supply in the face of the

project in the region using one of RGGI’s

shifting economic dynamics for the power

protocols.6 These protocols were developed

sector in the northeast will be a great

specifically for RGGI and incorporated

challenge during the 2012 Program Review.

into the regulations, and the management

Seven RGGI states have agreed to withhold

and oversight of the offset program is also

first control period allowances that were

administered by RGGI Inc., the program

unsold at auction, totaling between 67-87

administrator. In contrast, the offsets

million permits.4 However, in the longer

program in California’s cap-and-trade

term RGGI has expressed an interest in

program utilizes external registries such

making adjustments to allowance budgets to

as the Verified Carbon Standard (VCS),

increase prices - and program revenues.

American Carbon Registry (ACR) and

New Hampshire has also been a threat

RGGI ALLOWANCE PRICES SEPTEMBER 2008 - JUNE 2012

to exit from RGGI through Republican
legislators. Democratic Governor John
Lynch vetoed a bill last year that narrowly

4.00

passed the state Senate. A second repeal
bill would have made it through the Senate

3.50

until an agreement to directly rebate
RGGI ratepayers with half of program

3.00

revenues was included to keep the program
2.50

alive in New Hampshire.

2.00

In both of these states, opposition
groups have cast the program as an

1.50

unnecessary tax on the region’s utility

1.00

ratepayers, and pushing states to withdraw

0.50

New Jersey continues to be the likeliest

from the program in its entirety.
state to remove itself from RGGI, though

0.00

Source: RGGI COATS, IETA calculations
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not without overcoming environmental
groups and legislators who continue to
explore ways to keep New Jersey in the
RGGI program.

Conclusion: RGGI at a
Crossroads
Climate Action Reserve (CAR) for some

concerns if a successful offsets program

tasks, provided they meet requirements set

is to emerge.

by the regulator.
It is questionable whether RGGI Inc. has

The RGGI program review is taking place
against the backdrop of a program that is

Will they stay
or will they go?

struggling to identify the direction it wishes
to take. The recession, and expansion of
natural gas are exogenous factors, not driven

the technical capacity necessary to oversee a
robust offset registry in an efficient manner,

RGGI was originally comprised of ten

by a carbon price but wider economic

which is necessary to encourage investment

states.8 However, in May 2011,

circumstances. The benefit of a market-based

for project development. For example, in

New Jersey Governor Chris Christie

approach is that it is not rigid when faced

stakeholder comments to RGGI in February

announced his intention to remove the

with evolving circumstances, whether they

2012, IETA expressed concern that some

state from the program, leading to legal

are economic, technological or otherwise,

RGGI protocols have not been updated

proceedings and legislative efforts to

since the Model Rule was adopted in

counteract the governor’s action. Gov.

2008, whereas other offset standards

Christie has twice vetoed state legislature

regularly release new versions and

bills to reinstate New Jersey in RGGI,

iterations of methodologies to react

and at the time of writing environmental

to changing understanding and

groups, Environment New Jersey and

technology.7 This structural capacity has

Natural Resources Defense Council

yet to be tested, with no projects currently

(NRDC) are proceeding with legal actions

registered in the RGGI program due mainly

against the governor’s original withdrawal.

to low allowance prices. However, as the

They claim that state law was not followed

program continues to develop RGGI will

and there was insufficient opportunity for

need to address these institutional capacity

public comment.

New Jersey
continues to
be the likeliest
state to remove
itself from
RGGI
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and this is an important advantage over

reductions outside covered sectors to be

efficiency and the benefits of incorporating

inflexible command-and-control approaches.

cost effective, and therefore the availability

broad-based market incentives. The 2012

The need for effective market-based

of offsets needs to be a priority for a future

Program Review can put in place the

incentives is not removed by these dynamics,

RGGI program. The structural barriers must

medium-term structural reforms to push

as future emissions reductions will continue

be removed, using protocols developed and

RGGI forward.

to require the positive incentive that a

certified by external standards rather than

properly designed cap-and-trade program

relying on in-house capacity, and pushing to

can deliver. However, the program as it

a broader methodological and geographical

currently stands is not delivering an efficient

scope, including international units. This

carbon market.

will provide a firm basis for offsets to
create reductions from a broader suite of

RGGI states must reach a decision on what

opportunities than currently afforded in the

environmental target they wish to achieve,

program design.

and the regional cap-and-trade program will
deliver that reduction. However, the analysis

In the absence of federal policy instituting

and introspection must not end at this

a national cap-and-trade program, RGGI

point. RGGI must move potential emissions

has an opportunity to demonstrate market

RGGI has
an opportunity
to demonstrate
market
efficiency

(1) Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative: Memorandum of Understanding. Tech. 20 May 2005. Web. <http://rggi.org/docs/mou_12_20_05.pdf>. (2) http://www.lawandenvironment.
com/uploads/file/RGGI%20Compliance%20Report%202012.pdf (3) Hibbard, Paul J., Susan F. Tierney, Andrea M. Okie, and Pavel G. Darling. The Economic Impacts of the Regional
Greenhouse Gas Initiative on Ten Northeast and Mid-Atlantic States. Publication. Analysis Group, 15 Nov. 2011. Web. 22 May 2012. (4) http://www.pointcarbon.com/news/1.1722067
(5) http://www.rggi.org/docs/ProgramReview/March20/IPM-Modeling_030212.pdf (6) Capture or destroy CH4 from landfills; Reduce emissions of SF6 from electricity transmission
and distribution equipment; Sequester CO2 through afforestation; Reduce emissions of CO2 through non-electric end-use energy efficiency in buildings and; Avoid CH4 emissions
through agricultural manure management operations (7) https://ieta.memberclicks.net/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=480:ieta-submission-to-rggi-regarding-flexibility-mechanisms-2&catid=24:position-papers&Itemid=91 (8) Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, New Jersey, Rhode Island, and
Vermont
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ALBERTA’S GHG EMISSIONS CONTROL SYSTEM:
A MODEL FOR OTHERS?

50

Since 2007, the Canadian province of Alberta has operated a unique,
economy-wide approach to greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions control that
(while imperfect) has functioned to incentivize emission reductions and the
development of low-carbon technologies. This Alberta system focuses on
emission-intensity reductions, offsets, trading in market instruments, and
technology innovation, positioning Alberta to achieve the dramatic GHG
emission declines required over the next years and decades.
Gray Taylor, Bennett Jones

Although criticized for (1) the low level

the prairie and northern forest regions to

large quantities in a number of regions. In

of its existing emission reduction targets,

the east. Becoming a Canadian province in

addition, Alberta has been described as

(2) defects in its offset development and

1905, Alberta was an agricultural province

the “Saudi Arabia of coal”, and currently

certification process, and (3) potential

which changed dramatically into a resource

uses coal to generate the vast majority

over-reliance on carbon capture and storage

extraction and industrial economy after

of its electricity. The rapid growth of

(“CCS”), the Alberta system successfully:

World War II due to the discovery of fossil

Alberta’s population (now over 3.5 million),

•

fuels (first oil and subsequently gas) in

in particular the cities of Calgary and

Imposes costs on larger scale industrial
GHG emissions,

•

Creates market incentives to reduce or
Figure 1: ALBERTA’S REDUCTION COMMITMENTS

sequester GHGs,
•

Directs funds into critical new lowcarbon technologies, and

•

400

Is likely capable of accommodating
much more stringent targets without

Moreover, as the Alberta system is
compatible with significant economic
growth and generates both government and
private sector income, it can obtain political
support across the province, including
rural areas. With all of these benefits, the
Alberta system could provide a template for
GHG emission control systems in rapidly
industrializing countries with large rural,
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Edmonton, as well as the development of

GHG Emissions Reporting

extraction and recently oil sands projects
have resulted in billions of dollars being
invested in modern facilities energized
almost entirely by locally-sourced fossil fuels.

Alberta’s Growing GHG
Emissions
In 2010, Alberta GHG emissions (expressed
in CO2e terms) were 236 megatonnes (Mt),
accounting for over one third of the GHG
emissions in Canada, up from approximately
28% in 1990. This percentage appears
likely to continue increasing in the future,
with approximately 40% of Canada’s GHG
emissions from Alberta in 2020 and oil
sands emissions of 104Mt, triple the level
in 2005. The federal government predicts
such an increase due to the expected growth
in petroleum production from the oil sands,
which relies on a large amount of fossil

of 12%. A frequent criticism of the SGER
requirement is that as facilities become more

large petroleum, petrochemical, resource

energy efficient over time, the fixed 12%

Under CCEMA, a GHG reporting

obligation becomes less onerous. Alberta

regulation was put in place in 2004 that

has indicated that it is considering increasing

required facilities with annual emissions

the percentage reduction requirement as

of 100,000 tonnes CO2e /year or more to

part of the pre-September 2014 SGER

file a verified emissions report. In 2011,

review referred to below. It is also possible

this threshold was reduced to 50,000

that differential rates for different economic

tonnes CO2e /year or more. Industrial

sectors could be instituted as part of such a

GHG emissions in Alberta are estimated

reform.

to account for more than 50% of all
GHG emissions in the province, and
approximately 100+ large emitting facilities
are obligated to report (often referred to
as large final emitters or “LFEs”), which
represent 70%+ of all industrial emissions.

the potential
for linking the
Alberta system
to other systems
has not been
eliminated

Reporting is coordinated with the federal
government’s GHG emission reporting
requirements through a “single window”
reporting arrangement.

Specified Gas Emitters
Regulation

fuel combustion for heat to separate the
petroleum product out of the “oil sands”.

Climate Change and
Emissions Management
Act1 (“CCEMA”) and CCEMA
Regulations
In 2003, Alberta put CCEMA in place.
CCEMA prescribes significant reductions in
“specified gases” (CCEMA’s term for GHGs,
specifically including the six Kyoto Protocol
categories of GHGs) on an “intensity” basis
with a reduction target of 50% or more for
GHGs emitted per unit of Alberta’s gross
domestic product by 2020, as compared to
1990 levels. Alberta’s 2008 Climate Change
Strategy also contains an “expectation”
statement suggesting a 14% reduction on an
absolute basis below 2005 GHG emission
levels in 2050. Alberta describes its targets as
seen in Figure 1.
It should be noted that over time, CCS is
expected to play the greatest role in reducing
emissions from “business as usual” levels,
accounting for 50 Mt/year by 2020.

On July 1, 2007, the Specified Gas Emitters
Regulation (“SGER”) went into effect and
created the emissions reduction and market
instrument portion of the Alberta system.

Offsets

Intensity Reductions for LFEs

to participate in the SGER scheme and

SGER imposed GHG emission intensity

to provide a potential cost relief valve for

To permit the rest of the Alberta economy

industrial facilities required to reduce their

reduction requirements on the LFEs (for
this purpose, the 50,000 tonne/yr threshold
has not been adopted). The emissions

outside of the regulated industrial facilities

that used by CCEMA) was adopted to

are eligible to produce such offset credits.

permit regulated facilities that make up a
major portion of the Alberta economy to

Currently, offset credits used for compliance

continue to expand while simultaneously

in the Alberta System can only be produced

addressing GHG emission reductions. For

in Alberta, preventing the use of offset

plants existing in 2000, a 12% reduction

credits generated elsewhere. However, the

from a baseline intensity (calculated as the

offset requirements of the Alberta System

average of the emissions intensity in the

substantially incorporate ISO 14064, which

facility’s 2003, 2004 and 2005 operations)
was prescribed for each compliance period.

1

2000, the baseline intensity is that of the
third year of operations, and the reduction
obligation is 2% per annum starting in the
fourth year of operations, to a maximum

system was established. Reductions in GHG
emissions, as well as GHG sequestrations,

intensity approach (which is similar to

For facilities commencing operations after

GHG emissions intensity, an offset credit

makes Alberta offset credits potentially
comparable with offsets from other
jurisdictions. Thus, the potential for linking
the Alberta system to other systems, such
as those being developed and/or operated
in Alberta’s neighbouring provinces and the

51
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Western Climate Initiative (WCI), has not

Notwithstanding the large number of

government-controlled Climate Change

been eliminated.

protocols potentially useable, offsets actually

and Emissions Management Corporation

generated and used in the SGER system

(“CCEMC”). Fund credits can be used

The additionality requirements for offsets

have been concentrated on a handful,

in an unlimited amount by LFEs. Both

under the SGER are limited to prescribing

particularly conservation cropping. In

the price and the unlimited use have been

that the activity producing the reduction

2011, AEnv announced that it will permit

criticized, most likely resulting in these

is not required by law. However, as

two tonnes of credits to be created for

aspects being part of the review of SGER

offset credits can only be used when

every tonne of CO2 sequestered by a large-

and the Alberta system now underway

produced in accordance with government-

scale CCS project intended to inject CO2

in preparation for a pre-September 2014

approved protocols, a decision by Alberta

captured from an oil sands upgrader directly

decision on the system’s fate.

Environment & Water (“AEnv”) to develop

into geological formations; this project is

and modify protocols with additionality in

receiving $745 million from the Alberta

Emission Performance Credits

mind has forced the Alberta offset credit

government and $120 million from the

“Emission Performance Credits” (“EPCs”),

system to consider issues similar to those

federal government, indicating the size of

which were authorized as a compliance

that have arisen in the CDM.

the financial challenge for CCS. It is not

mechanism by SGER, are available to any

clear that this two-for-one approach will

regulated facility that reduces its emissions

As of July 2012, there were over 30 protocols

be available to others. Another project to

below its emissions intensity requirement.

approved for developing Alberta offset

capture CO2 from an Alberta coal-fired

One EPC is available for each tonne that the

credit projects, with many of these protocols

electricity generating facility that was to

facility’s emissions are below its prescribed

relating to:

receive a similar amount of government

target. EPCs can be used by the facility

•

Agricultural activities such as

funding support was abandoned by its

generating them in future years (i.e. banked)

conservation cropping (no-till or low-till

proponents which indicated that uncertainty

or by any other LFE but only for the same

farming), N2O emission reductions

in offset credit valuation was a significant

year in which it was created.

in agricultural applications, manure

factor in the abandonment decision.

2

The results of the operation of SGER can be

management and aspects of animal
•

•

husbandry,

Fund Credits

Industrial and resource activities of

To keep the cost of emission reductions for

importance to Alberta such as enhanced

LFEs lower, LFEs are allowed to acquire

oil recovery and acid gas injection, and

“fund credits” (which act like offset credits)

Traditional energy efficiency and

by contributing $15 per tonne to a fund

renewable energy opportunities.

(the “Technology Fund”) operated by the

seen in Chart 1, provided by AEnv.

Effectiveness of the
Alberta System
The targets for Alberta’s climate change
emissions control plan are criticized as
inadequate and most likely incompatible
with Canada’s Copenhagen Accord/Cancun
Agreements GHG emissions commitment

Chart 1: Specified Gas Emitters Regulation (SGER)
Operational Results (selected)
Compliance
Cycle

Offset Credits
(in megatonnes)

Fund Payments
(Cdn $)

of 17% below 2005 emission levels by
2020. Critics of the Alberta system point to

EPC Credits
Retired
(in megatonnes)

the fact that an emissions intensity system

(as is expected in Alberta, particularly from

2007 (half year)

1

$43 Million

0.25

2008

2.7

$82 Million

0.57

2009

3.8

$63 Million

1.2

2010

3.9

$70 Million

1.9

2011*

5.3

$55 Million

1

is prone to permitting GHG emission
increases if and when production increases
the oil sands). However, these comments
can be countered by highlighting the need
to keep challenges managable during the
“learning by doing” stage while GHG and
market capabilities are being built and
political support is necessary. Moreover,
the Alberta system functioned effectively
throughout the economic downturn,

* Unaudited

showing that reduced production does not,

and did not, take the “bite” out of intensity

The AG found a wide variation in

party verification, and pass on their right

reduction requirements.

methodologies applied to quantify emissions

to the offset credit without any assurance

from tailings ponds, leading to potentially

from the government that the offset credit

significant variability in results. With

is valid. When the offset credit materials

respect to offset credits from changes in

are provided to the government, they may

Lack of Price
Discovery

cultivation practices to “reduced till” or

be rejected, creating the potential for the

Since offset credits and EPCs are

“no-till”, the AG found a wide variety of

LFE to be out of compliance. Even more

frequently traded in Alberta, a market

evidence used to validate offset credits,

concerning for all participants is that offset

for them clearly exists. However, as these

with at least one protocol requirement

credit documentation is subject to audit by

instruments are moved over-the-counter

not sufficiently addressed in any of the

the government for a period of at least two

without any public reporting of prices

approaches. The AG was also critical of a

years. If the offset credit is found to not

paid (even on an aggregated basis), the

number of other practices related to protocol

comply, the offset credits can be disallowed.

benefits of price discovery are not

and offset credit creation.

This exaggerated form of buyer liability
could lead to penalties being imposed

available. The $15/tonne price of fund
credits effectively caps the price, but

AEnv has indicated that the AG’s findings

beyond the requirement to replace the

little is known of the prices actually

and recommendations have been taken

disallowed offset credits ($200 per tonne

paid. The issue is likely to be reviewed

into consideration and are being dealt with

of excess emissions), creating the risk of

in the near future, particularly if linking

effectively for current and future years.

significant potential liability. As a result of

to neighbouring provinces or other

However, there is a widespread concern

the AG’s report referred to above, the level

jurisdictions is to occur.

amongst market participants that further

of assurance required from verifiers will be

changes will be needed to satisfy the AG,

increased going forward.

Nature of
Tradeable Units

resulting in uncertainty that is adversely
affecting the enthusiasm of potential
participants.

Verification of Offset
Credits

CCEMA states that offset credits, fund
credits and EPCs are “revocable licenses”

When the SGER system was put in place,

usable in the Alberta system to meet the

the accreditation of verifiers under ISO

LFEs’ prescribed emission targets. The

14065 did not exist. Accountants, engineers

uncertainty inherent in that definition

and other qualified entities were permitted

has lead to difficulty in characterizing the
units for legal purposes and in establishing
a commodity for use in financing
arrangements.

Auditor General
Report

If the offset
credit is found
to not comply, the
credits can be
disallowed

to do verifications if approved by AEnv.
The varying approaches adopted by these
entities have led to apparent inconsistencies
in verification results. It has also led to audit
concerns, where the original verification
was done by, for example, an engineering
company and the audit/re-verification is
performed by an accounting firm using
different methods.

The Auditor General of Alberta (“AG”)
reported on various aspects of the SGER
system in November, 2011, following up
on two earlier reports. In this report, the

The Technology Fund
Offset Credit Issuance

AG identified a number of concerns. In

The Technology Fund is to be used for

particular, the AG reported that guidance

The SGER system contains no step where

purposes related to reducing emissions

from AEnv to facilities, verifiers, offset

an offset credit is “issued” (i.e., certified

or improving Alberta’s ability to adapt

project developers and offset protocol

as in existence by a government official)

to climate change. CCEMC, the Fund’s

developers was not as clear as it should be.

prior to its attempted use by an LFE. As a

operator, envisions this being achieved

As well, the processes for developing offset

result, project developers go through the

through the discovery, development and

protocols needed improvement, particularly

offset credit creation cycle, assemble the

deployment of clean technologies. As

transparency and ensuring that protocol

documents required to demonstrate the

fund credits are replacements for emission

development standards were met.

existence of an offset credit, obtain third

reductions, but do not represent in and of
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themselves any reductions, the use of the

new facilities built post-July 1, 2015, as well

funds needs to result in emission reductions

as existing facilities exceeding a defined “use-

(ideally comparable to or greater than

ful life” (likely 45 or 50 years), to meet the

those that would have been achieved in the

GHG emissions standards appropriate for a

absence of the issuance of the fund credits).

modern combined-cycle natural gas electric-

This could mean that the investments are

ity generation production facility (by using

directed into near-term emission reduction

CCS or otherwise) or to shut down. As

projects. On the other hand, the Alberta

the vast majority of electricity in Alberta is

system (and particularly the Technology

coal-fired generation, this requirement may

Fund) is designed to produce transformative

deprive the SGER of a significant demand

changes through the creation of new

component. Moreover, the next sectors

technologies, which includes funding risky

planned for federal performance regulations

ventures into new technologies, like CCS.

include oil and gas and chemicals, both

These investments may not pay off in

mainstays of the Alberta economy and of

emission reductions, either in the short term

the SGER system. The federal government

or ever. As well, while some investments for

has indicated its willingness to enter into

The Alberta GHG emissions control system

adaptation projects have been announced,

equivalency agreements that would suspend

has operated for over five years and has

this focus remains a challenge for

the application of federal GHG regulations

achieved a number of desirable results,

CCEMC. Lessons from the operation of

in Alberta if the Alberta system achieves

including the creation of trained personnel

the Technology Fund for the structure and

comparable results. This interaction deserves

and service providers, as well as an economy-

operation of the UNFCCC Green Climate

watching as CCEMA prohibits signing any

wide focus on GHG emissions, reductions,

Fund are likely worthy of exploration.

inter-jurisdiction GHG agreement unless the

and sequestrations, that may be unparalleled

agreement is consistent with CCEMA and

in the world. It has demonstrated that

its GHG emissions target.

requiring emission-intensity reductions

Interaction with Federal
Climate Change Policy

2014 Review

These investments
may not pay off in
emission reductions,
either in the short
term or ever

Conclusion

offers a potentially successful approach for
an industrializing economy and that such an
approach can incorporate offset projects and

The Canadian federal government has
indicated that its program to achieve GHG

SGER is set to expire on September 1,

credits that are very similar to offsets used

emissions reductions to meet its Kyoto

2014, but provides for a review to determine

in a cap-and-trade allowance-based system.

Accord/Cancun Agreements target of a

its ongoing relevance and necessity. The

The Technology Fund, which focuses

17% reduction for 2005 levels by 2020

option of repassing SGER in its current or

funds paid for fund credits (similar to

will consist primarily of a sector-by-sector

an amended form is available. This review is

allowance auction revenues) into new clean

performance-based regulatory approach.

currently underway and it is understood that

technologies and adaptation, may also be

Following on from new vehicle emission

all options are being considered, including a

attractive to others. That 5.3 million tonnes

standards, the federal government is close

carbon tax, a modified SGER system or an

of offset credits have been issued and used,

to putting requirements on the coal-fired

end to the SGER (including its emissions

arguably representing at least that amount of

electricity generation sector that will require

trading component).

emission reduction, is also a positive.

Gray Taylor is co-leader of the climate change and emission trading practice of Bennett Jones LLP,
an international lawfirm and the largest lawfirm in Alberta. He is one of a handful of lawyers in the
world listed as a climate change Band 1 practitioner by Chambers Global which states that he “advises
clients on a range of high-profile matters... Clients describe him as ‘very knowledgeable, and a trusted
adviser,’ while peers agree that he is a top-tier practitioner.” He is a past chair of the Canadian Bar
Association’s National Environmental, Energy and Resources Law Section and an IETA director and
co-Chair of IETA’s Canadian Working Group.

(1) i.e., the remaining 6 months of 2007 and every calendar year thereafter (2) To date, financial additionality has not been required by AEnv

EPA GHG REGULATION:
REFLECTIONS ON THE D.C. CIRCUIT’S DECISION
Despite all of the discussion of climate change law and policy in the
United States, some may have overlooked a significant decision that will
fundamentally affect the debate about and landscape of climate change
regulation. In February, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit presided over an unprecedented two days of oral argument,
considering multiple challenges against significant Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) rules governing climate change.

John Cruden and Chandra Middleton, Environmental Law Institute

The hearings involved four current EPA

rulemaking. The court ruled against stay

decision’s implications. Following this article

rules (endangerment, tailpipe, tailoring, and

motions and efforts to consolidate the cases,

is a chart indicating not only the four rules,

timing rules), an historic EPA air regulation

but did assign them to the same panel:

but all options the court had following oral

dating to 1978, hundreds of parties, and

Judges Sentelle, Rogers, and Tatel. This was

argument.2

countless issues, culminating in a unanimous

a significant assignment because both Judges

Court of Appeals decision: Coalition for

Sentelle and Tatel had been on the panel

Responsible Regulation, Inc. v. EPA, No.

that decided the Massachusetts v. EPA case

09-1322, slip op (D.C. Cir. June 26, 2012).

that went to the Supreme Court. The court

Following the mandate of the Supreme

Endangerment Finding

was, therefore, fully prepared for the historic

Court in Massachusetts, EPA Administrator

The four current rules at issue were a direct

and lengthy oral arguments by a number of

Lisa Jackson made what is commonly

result of the Supreme Court’s decision in

attorneys and displayed complete knowledge

referred to as the “endangerment finding.”

Massachusetts v EPA, 549 U.S. 497 (2007),

of the applicable facts and law.

She did so by finding that a mix of six

1

which held for the first time that carbon

common GHGs contributes to air pollution

dioxide is a pollutant “because greenhouse

endangering public health and welfare. As

gases fit well within the Clean Air Act’s

required by the CAA, this determination

capacious definition of ‘air pollutant.’”

was completed after a public notice and

Massachusetts at 532. The Supreme Court
required EPA to make a determination
either that greenhouse gases (GHGs) do
or do not endanger human health, or that
there was not enough scientific data to
make a determination. The Supreme Court

Immediately
after the four rules
became final,
multiple parties
filed petitions

comment period. EPA then considered
reopening the rule to analyze additional
evidence, including the politically-charged
“Climategate,” in which documents were
stolen from the University of East Anglia
Climatic Research Unit that allegedly

recognized that “[i]f EPA makes a finding

evidenced data manipulation by climate

of endangerment, the Clean Air Act (CAA)

scientists.

requires the Agency to regulate emissions of
the deleterious pollutant from new motor
vehicles.” Id. at 533.

The Endangerment Finding was the first
The D.C. Circuit decision has already

to be challenged and the first the court

resulted in numerous articles, blogs, and

addressed. Many of Petitioners’ arguments

Immediately after each of the four rules

educational presentations, including two

were founded on perceived defects of the

became final, multiple parties filed petitions

programs by ELI. This article briefly

scientific evidence underlying the finding.

for review in the Court of Appeals for

describes the decision on each of the EPA

The court found EPA reasonably construed

the D.C. Circuit, challenging each EPA

rules at issue before addressing some of the

the CAA to limit analysis to scientific
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evidence, rather than incorporating policy

took effect on January 2, 2011. Petitioners

the statute directed and EPA was challenged

considerations, and that EPA is afforded

argued the Timing Rule was an attempt to

on multiple grounds for this unusual

deference for their decision to not define

extend the PSD and Title V requirements

decision. However, the court did not reach

“endangerment” in quantitative terms.

to GHGs. The court disagreed, finding

the merits of these arguments, again finding

The court also found EPA properly denied

that the Timing Rule merely delayed

that Petitioners were unable to show injury

petitions to reopen the rule after the public

regulation of stationary sources. The court

and, therefore, had no standing to challenge

notice and comment period.

held that Petitioners did not have standing

the Tailoring Rule.

Tailpipe Rule

to challenge this rule because they had
not evidenced an injury resulting from the
rule. If anything, the court observed, they

The Tailpipe Rule was the product of a

benefited from it because it delayed their

joint rulemaking by the National Highway

being regulated.

1978, 1980, and
2002 PSD Rules
Petitioners also argued that because there is

Traffic Safety Administration and EPA

no National Ambient Air Quality Standard

to require new cars and light duty trucks

(NAAQS) for GHG, EPA may not require

to increase gas mileage and emit fewer

PSD permits for emitters because GHGs are

GHGs. These new pollution standards were

not yet regulated pollutants. In making this

accomplished by an historic compromise in
which the auto industry largely agreed to
the mileage standards. True to their word,
the auto industry did not challenge the EPA
standards. However, some states and a large
group of industrial representatives claimed
EPA improperly interpreted the CAA and

True to their
word, the auto
industry did not
challenge the
EPA standards

argument, petitioners questioned a longstanding EPA interpretation of the CAA
that any pollutant covered by the CAA was
subject to the PSD program’s requirements
and that establishing a NAAQS was not a
prerequisite to regulating a pollutant under
the PSD program.

arbitrarily and capriciously failed to consider
the cost of its conclusion that regulation

A regulated entity has 60 days to challenge

of mobile sources triggers regulation of

a rulemaking under the CAA § 307(b)(1),

stationary sources under the Prevention of

unless new grounds arise after the 60 days.

Significant Deterioration (PSD) and Title V

The Tailoring Rule was the most

Petitioners claimed ability to challenge EPA’s

permitting programs.3

controversial of the EPA rules both because

decades-old rulemaking because the Tailpipe

it regulated stationary sources and because

Rule reopened the issue by expanding the

The court held that after promulgation

it did not immediately comply with the

PSD program to never-regulated stationary

of the Endangerment Finding, EPA was

statutory mandate. The EPA rule regulated

sources and because they only suffered

required by the CAA to regulate stationary

the largest sources of GHG emissions—

an injury once the Tailpipe Rule was

sources under the PSD and Title V

power plants—under the PSD and Title

promulgated. EPA argued the old decisions

programs. Although regulation of mobile

V programs. EPA, however, set its initial

were no longer “ripe” for review. The court

sources triggers regulation of stationary

reduction standards higher than the statute

found the challenge was timely, but on the

sources, the court found that the costs of

required, thus regulating fewer stationary

merits of Petitioners claim—that “any air

regulating stationary sources should not be

sources than explicitly required by the

pollutant” was incorrectly defined by EPA—

considered when promulgating the Tailpipe

CAA. EPA argued that the legal doctrines

the court concluded that “‘any air pollutant’

Rule, which regulates only mobile sources.

of “administrative necessity” or “absurd

… unambiguously means ‘any air pollutant

results” allowed variance from the statutory

regulated under the CAA.’” Coalition at

requirements. EPA estimated that if they

59. Thus, EPA’s interpretation of the PSD

immediately applied the statutory threshold

permitting trigger was upheld.

Tailoring & Timing Rules
To phase in regulation of large stationary

requirements they would need to process

sources, EPA issued two rules: Timing and

over six million permits. Their reduced,

Tailoring. In the Timing Rule, EPA found

phased-in approach limited the federal and

that an air pollutant becomes subject to

state workload to just over 17,000 permits

regulation under the CAA once a regulation

while regulating approximately 70% of

The D.C. Circuit’s per curium decision

requiring control of that pollutant takes

GHG emissions. Therefore, the regulation

is the most significant climate change

effect; in this case, once the Tailpipe Rule

was actually regulating fewer sources than

decision since the Supreme Court decided

Implications of
the Court Decision

Massachusetts v. EPA. The court made it

The court’s discussion of the scientific

against decades-old polices that have been

clear that Massachusetts was the controlling

record positions EPA well to defend future

extensively used and relied upon and

precedent from which they would not—

challenges to the way it analyzes scientific

acknowledging claims against rules that

could not—budge. A very distinguished,

evidence. After describing the lengthy

may have only recently ripened due to new

balanced court issued a strong opinion

process EPA used, the court said EPA

circumstances—and what constitutes those

which, in its most fundamental terms,

appropriately collected and reviewed the

new circumstances. In that regard, it is quite

simply applies the Supreme Court’s Chevron

evidence, adding that “EPA is not required

instructive that the court found only two of

decision, giving deference to the agency

to re-prove the existence of the atom every

the many petitioners to have the ability to

with responsibility over the issue, and denies

time it approaches a scientific question.” Id.

challenge the old rules, an indication that

standing in the absence of established harm.

at 27. The court also squarely addressed the

there may be a high bar for litigants trying

They also made clear that Chevron deference

question of uncertainty: “the existence of

to reopen established rules.

is not interrupted by Climategate or policy

some uncertainty does not, without more,

arguments not based on the statute. This

warrant invalidation of an endangerment

The court also ruled that industry lacked

was, without question, a significant victory

finding.” Id. at 31. The court’s discussion

standing to challenge the Tailoring Rule.

for EPA and will affect any future challenge

of how EPA weighed the scientific evidence

This part of the decision is likely to be

to new GHG regulations. The fact that the

and the level of certainty required to make

used in future GHG and non-GHG cases

decision was per curium, meaning there was

an endangerment finding has implications

by parties attempting to invoke standing

no individual author, adds additional force

beyond the regulation of GHGs. The D.C.

restrictions to challenge a court’s jurisdiction

to the decision since a well-respected panel

Circuit’s statement that it is not the court’s

to entertain a dispute. The D.C. Circuit’s

of experienced judges all agreed in a single

role to “re-weigh the scientific evidence

decision, however, is based on unique facts

opinion.

before EPA and reach [a] conclusion,” Id. at

that are unlikely to arise in future cases.

32. will certainly be cited in future petitions.
The Virginia Attorney General has already

A well-respected
panel of experienced
judges all agreed in a
single opinion

Two other parts of the decision are receiving

announced that he intends to seek certiorari

attention: ripeness and standing. The court’s

to the U.S. Supreme Court. While the

consideration of the National Association of

Supreme Court has already spoken several

Home Builders’ and the National Oilseed

times on GHG cases, it is unclear whether

Processors Association’s ripeness claims

they would accept this case. Until or unless

could be used in future cases by litigants

the Supreme Court rules, we expect the

who attempt to reopen consideration of

D.C. Circuit decision to be consistently

the old rules in other contexts. The line

cited when there is a dispute over EPA

future courts will have to explore is between

regulation of GHGs, but it may have a more

foreclosing from judicial review claims

enduring presence than that.

The Environmental Law Institute is a nationally recognized non-profit providing research, education, and publications on environmental law and policy. ELI makes law work for people, places,
and the planet, envisioning a healthy environment, prosperous economies, and vibrant communities
founded on the rule of law.
Before becoming the President of ELI, John C. Cruden was long-time career Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Environment and Natural Resources Division, U.S. Department of Justice, where he
was responsible for all environmental litigation in the United States involving the federal government.
He has personally litigated and led settlement negotiations in numerous major environmental cases
in all federal circuits.
Before becoming ELI’s Director of the Associates Program, Chandra L. Middleton was a Staff Attorney at the National Center for Victims of Crime, a national non-profit advocating for stronger rights,
protections, and services for crime victims.

(1) See John C. Cruden, Closing Statement: We Should Be Proud of Our Judiciary, THE ENVIRONMENTAL FORUM, May/June 2012, at 56, available at http://www.eli.org/pdf/forum/
archives/tef29-3.pdf. (2) The chart is also available at http://www.eli.org/pdf/GHG_Court_Decision_Flowchart.pdf. (3) The PSD program requires state-issued construction permits for
stationary sources; which stationary sources depends on the amount of “any air pollutant” they could potentially emit. Title V requires state-issued operating permits for stationary
sources with the same potential.
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Annex: Summary of the Court’s Decision: On February 28 and 29, 2012, Judges Sentelle, Rogers, and Tatel of the U.S. Court of Ap-

peals for the D.C. Circuit heard oral arguments in four consolidated cases, Coalition for Responsible Regulation v. EPA (Nos. 09-1322, 10-1092,
and 10-1073) and American Chemistry Council v. EPA (No. 10-1167), challenging four EPA rulemakings on greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
and related historical rules. The challenged GHG rulemakings follow Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497 (2007), in which the U.S. Supreme
Court ordered EPA to determine whether GHGs may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare under the Clean Air Act.
EPA has since determined that anthropogenic emissions of GHGs significantly contribute to global climate change. This flowchart highlights the
major issues before the D.C. Circuit and some of the potential outcomes. The D.C. Circuit is expected to render a decision in summer 2012.
Flowchart courtesy of Megan M. Herzog, a Law Fellow at the Environmental Law Institute.
(1) Endangerment Finding: determining that six GHGs collectively are an air pollutant that endangers public health or
welfare, and that motor vehicle emissions contribute to this pollution; once EPA has made a finding that vehicle emissions contribute to pollution, it must set GHG emissions standards for new
motor vehicles.

(2) Tailpipe/Vehicle Rule: setting GHG emissions standards
for new motor vehicles, which the Act requires if vehicle emissions are found to contribute to air pollution; according to EPA,
once the Vehicle Rule is in place, the Act’s Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) and Title V permitting programs will be
“triggered” for stationary sources of GHGs.

Did EPA permissibly deny ten petitions for
reconsideration of its finding without engaging in
notice-and-comment rulemaking?

Is the rule invalid because the
Endangerment finding is flawed?

Yes, EPA properly determined
that the evidence submitted did
not support petitioners’
claims. p. 39.

No, EPA improperly relied on
documents placed in the docket
after the close of the comment
period. Denial remanded.

Did EPA unlawfully delegate its authority by
relying on the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change’s scientific assessments
in its decisionmaking?
Yes, EPA failed to exercise its
own judgment. Rule vacated
and/or remanded.

No, EPA exercised its own
judgment based on the best
possible science. pp. 27-28.

Is the finding based on EPA’s consideration
of the relevant factors of analysis?
Yes, EPA reasonably construed
the Act to limit its judgment to
scientific issues. p. 26.

No, EPA should have analyzed
climate change adaptation
and/or the eventual economic
impacts of extending the
Act to stationary sources
of GHGs. Rule vacated
and/or remanded.

Did EPA arbitrarily and capriciously define the “air
pollutant” at issue as a mixture of six GHGs?
Yes, the record is extensive
and petitioners do not dispute
its key components.

[The court found no Petitioner
was injured by inclusion of the two
additional pollutants in question and
therefore Petitioners lacked standing
to bring this claim. p. 35.]

No, EPA relied on flawed
climate models and/or failed
to properly evaluate scientific
uncertainty. Rule vacated and/
or remanded.

Under §202 of the Act, is EPA required to define
“endangerment” in quantitative terms?
Yes, EPA is required first to
establish quantitative decisionmaking criteria then examine
whether the Vehicle Rule could
ameliorate endangerment.
Rule vacated and/or
remanded.

No, EPA reasonably construed
the Act, and EPA is afforded
deference because it
administers the Act. Rule
upheld. p. 34.

Yes, the Vehicle Rule is
dependent on the validity
of a flawed endangerment
finding. Rule vacated and/or
remanded.

No, claims against the
endangerment finding must be
raised separately. p. 43.

Is the rule arbitrary and capricious because it
fails to consider the costs of the stationary
source program that it will trigger?

Yes, EPA should have
indefinitely delayed adopting
the rule because it triggers
unreasonably burdensome
stationary source regulations.
Rule vacated and/or
remanded.

No, EPA has a nondiscretionary
duty to set emissions standards
following an endangerment
finding, and/or these
claims must be raised
separately. p. 44.

Is the rule arbitrary and capricious because
it will not fruitfully ameliorate climate change?
Yes, EPA must determine that
an emissions rule will mitigate
the related endangerment,
but the Vehicle Rule will have
only trivial impacts on climate
change. Rule vacated and/or
remanded.

No, the rule will result in
significant GHG reductions
and EPA otherwise lacks the
discretion to decline to regulate
based on the rule’s degree of
effectiveness. p. 43.

Should EPA have declined to regulate GHG
emissions based on the authority of the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) to set fuel economy standards?

Yes, EPA could properly have
declined to regulate emissions
given NHTSA’s authority. Rule
vacated and/or remanded.

No, EPA’s obligation to
protect health and welfare is
independent of NHTSA’s energy
efficiency mandate. Rule
upheld. p. 42.

(3) Timing Rule: extending the PSD program to facilities emitting GHGs as of the date the first vehicle engines can be certified
subject to the Vehicle Rule; per EPA rules promulgated from 1978
to 2002, PSD applies to major sources of any regulated pollutant in areas satisfying National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) for any pollutant.
Does the Court have jurisdiction over
challenges to EPA’s historical rules from

(4) Tailoring Rule: phasing in the statutory thresholds at
which stationary sources of GHGs will become subject to PSD
and Title V permitting requirements, based on EPA’s finding
that immediately regulating millions of GHG stationary sources
would unreasonably burden EPA and state administrators.

Do petitioners have standing to challenge
the Timing and Tailoring Rules?

1978 to 2002?
Yes, based on the
doctrines of “new
grounds,” ripeness,
and/or reopener.
[The court found it
did have jurisdiction
to review because the
claims of at least two
petitioners became
ripe only with the
greenhouse gas rules.
p. 50. But because of
the lack of standing, as
indicated at the right,
the analysis ended
and the case was
dismissed.]

Yes, based only
on the doctrine
of reopener, but
petitioners may
only challenge the
Tailoring Rule.
Case No. 10-11670
dismissed.

No, the Act requires
petitions for review
to be filed within
sixty days of rule
issuance. Case
No. 10-11670
dismissed.

Yes, to
challenge the
underlying
premise of
the Timing
and Tailoring
Rules—i.e.,
EPA’s historical
interpretation
that PSD
applies to
any pollutant
regulated
under the Act.

Yes, the
application of
PSD to GHG
emissions
injures
petitioners,
&/or because
the state
petitioners
have standing,
all petitioners
have standing.

Yes, if the court
enforced the
Act’s statutory
thresholds,
Congress
would
intervene
to devise
GHG-specific
standards.

No, the remedy
sought—literal
application of
the statute—
would fail
to alleviate
petitioners’
injury. p. 81.
Case No.
10-1073
dismissed.
[Petitions against
both the Timing
and Tailoring
Rules were
dismissed for
lack of standing.]

Chevron Step I: Is it clear from §§161, 165, and 166 of the Act whether Congress
intended GHGs, which are a non-NAAQS pollutant, to be subject to PSD once they
have been regulated under the Vehicle Rule (the “trigger”)?
Yes, permit requirements
are clearly based on
emissions of “any air
pollutant” regulated
by the Act, including
non-NAAQS pollutants.
Rule(s) upheld.

Yes, under the “NAAQSonly situs” reading of the
Act, PSD only applies to a
NAAQS-pollutant source
in an area in attainment
for that pollutant.
Rule(s) vacated and/or
remanded.

Yes, the structure and
purpose of the PSD
program, and the unique
characteristics of GHGs,
signal Congress’ intent
not to regulate GHGs.
Rule(s) vacated and/or
remanded.

No, the Act is ambiguous,
but EPA has not had a
chance to interpret the
ambiguity; EPA thought
its rules were compelled
by Massachusetts v.
EPA or Alabama Power
v. Costle. Rule(s)
remanded.

No, the Act is ambiguous,
but EPA’s rules
have interpreted the
ambiguity.

Chevron Step II: Is EPA’s interpretation of the Act, through its rules,
based on a permissible statutory construction?
Yes, although there are multiple
interpretations, EPA’s rational interpretation
receives deference as long as EPA properly
invoked the doctrine of administrative
necessity, one-step-at-a-time, or absurd
results as its basis for departing from
statutory emissions thresholds.

No, EPA’s interpretation of the trigger is
unreasonable because it will have absurd
results in the case of GHGs, and petitioners
suggest alternative interpretations of the
Act that would avoid absurd results (e.g.,
the “NAAQS-only situs” interpretation,
or the interpretation that PSD cannot
reasonably be applied to GHGs). Rule(s)
vacated and/or remanded.

No, Congress set statutory emissions
thresholds of 100/250 tons per year for
the application of PSD, and EPA is not
permitted to alter those standards in the
Tailoring Rule. Rule(s) vacated and/or
remanded.

Chevron Step II: Is EPA’s interpretation of the Act, through its rules,
based on a permissible statutory construction?
Yes, EPA invoked at least one of the
doctrines in accordance with its statutory
authority and Congress’ intent. Rule(s)
upheld.

Yes, EPA’s invocation of the one-step-ata-time doctrine is permissible, but EPA
must demonstrate it is on track towards full
implementation. Rule(s) upheld, but EPA
must draft an implementation schedule.

No, EPA has improperly invoked each of the
doctrines. Rule(s) vacated &/or remanded.
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The standards
view: CDM Gold standard
As carbon markets edge their way through 2012, towards the end of the
current Kyoto Protocol compliance period, the voluntary market continues
to demonstrate a strength and resilience not being seen in the regulatory
space. From a Gold Standard perspective this is particularly so for the
segment of the voluntary market delivering benefits beyond carbon,
including the empowerment of local communities through their involvement
in project design, local employment, health and other community welfare
benefits, education, technology transfer and biodiversity.

Carbon Expo 2012 in Cologne, Germany,

projects with clear development benefits.

under suppressed demand methodologies

provided a fascinating insight into how

This domestic energy efficiency project

that recognize the future avoidance of carbon

much this philosophy has penetrated

has deployed around 1-million point-of-

emissions through clean development. In

the market. Amongst governments,

use microbial water treatment systems to

low-income countries suppressed demand is

investors and project developers there was

4-million people from low-income families,

closely linked with poverty levels - therefore

mounting discussion as to how ‘carbon for

decreasing the use and demand for firewood

many argue that it is of crucial importance

development’ might be further enhanced,

to boil water and reducing the hazards

to future international climate finance

with general recognition that a holistic,

associated with firewood collection. It is

frameworks.

integrated and monitored approach to

not only reducing emissions but helping to

both emission reductions and sustainable

transform the health and lives of some of

These developments suggest that

development is the right way forward. This

the poorest people in the world. Bucking

sustainable development is beginning to be

has also been acknowledged by the CDM

the general trend, credits from this project

delivered through carbon finance at greater

Executive Board, which recognized in

are selling at around USD 13, which is a

scale and demonstrates that the voluntary

April the need to more effectively deliver

huge premium in a market where prices

market remains an important innovation

the twin mandates of emission reductions

are currently around USD 3-4, reflecting

engine from which emerging compliance

and sustainable development. Additionally,

the increasing importance of maximizing

markets can learn from, and incorporate,

governments are increasingly signing up to

the environmental and social impact of low

proven best practice.

The Gold Standard’s Designated National

carbon development.

Authority (DNA) Programme, undertaking
to embed Gold Standard sustainability

The shift towards projects that deliver

metrics into their screening criteria when

benefits beyond carbon is more broadly

assessing any climate-related sectoral

reflected in the rise of Africa as the third

programme or project based mechanism.

largest supply location for transacted credits

Egypt and Rwanda have become the latest

in the voluntary market in 2011.1 USD

countries to adopt this approach.

60-million has now been invested in low
carbon development in the region, ostensibly

The Vestergaard Frandsen Carbon For

in cookstove and other high development

Water project in the Western Province of

impact projects that also continue to

Kenya is an initiative demonstrative of

obtain highest voluntary market prices.

the shifting market interest into carbon

Increasingly, projects are being developed

(1) Ecosystems Marketplace, State of the Voluntary Carbon Markets 2012

It is not only
reducing emissions
but helping to
transform the health
and lives of some of
the poorest people
in the world.

Ensuring Consistency Across
Standardized Methods – The Benefits of
a Guiding Framework
The growing trend toward standardization of GHG methodologies promises
great improvements in program efficiency. But absent an overarching
framework of common requirements and procedures for the development of
standardized approaches, the environmental integrity of GHG credits could
be placed at risk at a time when global carbon markets are poised to make
their first significant expansion since the launch of the EU ETS in 2005.
1

Jerry Seagar and Will Ferretti, VCS

INTRODUCTION
The global carbon market is poised for a
significant expansion. Compliance programs
in the EU, the northeastern US and New
Zealand were joined earlier this year by
Australia’s carbon pricing mechanism, and in
2013 will include cap-and-trade programs in
California and Quebec. China’s seven pilot
ETS programs could be underway by 2014.
In addition, the Japanese Bilateral Offset
Crediting Mechanism (BOCM), legislated
ETS mandates in South Korea and Mexico,
Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions
(NAMAs) and new market mechanisms
being considered by developing countries
under the auspices of the UNFCCC are all
looming just over the horizon as additional

systematize elements of additionality and/

Mechanism (CDM) has taken steps to

or the crediting baseline for a given class

promote the incorporation of standardized

of project activity or group of emission

elements into baseline methodologies in

sources, with the objective of streamlining

an effort to facilitate project development

the development and assessment process for

particularly for project types and regions

individual projects. Additionality and/or the

that have hitherto been underrepresented

crediting baseline are determined for a class

in the portfolio of approved projects.

of project activity, and qualifying conditions

Standardization can also facilitate fungibility

and criteria are set out in the methodology.

of credits across programs and, ultimately,

Individual projects need only meet the

the development of an integrated global

conditions and apply the pre-defined

carbon market.

criteria set out in the standardized method;
this obviates the need for each project to
determine additionality and/or the crediting
baseline via project-specific approaches and
analyses.
Standardized methods include: (1) Activity

sources of new offset supply and demand.

Methods, or the use of “positive lists” to

This significant growth spurt promises to

additional; and (2) Performance Methods,

bring with it new mechanisms designed to
enhance the efficiency with which GHG
emission reduction or removal projects
are approved and credits from them
issued. A hallmark of the first batch of
newcomer programs is their reliance on
standardized methodologies. Originally
2

envisioned in the UNFCCC Marrakesh
Accords of 2001 as a means of determining
additionality, standardization now generally
refers to methodological approaches that

designate activities that are deemed to be
or the use of performance benchmarks for

The global
carbon market is
poised for a
significant
expansion

determining additionality thresholds and/or
crediting baselines.
Standardization holds great appeal as a
means to improve the overall efficiency,

Despite the growing interest in standardized

transparency and objectivity of a program,

methods there has been little effort given

as well as reduce the regulatory risks,

to establishing a common framework of

transaction costs and time requirements

definitions, requirements and procedures

associated with project approval. Since

for the development of such methodologies.

2010, for example, the Clean Development

Without such a framework, there is a
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high risk that the emission reductions and

VCS Activity Methods Tests for Additionality

removals generated by these emerging
programs will not be consistent, either
within or across the programs. As a
consequence, the overall environmental

The VCS requires one of three tests be used to qualify the class of
project activity for the positive list:

(1)

The Activity Penetration test requires methodologies to
demonstrate that the project activity has achieved a low level of
penetration relative to its maximum adoption potential (the total
adoption of a project activity that could currently be achieved
given existing resource availability, technological capability,
level of service, implementation potential, total demand, market
access and other relevant factors within the methodology’s
applicable geographically defined market.)

(2)

Using the Financial Viability test, a methodology must
demonstrate that the project activity is unambigiously less
financially or economically attractive than the alternatives to the
project activity.

(3)

To meet the Revenue Streams test, a project activity’s gross
annual revenue (including cost savings) excluding revenues from
the sale of GHG credits should not exceed five percent of the
project’s total capital expenditures.

integrity of offset mechanisms can be
compromised and achieving fungibility
across credits will become ever more difficult.

THE VCS RESPONSE
The VCS identified this risk within the
context of its own program rules. Given
that methodologies under the VCS Program
can be developed by third parties relying
on VCS requirements, the original VCS
requirements regarding standardized
methods did not provide sufficient detail
to ensure the consistency of such methods.
To address what it believed was a critical
need for a framework of consistent rules
and procedures to guide the development of

for technologies or measures applied

Thus, it is this project activity context that

standardized methods, the VCS undertook

within a given context. Projects that

is deemed as additional, not the solar panel

an 18-month initiative beginning in 2010

implement activities on the positive list

technology itself.

to develop such a framework for its own

are automatically deemed as additional

program.

and do not otherwise need to demonstrate

PERFORMANCE METHODS

additionality. Activity methods are being
The VCS framework was developed through

employed in the California, Quebec and

Under this approach, a performance

a consultative process with a 15-member

Australia ETS’s and by the CDM for a

benchmark metric is established for

steering committee of global experts. The

limited set of measures.

determining additionality and/or the
crediting baseline. Projects that meet or

committee brought together CDM Meth
Panel members as well as leading experts

Under those programs, measures that are

exceed a pre-determined level of the metric

from industry and NGOs worldwide.

not required by law or regulation and have

may be deemed as additional. The same or

After reviewing the state of development

not achieved a degree of adoption to be

a different level of the metric may serve as

regarding standardized methods, the steering

considered “common practice” or “business

the crediting baseline. Benchmark metrics

committee then crafted a draft set of

as usual” are deemed to be additional.

can be output-based (eg, tCO2e emitted

requirements for the application of Activity

Among these programs, only Australia’s has

per tonne of cement clinker, steel, or beef

Methods and Performance Methods to the

set out criteria for placing activities on a

development of methodologies. The draft

positive list.

requirements were then peer reviewed by a

An important feature of most activity

separate group of experts and a final draft of

methods employed today is that a given

the requirements was subjected to a 60-day

technology or measure is not deemed as

public consultation before being approved

additional per se. An applicable context for

by the VCS Board of Directors and released

the deployment of that technology/measure

in February 2012.

needs to be established first. By way of

ACTIVITY METHODS

illustration, solar home systems up to 100W
capacity and installed in off-grid households
in Southern Africa might be a project

Activity methods use a positive list

activity that demonstrates a low penetration

approach to predetermine additionality

level and becomes deemed as additional.

The hallmark of
newcomer programs
is their reliance
on standardized
methodologies

VCS Procedure for Establishing Performance Benchmarks
The VCS requires the following steps and considerations be made
when establishing a performance benchmark:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Build a profile of the current performance and trends within
the sector: This may take the form of a frequency distribution
or other mapping of distribution. The distribution should be in
relation to the applicability of the methodology (ie, if applicability
is narrower than the whole sector, the distribution for the whole
sector does not need to be mapped). Appropriate data sources
and procedures for data maintenance need to be carefully
considered.

produced). They can be input-based
(eg, tCO2e of fertilizer applied per hectare
of land for the agriculture sector), or they
can be area-based (eg, tCO2e sequestered
per hectare of land for forest management
projects or per sq. metre for energy efficiency
projects).
One of the key benefits of this class of
standardized method is that it can be used
to incentivize performance improvement

Evaluate trade-offs between false negatives and false positives:
An overly stringent benchmark level may exclude additional
projects (false negatives) while an overly lenient level may
allow in non-additional projects (false positives). Similarly, an
overly stringent level for the crediting baseline may result in
too little incentive for project proponents while an overly lenient
level may allow the crediting of non-additional GHG emission
reductions and removals. The methodology must evaluate
the trade-off between false negatives and false positives and
describe objectively and transparently the evidence used,
experts consulted, assumptions made, and analysis and
process undertaken in determining the selected level(s) of the
performance benchmark metric.

within a sector without being prescriptive

Expert consultation: Setting the benchmark level will include
an expert consultation process to provide input on the
appropriateness of the level of the performance benchmark
metric. Experts are likely to include groups such as industry who
will be covered by the methodology, environmental NGOs and
government and other regulatory bodies.

methodologies have been developed.

Use stratification to limit free-riding by non-additional projects
while allowing sufficient financial incentive to catalyze project
activity: Stratification may be achieved by specifying multiple
benchmarks or using correction factors within the methodology.
For example, where electricity grid emission factors vary within
the geographic scope of the methodology, multiple performance
benchmarks could be defined (eg, one for each electricity grid) or
a single performance benchmark could be used with correction
factors to account for the different grid emission factors.

and the Cement Sustainability Initiative

about the technologies or measures that will
be implemented (ie, it is performance that is
the chief concern, not the actual technology
being deployed).
Unlike activity methods, performance
methods have yet to be widely incorporated
into compliance programs or voluntary
GHG programs, though some early
Under the CDM for example, AM0070
has provided a performance benchmark
methodology for the manufacturing of
energy efficient domestic refrigerators,
subsequently developed the benchmark
concept with its proposed methodology
to promote less GHG-intensive cement
production. Although the cement sector
methodology arguably represents the most
advanced work done to date on
performance benchmarks, it was ultimately
rejected by the CDM Executive Board.
Its development, however, has provided
many lessons for the development of

VCS Re-assessment Requirements
Under the VCS requirements, methodologies using standardized methods must
be reassessed every five years. For methodologies employing activity methods,
additionality must be re-determined from scratch. Methodologies employing
the activity penetration test for establishing the positive list must also have an
interim check every two and one-half years to evaluate whether the activity
penetration level is likely to have significantly changed.
For methodologies using performance methods, the data and dataset
underlying the performance benchmark needs to be brought up-to-date to
reflect the current and latest projected performance in the sector. In addition,
there needs to be a re-evaluation of the level of stringency of the performance
benchmark metric that takes into account any new and relevant information
and/or the track record of projects using the methodology.

standardized methods, such as the need
for objective criteria and procedures for
the determination of benchmark levels
and the careful consideration of data sources
and procedures for maintaining
data repositories.

SCHEDULED
RE-ASSESSMENT
Most, if not all, of the current applications
of standardized methods provide for periodic
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assessments of whether a given

energy efficiency and transport sectors)

providing certainty about the additionality

measure still merits being recognized as

and could pave the way for policy-driven

of specific projects.

additional and therefore eligible for

crediting and new market mechanisms.
The VCS has developed an enabling and

receiving credits. Periodic reassessment is
critical for maintaining the environmental

But as standardization takes hold in

flexible framework that could facilitate

integrity of a GHG reduction program.

emerging compliance programs and new

the broad-scale development of standardized

However, none of the existing programs

crediting mechanisms, an overarching

methods and provide a more transparent

that rely on standardized methods

framework of common principles will

and efficient process for the approval of

provide specific timeframes for such

be essential. Such a framework will be

GHG emission reduction and removal

reassessment. This can undermine the

important for ensuring the environmental

projects. More information about the

confidence project developers need to

integrity of the reductions generated by

VCS standardized methods framework can

move ahead with investments in carbon

providing an objective basis for

be found at http://v-c-s.org/standardized-

reduction projects.

determining the additionality of specific

methods.

CONCLUSIONS

measures and for how long they continue
to be additional. Likewise, a clear process
for establishing, and maintaining over

Standardized methods have applicability

time, the level of performance benchmarks

across a broad range of activities and

are crucial. A framework will be important

sectors. As already demonstrated in

to provide for consistency in methodologies.

Australia, California and the CDM, they

This will be a significant factor for

are gaining increasing traction within

jurisdictions that plan to link their programs

emerging compliance programs. The

and allow GHG credits generated in one

technology-neutral and intensity-based

jurisdiction to be fungible in the other. And

nature of performance methods also means

an overarching framework will be important

they are well suited for NAMAs (eg, in the

in helping to instill investor confidence by

A framework
will be important
to provide for
consistency in
methodologies

Jerry Seager is the VCS Chief Program Officer and has overall responsibility for the VCS Program.
He led the VCS’s efforts to develop comprehensive requirements for standardized approaches in order
to lend consistency across standardized methodologies developed under the VCS Program, which will
have the added benefit of streamlining the project approval process, reducing transaction costs and
enhancing transparency.
Will Ferretti, VCS Senior Policy Advisor, leads VCS’s efforts to promote recognition of VCS Program
requirements, engaging policy and decision makers across the globe, and in particular promoting consistent frameworks for the development of the crediting mechanisms of the future.

(1) While different programs use different terms, “methodologies” or “protocols,” they generally refer to the same concept – detailed procedures for determining project eligibility
and equations for quantifying the greenhouse gas benefits of a project. (2) The California Air Resources Board (ARB) decision to adopt standardized approaches was significantly
informed by the Climate Action Reserve’s (CAR) pioneering work on standardization. All of the offset protocols currently adopted by ARB are derived from CAR protocols that employ
standardized methods.

Maintaining the Integrity of
Voluntary Markets
As market continues to grow with more global success stories and more
corporates interested in voluntary climate mitigation action, we explore the
risks associated with buying VERs for investment and how working with
ICROA is essential in maintaining integrity in the industry.
International Carbon Reduction Offset Alliance (ICROA)

Despite a slow-moving economy, the

individuals are looking for higher returns

version of the Klondike gold rush. Then

voluntary carbon market remains strong,

for their savings. And, as is often the

teams of well-spoken and well-trained people

with a record 33 million tonnes of carbon

case, a market will develop to service this

bombard potential investors with calls about

transacted in 2011 in Europe alone.

need. When positioned as an “ethical

rapid-return investments. They send detailed

Corporate buyers, who account for 92% of

investment” with high returns, coupled

information culled from publicly available

all credit purchases, continue to experience

with high pressure sales techniques from

information about projects on registry

real value from carbon offsetting and carbon

supposedly expert investment companies,

databases or copied from legitimate project

neutrality with the breadth and quality of

the purchase of issued VERs can look like

developers’ websites. So, on the face of it,

the carbon credits available to voluntary

the perfect investment opportunity for the

these companies look like established, expert

buyers better than ever before. Evolution of

unsophisticated investor. But as the saying

businesses who understand carbon markets

the market means more depth, established

goes “If it sounds too good to be true, it

and the project development process.

infrastructure and growing interest from

probably is”.

major global brands in voluntary offsetting.

The real scam starts at the point when

2012 is predicted to realise even greater

the individuals are convinced to hand

leaps in the voluntary market, with suppliers

over money. The company will hound an
individual into parting with substantial

forecasting 70% growth in Verified Emission
Reduction (VER) transactions. With the
corporate sector driving demand in the
voluntary market, it is essential that the
industry maintains its integrity in order to
fulfil its potential as a compliment to global
emission reductions.

Despite a
slow-moving
economy, the
voluntary carbon
market remains
strong

sums of money to buy VERs that will be
held on a registry and later sold on their
behalf to realise a profit. The reality is
that VERs, unlike a good wine, do not
necessarily grow in value as they age, nor
are they a commodity for which a liquid
and transparent market currently exists. So,

With its growing success, the voluntary

for inexperienced fly-by-night operations

carbon market has unfortunately gained the

to sell VERs for investment purposes to

attention of those with less concern for its

unsophisticated buyers is irresponsible and

integrity. In the past 18 months the market

tarnishes the reputation of the voluntary
carbon market as a whole.

has seen an increase in pushy, fly-by-night
companies selling VERs as an investment

The way these short-lived businesses secure

instrument to unsophisticated investors.

funds from trusting individuals is relatively

In the absence of imposed regulation what

This is unsurprising. With the current

straightforward. They have a credible city-

can voluntary market participants do to

turmoil in financial markets and interest

based address and professional website,

safeguard the integrity of the market?

rates for conventional savings products

with some very selective quotes about how

Put Simply, work with ICROA and its

at a historical low, increasing numbers of

the carbon market is the new millennium

members. ICROA is comprised of the
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market’s leading and most experienced

working with an ICROA member, you

carbon management and credit

can be assured that you are working with

providers and it believes that the sale

a legitimate business.

of VERs to unsophisticated buyers for
investment purposes rather than offsetting

So, before reaching for regulation to

does not represent best practice in the

prop up the voluntary market, which is

industry. ICROA regards this as a

operating very well at the moment, with

distraction and reputational risk to

good volumes and relatively stable

the industry and prohibits its member

pricing, ICROA believes more

companies to operate in this manner.

organisations should follow the example

Furthermore, ICROA members follow a

set by ICROA members and be on their

stringent Code of Best Practise, adherence

guard with regards to whom and where

to which is regulated through an annual

they do business, and consider how we

3rd party audit. Through ICROA’s

can further safeguard the reputation of

working groups, we also explore solutions

an upstanding industry we have all

to strengthen the voluntary markets. By

worked to create.

ICROA is the leading voluntary markets business alliance; it offers a quality assurance programme
for voluntary offset retailers. In 2011 it merged within IETA’s operations. ICROA members are experts
in the voluntary carbon markets. As market continues to grow with more global success stories and
more corporates interested in voluntary climate mitigation action, we explore the risks associated with
buying VERs for investment and how working with ICROA is essential in maintaining integrity in the
industry. For more information, please contact secretariat@icroa.org.

the voluntary
carbon market
has unfortunately
gained the attention
of those with less
concern for its
integrity.
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CDM - There is Well-Founded Hope:
Recommendations from the CDM Policy
Dialogue High Level Panel
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2012 is a crucial year for the CDM. In previous UNFCCC meetings,
negotiators have supported a continuation of the CDM after 2012, when
the Kyoto Protocol’s first commitment period comes to an end. But the
uncertainty created by the lack of significant mitigation commitments from
large emitters after 2012, as well as uncertainty about a top-down support
for a carbon market mechanism going forward, risks undermining what the
CDM has achieved over the past decade. Capacity is leaving the market, and
consequently, difficulties in rebuilding this in a new future system will arise
unless urgent decisions are made.
Helle Juhler-Verdoner, Alstom

At COP17 in December 2011 the

platform for further discussions. The

mechanism for developed countries in an

UNFCCC Executive Secretary and the chair

submissions from parties and observers, as

improved form, but very similar to the

of the CDM Executive Board launched the

well as subsequent workshops, have clarified

existing project-based CDM.

CDM Policy Dialogue to assess the CDM

the different views on the future carbon

and to provide guidance on its future form

market. This provides some guidance for

and function. The CDM Policy Dialogue

what context a potential future CDM

High Level Panel (HLP),a panel of 11

should fit into. Hence, the views expressed

independent members, began its work mid-

by parties and observers in the UNFCCC

February 2012 and launched its report with

negotiations have given guidance to the

recommendations for the future of CDM on

HLP about the role of CDM in the future

10 September 2012.

international climate architecture.

This article outlines the recommendations

In assessing a future carbon mechanism, all

made by the CDM HLP with emphasis

parties emphasize the need to ensure the

on what the author of this article feels is of

environmental integrity and avoid double

particular importance in light of the current

counting. Many parties propose that the

UNFCCC negotiations and the extensive

UNFCCC should have a strong role in

stakeholder consultations conducted by the

setting the standard for internationally

HLP.

traded carbon credits and check the details

Others see a sectoral or economy-wide

behind individual nation’s carbon credits.

New Market Mechanism (NMM) being

How does CDM fit into
the potential future
international climate
architecture?
The decision at COP17 regarding “defining

a reformed
and scaled-up
CDM will need to
fill this time gap if
a global market
is to keep
developing

established while the CDM continues
What is important to note in light of the

to focus on LDCs or on the parts of the

HLP’s recommendations is that the vast

economy not covered by the NMM. This

majority of parties and observers see a future

position may be supported by a bigger

for a market mechanism building on the

group of parties and observers, but with

lessons learned from the CDM.

the important difference of only seeing an
NMM in place by 2020 and the CDM

a New Market Mechanism” and providing
“Frameworks for Various Approaches to

Some parties and observers argue for the

filling the gap till then. Parties and observers

market mechanisms” has given a good

continuation of the CDM as an offset

supporting this type of co-existence between

CDM and NMM are in favour of a strong

More information about the panel

Support rapid implementation of the

role for the UNFCCC.

members, the research work, and the

Green Climate Fund: The CDM EB

individual stakeholder consultations can

should collaborate with the Green Climate

In addition to these positions, a group of

be found on the web-site (http://www.

Fund, particularly on standards

parties and observers see the CDM, NMM

cdmpolicydialogue.org).

and processes.

the governance of the multiple mechanisms

Based on this extensive work, the High

mainly to the individual countries but with

Level Panel has developed the following

Improving the
“Impact of CDM”

a role for the UNFCCC as setting general

recommendations.

and other mechanisms co-existing, leaving

principles for the NMM.

The additionality assessment needs to

Future Context of CDM

Only one party wishes to move away from

be strengthened through implementation
of standardized approaches, such as

market based mechanisms all together,

Safeguard CDM as a tool to meet miti-

performance benchmarks and positive lists,

arguing that these types of mechanisms have

gation targets cost-effectively: Parties

moving away from more subjective and

failed. Hence, the overall recommendation

should urgently increase mitigation ambi-

unverifiable financial additionality tests.

of the HLP to continue the CDM in an

tions. CDM should not displace Party’s own

Also, ensure that shifts to the

improved form ought to gain wide support

mitigation actions, but should be retained

next generation of technologies are

by the UNFCCC parties.

to help national governments achieve their

incentivized.

mitigation targets in cost-effective manners.
The submissions do however not pay much

CDM’s contribution to sustainable

attention to the fact that developing an

Urgent need to address the lack of

development should be more

NMM will take time, and it seems unlikely

ambition in mitigation action and

systematically monitored, reported

that an NMM will be able to reach a level

resultant collapse of international

and verified, while the host country

of effectiveness and scale needed to assist in

carbon markets: Steps should be taken

should retain the right to assess the

meeting significant reduction targets, even

for timely correction of the extremely low

contribution. The CDM EB should provide

by 2020. Hence, a reformed and scaled-up

CER price by investigating the establish-

capacity building to host countries where

CDM will need to fill this time gap if a

ment of a new fund or apply emerging funds

requested. Credible allegations on negative

global market is to keep developing.

to purchase the current overhang of CDM

sustainable development impact should be

credits. Furthermore, considerations should

investigated.

Furthermore, what many stakeholders

be made to establish a de facto reserve bank

in the CDM HLP context are asking is:

for CERs, aiming at stabilizing the market.

What is the difference between an NMM

Co-benefits need to be strengthened
between the CDM and energy

and a reformed CDM? Can an NMM

Adapt the CDM to new roles: CDM

technologies by simplifying requirements

deliver something notably different than an

should develop and test approaches to

for high co-benefit project types and using

improved and scaled-up CDM?

achieve net mitigation outcome. Proj-

positive lists. The inclusion of new energy

ect-based approaches and REDD+ programs

technologies in the CDM should be

should be developed and tested. Likewise

promoted.

Recommendations from
the CDM Policy Dialogue
High Level Panel

sectoral approaches on pilot basis should be
tested to see if CDM is an appropriate tool.

Building capacity in countries with
limited carbon market experience:

The CDM Policy Dialogue’s High Level

Develop standards that promote

Developing CDM projects in countries with

Panel’s 11 members and their Senior Expert

robustness and harmonization in

very few projects should be given priority.

Advisers have been working with researchers

international carbon markets: Ensure

Financial barriers should be removed by

and have performed multiple stakeholder

the comparability among the range of

establishing new CDM grants and loan

consultations around the world. The work

different schemes and instruments. To

schemes. Development banks are encouraged

has been conducted within three research

avoid double counting, the CDM can be

to mobilize financing to build CDM

areas:

the mechanism that can establish common

capacity. CDM EB and the Secretariat shall

•

Impact of CDM

registry function. The CDM should seek

develop standardized parameters, including

•

Operation and Governance of CDM

opportunities for collaboration with other

baselines, and share experience to make

•

Future context of the CDM

mechanisms around common functions.

CDM projecting easier.
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Improving the
Governance and
Operations of the CDM

and closer collaboration with the new Green
Climate Fund could provide an important
contribution to the survival of a global
carbon market.

The EB needs to play a more strategic

fulfilled the goal of identifying low cost
mitigation opportunities.
3. The major problem for CDM going
forward is the lack of demand due to the
lack of ambitious mitigation targets.

and policy-making role, with project

To drive a low-carbon future, there is an

specific, technical decision-making delegated

urgent need for the right type of investments

existing with CDM, where building on

to the Secretariat. The CDM EB should be

to take place. A global, strong, robust and

the experience from CDM is crucial.

responsible for performance management of

stable carbon price can deliver this, and

Some feel that CDM has played out its

the Secretariat. The HLP recommends sever-

while the importance of regional carbon

al improvements concerning the governance

trading schemes cannot be over-stated, the

and operation of the CDM that are all very

CDM provides the glue that can tie these

a link between national and regional

important to ensure a future, well-function-

regional markets together in order to create a

carbon markets, setting international

ing CDM. This article does not reflect the

truly global carbon price.

metrics.

wealth of details that the recommendations
of the HLP on this particular point hold.

Outcome of the Stakeholder

Reference is made to the HLP’s report.

consultations: The multiple stakeholder

4. Some see a NMM building on or co-

role.
5. Some stakeholders propose CDM as

Conclusion

consultations which the HLP has conducted

2012 could be the crucial positive year

Improved stakeholder consultation

have provided much guidance to the HLP.

for the CDM. There seems to be ground

and an appeals mechanism are

Looking closer into the outcome of the

for a common understanding amongst

necessary. Consultation should be

stakeholder meetings supports the fact

all stakeholders when looking at Parties’

significantly improved. Furthermore,

that the recommendations of the HLP are

submissions, the HLP’s recommendations,

the CDM EB should adopt a strategic

indeed addressing the issues raised by many

and the stakeholders consulted. Hence,

communications policy. The appeals body

stakeholders.

there is well-founded hope for the future

currently discussed in the UNFCCC is

development of carbon markets and for

strongly supported. The appeal body should

Some of the key observations from

CDM to have a role as the mechanism

be independent from the CDM EB.

approximately 40 consultations are outlined

linking regional markets, putting a global

below. To see the full summary report, please

price on carbon to drive the necessary low-

go to www.cdmpolicydialogue.org.

carbon investments forward.

1. CDM has played a key role in

What is crucial going forward is that we

To address the challenges the CDM has
faced over the past few years, implementing
the HLP’s recommendations are all valuable.
But from the perspective of the author of

developing climate policy, particularly

build on the good experience from CDM

this article, particular importance should

the carbon markets. This knowledge is

in future carbon market development and

be placed on the recommendations that

fundamental to a future CDM.

start focusing on ensuring demand for

address the lack of demand. Clearly, more

2. There are divided views on both the

CDM and carbon credits. Clearly, this part

ambitious mitigation targets are needed. But

mitigation impact of CDM and the

of the equation can only really be fixed by

to address the current situation of a very

impact on sustainable development.

the individual countries securing ambitious

low CER price, the establishment of Funds

But stakeholders agree that CDM has

long-term mitigation targets.

Alstom is a global leader in the world of power generation, power transmission and rail infrastructure
and sets the benchmark for innovative and environmentally friendly technologies. Alstom builds the
fastest train and the highest capacity automated metro in the world, provides turnkey integrated power
plant solutions and associated services for a wide variety of energy sources, including hydro, nuclear,
gas, coal and wind, and it offers a wide range of solutions for power transmission, with a focus on
smart grids.
Helle Juhler-Verdoner is responsible for ALSTOM global activities towards a coming UN climate
change agreement after 2012 and is ALSTOM’s representative at the UNFCCC meetings. Her focus is
a future agreement’s Technology and Financing Mechanism as well as carbon market development
including CDM.
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The Future of the CDM and JI:
Time for a Makeover?
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The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and Joint Implementation (JI) are
at a crossroads. There is an oversupply of the international carbon credits
from these mechanisms in addition to the oversupply of EUAs in the EU ETS,
mainly due to the drop in emissions within the EU Emissions Trading Scheme
(ETS), EU ETS import restrictions starting from 2013 and low demand elsewhere. Any CDM project registered after 2012 needs to be located in a Least
Developed Country (LDC) in order to export Certified Emission Reductions
(CERs) to the EU ETS, which remains the largest demand centre for CERs.
Hanna-Marie Ahonen, Greenstream and Carina Heimdal

Investment in new JI projects after 2012

of carbon credits quicker than ever before.

automatically extends the mandate

seems to be in an even greater limbo.

A total of 1.186 billion CERs/ERUs had

of the institutions and processes of the

Although, in principle, the extension of the

been issued by 16 August 2012 with ERU

Kyoto mechanisms. This is especially

Kyoto Protocol to a second commitment

supply representing 17% of total carbon

critical for JI which cannot exist without

period (CP2) enables the continuation

credit supply.2

binding emission caps. However, the new

of the mechanism in ratifying countries,

Kyoto targets are yet to be confirmed; their

uncertainty on CP2 caps, future JI rules and

adoption requires ratification by 75% of

demand render JI-related risks excessive for

Kyoto Parties, including those that do not

the time being. The EU ETS would accept
Emission Reduction Units (ERUs) from JI
projects that are registered post-2012 only
in case bilateral agreements are made with
“third countries”. This wording seems to rule
out new JI projects in EU Member States.
Despite all the criticism - concerning specific

A total of
1.186 billion
CERs/ERUs have
been issued by
6 August
2012

intend to join CP2.
Nevertheless, the CDM and JI will not
disappear any time soon. Those that fear
the CDM’s demise point to EU import
restrictions on post-2012 CERs and
ERUs, which is indeed a key factor in
limiting carbon credit demand but which

methodologies, additionality rules and the

has no influence over the continuation of

very principle of offsetting - the CDM and

CDM and JI as international compliance

JI have managed to attract considerable

mechanisms. However, a complete lack of

investments, mainly from private players,
into emission reductions in developing
countries and transition economies. The

Future prospects for
CDM and JI

demand would inevitably bring all CDM
and JI investments to halt, even if the
mechanism were to exist on paper.

UNFCCC estimated that $140 billion had
been invested in CDM projects until the

The CDM and JI were established by

Assuming sustained demand, the CDM can

end of 2010. Until a couple of years ago,

the Kyoto Protocol and the Marrakech

continue post-2012 just like today, even in

market participants and regulators worried

Accords. At the Durban climate conference

non-LDC host countries like China, India

about slow CDM processes and a resulting

in December 2011, some Parties agreed to

and Brazil. Although these and other non-

lack of CER supply. Ironically, just when the

commit to a second commitment period

LDCs are introducing domestic mitigation

financial downturn and lack of post-2012

(CP2) under the Kyoto Protocol, scheduled

policies, many host countries have signalled

demand signaled credit oversupply, CDM

to start immediately after the expiry of the

their wish to continue utilizing the CDM

and JI processes started working increasingly

first commitment period at the end of 2012.

as a part of their mitigation policy toolkit

more efficiently, churning out larger volumes

The extension of Kyoto commitments also

also in the future. Although total post-2012

1

demand is considerably lower than the

instruments emerge and gradually displace

constitute a real alternative to CDM in the

anticipated supply of credits, it is already

the CDM in certain sectors and host

near-to-medium term for investors. Hence,

clear that:

countries as primary drivers for mitigation

the CDM is set to remain the main UN-

(i) EU ETS entities are likely to fully

action. The possible displacement of the

administered carbon credit system towards

exploit their credit limit (1750 Mt over

CDM is likely to be gradual and take place

2020.

2008-2020);

at various paces in different sectors and host

JI – a new size fits all?

countries, depending on the development

(ii) Some European governments will
continue their purchase of CERs post

of the international framework as one factor

2012 (especially those in the Nordic

and the host country’s capacity and desire

For JI, a second commitment period

bloc);

to implement alternative instruments as

under the Kyoto Protocol would extend its

another. Judging by the slow progress in

lifetime, at least in principle, by creating new

registered outside LDCs after 2012 - will

the negotiations on NMMs and indeed a

Assigned Amount Units (AAUs) that enable

be eligible in ETSs in Australia and New

new international climate deal thus far, it

ERU issuance. However, new JI investments

Zealand; and

seems unlikely that NMMs would be up and

are likely to remain on hold until certain

(iii) CERs and ERUs, including projects

(iv) China might allow provincial ETS

critical issues are resolved, including (i) the

participants in a Chinese domestic

process and timing of issuance of ERUs

carbon market to use Chinese CERs or

against post-2012 emission reductions; (ii)

CER-like credits.

the outcome of the revision of JI guidelines,
due to be completed in 2014, and treatment

Pilot NMMs are
already emerging,
and may be scaled up
towards 2020

The scope and extent of US participation
in international carbon markets, which
remains a big question mark, will be a
key determinant of future market size and

of JI projects that are implemented before
the revised guidelines are finalized; (iii)
opportunities to implement JI (or JI-like)
projects in EU Member States; and (iv)

balance.

the fundamental question of demand for,
and price level of post-2012 ERUs. Only

Table 1 shows Point Carbon’s demand

a limited number of potential JI countries

forecast for CERs/ERUs to 2020, as of 20

are expected to take on new Kyoto targets,

July 2012.

with Russia, the main JI host country, and
running at any meaningful scale by 2015.

Japan, a major demand centre for ERUs,

The CDM clearly has a role also after 2012

Pilot NMMs are already emerging, and may

intending not to join. The possible extension

and at least until new market mechanisms

be scaled up towards 2020, but they tend

of JI to 2 new host countries – Belarus

(NMMs) and/or other climate policy

to focus on building capacity and do not

and Kazakhstan – make little difference

Table 1: Point Carbon’s CER/ERU Demand Forecast to 2020

Source of Demand

Demand for Green
CERs/ERUs

Demand for grey
reg.
after 2020 (outside
LDCs) CERs

Demand for grey
HFC-23 and Adipic
Acid CERs

Total
Demand

EU ETS

1750

0

0

1750

EU Governments

700

0

0

700

Australia ETS

305

255

0

560

New Zealand ETS

25

25

0

50

Japan

140

0

272

412

Total Demand

2920

280*

272

3472
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to the massive dent in supply due to the
likely absence of Russian participation in
CP2 and the apparent ban for JI projects

Improving CDM and JI:
Revision, reform and
evolution

the E+/E- rule was designed; developing
countries are now taking on commitments
under the UNFCCC, and crediting systems
under other market mechanisms potentially

in EU Member States after 2012. Limited
participation would imply a thin, illiquid JI

The CDM and JI mechanisms are currently

covering the same geographical areas

market during CP2.

undergoing changes – both through

and project types could result in double

incremental improvements and potentially

counting. If the E+/E- rule remains, CDM

more substantial reform.

projects would in principle continue just

However, as consistently pointed out by the

like today, even in a sector covered by a cap-

small but resilient JI stakeholder community,
the concept of JI is likely to continue

CDM reform is occurring in mainly two

and-trade scheme under a NMM or within a

and expand its scope in the future, also

forums: the CDM Executive Board (EB) and

sector targeted by a feed-in tariff potentially

and perhaps especially outside the Kyoto

the CDM Policy Dialogue. In 2012, the EB

yielding NAMA credits.

framework. In fact, JI is not referred to as JI

plans to revise additionality rules amongst

outside the Kyoto context, but instead, such

other technical reforms. A revision seems

Under JI, proposed approaches to

crediting standards for non-ETS emission

necessary to preserve the CDM’s credibility;

additionality determination are altogether

reductions are referred to as domestic

critics argue that many of the publicly-

different: in the draft revision of the JI

emission reduction or offset schemes.

funded, highly capital intensive projects

Guidelines, the JI Supervisory Committee

Countries such as Australia, Denmark and

cannot be dependent on CER revenues,

(JISC) proposes host countries would be

Switzerland, and regions such as Alberta and

although they are deemed additional

the ultimate judge of additionality, subject

California have introduced domestic offset

according to the current CDM rules. The

to a positive assessment by an accredited

standards, some linked with ETSs. The EU

CDM Policy Dialogue delivered a set of

auditor, reflecting the concept’s intrinsic

has also made provisions, under Article 24a

recommendations to the EB in September,

link to national climate policy. A dedicated

of the EU ETS Directive, for introducing

and these will also be on the COP’s table in

UN body would oversee that host country

an EU–wide crediting scheme for non-ETS

Doha this December.

procedures meet international criteria, and
be responsible for accreditation of auditors

emission reductions. Its fate and relationship

and issuance of credits.

with JI post-2012 is currently not clear. If

A crucial point in determining additionality

and when advanced developing countries

in the CDM is how to accurately take

impose binding caps on sectors or even the

into account domestic policies – this is all

It might be tempting to question the need

entire economy, an offset mechanism in such

the more relevant as most host countries

for CDM and JI reforms, considering the

countries would closely resemble JI. Thus,

introduce Nationally Appropriate Mitigation

apparent focus on tedious technical details

the coverage of JI-like mechanisms is likely

Actions (NAMAs) and/or emission trading

and, perhaps more importantly, the foreseen

to expand from Eastern European niches

schemes. Due to the E+/E- rule, policies

redundancy of the Kyoto framework – and

to a global scale in the future. A revised JI

giving advantages to emissions-intensive

its market mechanisms – by 2020. However,

standard may evolve into a UN standard

technologies (E+ policies) implemented

the relevance and value of these reforms is

for offsets and standards that seek UN

after the signing of the Kyoto Protocol in

best appreciated from the perspective of

recognition and (re-)issuance as UN credits.

November 1997, and policies supporting

uninterrupted improvement of market-

emission reducing technologies (E-

based mechanisms to engage the private

policies) implemented after the adoption

sector in mitigation action, and systematic

of Marrakesh Accords in November 2001,

institutionalization of lessons learned in

need not be taken into account in baseline

the first decade of experimenting with this

and additionality determination of CDM

innovative concept.

Limited
participation
would imply a thin,
illiquid JI market
during CP2

projects. The E+/E- rule has largely avoided
the interference from other policy and

The CDM and JI can serve as standard-

market instruments under CDM so far. In

setters for NMMs: in the fragmented

the future, however, changes will be needed.

carbon market that is taking shape, this role

Many projects that enter the CDM pipeline

could be even more important than today.

rely on subsidies that need not be taken into

CERs will indirectly link Europe’s carbon

account due to the E+/E- rule rather than

market with those in Australia and New

on CER revenues. The post-2012 setting is

Zealand. CDM baseline and monitoring

arguably different than the terrain for which

methodologies will likely provide the basis

for new domestic offset systems, especially in

approvals of initiatives as well as issuance

NMMs in such intersects, and maintain

the (renewable) energy sector, as well as for

and transfer of credits may well resemble the

stable incentives to keep investments flowing

new market mechanisms. This is confirmed

JI model more than CDM. Country-driven

throughout such transitions. The ability of

by China’s recently released rules on

approaches add substantial host country

NAMAs and NMMs to incentivise scaled-up

voluntary emission reductions – registered

variation and risk into the picture.

volumes of emission reductions post-2020

CDM projects that do not have an Annex I

Interestingly, while CDM and NMMs

will depend on major emitters’ willingness

CER investor will qualify under the system

appear to be evolving towards more country-

to create private demand for emission

and a number of CDM methodologies will

driven approaches, JI seems to be taking a

reductions. This is more likely to happen

likely be allowed.

step back from its original country-driven

if they create functional domestic cap-and-

set-up towards a reformed scheme that aims

trade systems – potentially linked to other

Some proponents of NAMAs and NMMs

to strike a balance between harmonization

countries’ markets - than if they continue

seem to foster unfounded expectations

via international standards and “national

to engage half-heartedly in international

of avoiding the pitfalls of CDM and JI

appropriateness” via national additionality

climate negotiations. The scale of reductions

altogether. Additionality concerns, for

assessment.

needed to avoid dangerous temperature

example, are unlikely to disappear in the
context of NMMs. Instead, they will be
scaled up in parallel with targeted reduction
volumes. While project-level additionality
assessment might not be needed, carbon

Co-existence of current
and new mechanisms:
competitive or
complementary?

rise can only be reached if the world’s two
largest emitters, China and the US, engage
meaningfully in such efforts.

credit buyers will continue to require
convincing evidence of additionality before

While the CDM, and JI to a lesser extent,

supporting a policy in a sector where

are set to remain the main carbon crediting

other, similar policies exist. Under NMMs,

mechanisms and standard-setters towards

additionality may well become an issue of

2020, they will gradually co-exist with

top-down negotiations whereby the investor

NAMAs and NMMs. In sectors covered by

and host country agree on which sectors

new approaches, ongoing CDM projects

or technologies can earn credits within the

may be allowed to continue until the end

wider context of NAMAs.

of their crediting period but new CDM
projects are likely to be restricted. It remains

The strong involvement of governments

to be seen whether Parties can ensure

in NAMAs and NMMs suggests that

smooth and fair transition from CDM to

Country-driven
approacheS add
substantial host
country variation
and risk into the
picture

Hanna-Mari Ahonen has followed international climate policy and carbon markets since 2003. She is currently a Manager at GreenStream Network
Plc, a Helsinki-based carbon company where she manages three carbon funds and the Finnish government’s bilateral CDM/JI portfolio. Previously, she
has worked at the Nordic Environment Finance Corporation, the Finnish Environment Institute and the Finnish Ministry of the Environment on pioneering
carbon market initiatives. She has a Master’s degree and post-graduate studies in Environmental Economics.
Carina Heimdal joined Point Carbon in 2008, and has since then followed CDM policy closely. At Thomson Reuters Point Carbon, she was editor for
carbon analysis on the Kyoto flexible mechanisms and on emerging carbon markets in Asia and Oceania. She holds a Master of Finance from Sciences Po
Paris. She currently works as advisor at Norway´s Climate and Pollution Agency.

(1) UNFCCC, 2011. Benefits of the Clean Development Mechanism 2011. (2) Point Carbon, 2012.
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A new market mechanism for
scaling up private sector participation
in climate solutions
The design of a New Market Mechanism (NMM) is one of the key
topics on the UNFCCC agenda this year, with modalities and procedures
supposed to be finalized by Parties at COP18.
Giovanni Bertolino, Enel

While discussing the NMM, many

approach to be harmonized within a shared

countries all over the world are shaping and

policy framework.

developing national policies for emission
reduction including the use of market based

Context

Early experiences with sectoral ETS and the
need for scaled-up action led to a decision
at COP13 in Bali on various approaches,
which progressed in Durban into the

instruments. Yet, the current lack of an
overarching framework at international level,

Under the UNFCCC framework, the Kyoto

design of a common framework for existing

and of a common set of tools, is resulting in

Protocol introduced flexible market-based

mechanisms and a New Market Mechanism

fragmented approaches.

mechanisms to support Parties in meeting

(NMM).

their targets: a scheme of Emission Trading
Fragmentation yields less efficient

(ETS), and two project-based mechanisms,

Despite the awareness that steps forward

abatements, unclear price signals for

the Clean Developed Mechanism (CDM)

in the international agenda are urgently

private investors and increased risk of

and the Joint Implementation (JI).

needed, the discussion on NMM is
slowly progressing due to an unfavorable

carbon leakage, which are threatening
the environmental outcomes of regional

These three mechanisms have been powerful

international context characterized by a very

mitigation actions. A multilateral

instruments for developing processes and

long market and the absence of concrete

participation in a global carbon market,

standards, enhancing dialogue between

short term targets. Different views of Parties

able to link divergent national systems and

different actors engaged in mitigation

have to be harmonized under a common

incentivize private sector investment in a

activities, and have delivered tangible results

framework based on clear goals and

truly cost-efficient way, should be pursued.

in emission reductions.

requirements.

At this regard, the development of a New

The increasing number of market based

The private sector is eagerly looking forward

Market Mechanism could be the first

mechanisms adopted worldwide at national

to a positive decision in Doha, in order

building block towards a global carbon

or regional level confirm the market as the

to obtain more clarity of future policy

market. The major challenge consists in

most efficient tool to promote emission

development at international and national

overcoming the different views on goals and

reduction at the cheapest cost, providing

level, and to kick-off the operationalization

requirements of this NMM, which Parties

the basis for the development of the new

of the NMM.

need to reach consensus regarding as soon as

mechanism.

possible, to make to mechanism operational
after Doha.

Despite success in establishing standardized

Why a decision on the
NMM is urgently needed

processes and procedures and remarkable
This article aims to provide a private sector

results in terms of emission reductions, the

It is widely accepted that, in order to achieve

perspective to the shaping of the NMM

project-based mechanisms failed in meeting

the long-term targets agreed in Copenhagen

focusing on principles, key requirements

expectations on costs and scalability: the

and confirmed in Cancún, mitigation

and possible design to be developed at the

mechanisms are too complex to enable the

actions need to be scaled up significantly.

international level, following a bottom-up

achievement of the 2 degrees target.

Existing tools are not sufficient to achieve

this goal, and there is a clear need for a

solutions and enabling direct linkage

private sector needs a simple and transparent

New Market Mechanism to fill the gap

among different regional implementation

policy framework, with clear demand and

between project-based approaches and

through the creation of a common emission

manageable risks in order to plan long term

economy-wide cap and trade, increasing

“currency”.

investments.

and providing new incentives for market

Compliance players operating in multiple

As an intermediate step between economy-

participants to act at international level. This

countries, developing and developed, would

wide and project-based approaches, a

increased cost-efficiency would trigger both

significantly benefit from an homogeneous

sectoral (or a segment of the economy)

countries and/or sectors of the economy to

framework and a single mechanism,

mechanism has the advantage of potentially

develop business opportunities in tackling

rather than having to deal with multiple

setting the framework for industry-specific

climate change, making more ambitious

approaches which increase the overall costs

level-playing field across the globe. A wider

commitments feasible.

of mitigation actions.

approach allows for scaling-up technology

the cost-effectiveness of mitigation tools,

transfers and mitigation efforts to achieve
Mindful that multilateral negotiations

more ambitious targets in a cost-efficient

always require a long time to pass from

way.

“concept” to implementation, most Parties,

countries are
undertaking market
mechanism design
efforts delivering
rather different
solutions

and the private sector to be sure, are aware

Sectoral mechanisms could be based on

that time is ripe to act now: a New Market

ex-ante allocation of allowances according

Mechanism should be started this year and

to target (i.e. a trading scheme similar to

fully defined within the Durban Platform

the EU ETS), or on ex-post crediting on

track to become a building block of the

the basis of achieved reductions (or net

coming Global Agreement.

avoidance). The latter scheme, resembling

Key requirements and
possible solutions

the CDM, is characterized by a higher level
of risk, which should be properly taken
into account. The fact that abatement
outcomes are aggregated but investments

The NMM should take advantage from

may take place at the installation or

the 5-8 years experience of CDM and

project-level modifies the risk profile for

Current policy fragmentation challenges

ETS, building on the lessons learned

business participants. The uncertainty

the development of multilateral action

from both. In particular it should be

above whole sector results can be perceived

in tackling climate change. A common

flexible in adapting to different national

from the private sector as too risky to be

framework and a shared set of tools are

contexts, providing an easily customizable

undertaken since the investment return

needed to prevent a case where already

format with a bottom up definition of

depends on the whole sector performance:

existing systems and new systems being

coverage and baselines. At the same time

bad performance in some installations could

designed will be too different to evolve into

it needs strong rules and oversight to

cancel out progresses in others. In order

a global carbon market. In the absence of

guarantee comparability, transparency, and

to mitigate such risks a warranty system

a shared solution, already several countries

environmental integrity avoiding double

should be additionally provided at national

are undertaking market mechanism design

counting.

level. An option could be also leveraging
international finance, e.g. the Green Climate

efforts delivering rather different solutions.
As such, international linking of different

To be successful the New Market

Fund (GCF), which could provide basic

schemes would require significant ex-post

Mechanism should provide attractive

investment guarantees. The involvement

adjustments to achieve sufficient alignment

solutions to all involved actors, namely

of such funds would also overcome other

and comparability, as the EU-Australia

the host countries (providing a source of

potential barriers within host countries

linking has shown.

financing, investment and technological

such as a lack of organizational capacity

transfer to achieve domestic goals and

or the capacity to absorb investments, and

The development of a NMM will allow for

beyond), buyer countries (enabling access

regulatory certainty.

a reversal in the increasing fragmentation

to lower cost mitigation options) and

in policy tools being designed and

private parties (reducing compliance

Given the decentralization of the NMM,

implemented in several countries, leveraging

costs or creating opportunities to leverage

an oversight body falling under UNFCCC

the experience gained from already-tested

technological know-how). In particular, the

framework is a suitable option to guarantee
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Figure 1: Conceptualizing a New Market Mechanism

INTERNATIONAL
CARBON
MARKET

OVERSIGHT BODY
(e.g. sets MRV standards, eligibility criteria etc) & Credit Conversion
Mechanism (if required)

private sector.
Within this framework, a credit conversion
mechanism could complement the New
Market Mechanism to allow Parties to access

CDM

the international market even though they
Trading Mechanism
(i.e. Traded MAPPs)

CREDITING
MECHANISM

implement different schemes, by converting
different carbon related commodities (e.g.
energy efficiency certificates) into common

(i.e. Credited MAPPs)

tradable units for use in international

DOMESTIC
MAPPs

compliance markets. One of the most

Stimulate
Private Sector
Investment

OPT-IN

DOMESTIC
MITIGATION
EFFORTS

representing the views of large part of the

GCF

suitable options is the transformation of
new credits into CERs in order to ensure
Government
Funding

SUPPORTED
NAMAs

a smooth transition and maintain existing
accounting mechanisms following the
procedure represented by Chart 1.

-

Use of the CDM should be used by projects that fulfil the goals of both mitigation and sustainable
development as the CDM originally intended.
Use of the Crediting Mechanism should not be restricted, except to ensure the quality of credits.
Developing countries (through their NAMAs) are eligible for direct support from the GCF. The GCF should also
be used to incentivise private sector investment in the market (e.g. though providing insurance).
Countries not wishing to utilise the market instruments or receive funding under the GCF, can take mitigation
actions unilaterally (i.e. Domestic MAPPs) and will not be subject to any oversight.
This is not the Green Climate Fund’s (GCF’s) only function - the GCF could also be supporting projects/
policies/plans which are not bound to market mechanisms.

In this context, a key issue to be addressed
is the relationship among NMM, other
national measures, and existing Kyoto
mechanisms within the same policy
framework. All these instruments could

Source: IETA. 2012

potentially co-exist in the same country
and maybe in the same sector, and a robust

the necessary governance of the system.

transparency requirements. Finally, the

accounting regime needs to be implemented

An independent authority should be

creation of a common umbrella and the

to counter the danger of double counting

appointed to assure multilateral linkage

mutual recognition of an oversight body

and guarantee the environmental integrity of

of various national, sectoral and project

will guarantee the development of shared

the international regime.

approaches, establishing a standardized

reference standards and credit fungibility.

global measurement, reporting and

The Way Forward

verification (MRV) methodologies. Credit

The picture below provides a hypothetical

issuance and accounting rules should also be

framework for the post 2012 regime

The debate on how to design the New

centralized to provide streamline standards

as elaborated in a joint submission by

Market Mechanism is going forward but

for country-led mechanisms such as the

IETA and the World Business Council

Parties have still different views. A deal on

eligibility criteria and the compliance with

for Sustainable Development (WBCSD),

basic principles and key requirements needs

CHART 1: Credit Conversion Mechanism

INITIAL CREDIT
(E.G. REC)

Source: IETA. 2012

REGISTER WITH
CONVERSION
BODY

CALCULATION
OF CONVERTED
CREDITS

CER

to be reached at COP18 to allow the

A decision in Doha should also clarify

kick-off of pilot projects, which will

future milestones or phases for the full

allow the industry to gain experience on

definition and implementation of the NMM

the viability and the effectiveness of the

in order provide a clear roadmap to the

new mechanism. Pilots could offer the

private sector and enable the planning of

opportunity to engage the private sector

capacity building and new investments.

early on in bilateral/multilateral partnerships
among private and public entities,

A New Market Mechanism is urgently

increasing the likelihood of success of these

needed to allow developed and

experiences.

developing countries to implement
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A deal on basic
principles and
key requirements
needs to be
reached at
COP 18

market approaches on the basis of
In a market characterized by lack of demand

common rules and yielding an international

for new international credits, pilots and the

emission currency. A new tool available

launch of the NMM need to be supported

to Parties will reduce the increasing

by dedicated demand and allocation of

fragmentation in climate solutions arising

Within this context the private sector

resources. Part of the demand will come

all over the world, and provide a cost

can play a key role in helping the design

from the own commitments that Parties

effective solution to achieve the ambitious

of the New Market Mechanism, in testing

have pledged, but a share of demand needs

long term mitigation goals set at the

its viability and in scaling-up it contribution

to come from the international market.

international level.

to climate solutions.

Enel is the largest electricity company in Italy, Spain and Slovakia and the largest private operator in
Latin America. The Group is active in the production and distribution of electricity and gas in 40 countries on four continents. With assets totaling almost 98,000 MW and 1.8 million km of power lines, it
sells energy to over 60 million households and business customers.
Mr Giovanni Bertolino is Head of Carbon Regulation and Climate Change at Enel, developing the
Group position and internal policies and target on climate related issues. He is a member of the Board
of IETA, and of EURELECTRIC Climate Change working group. An economist by training, Mr Bertolino
holds an MBA from NYU-Stern and before joining Enel was Senior Manager in McKinsey and Company.
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NAMA crediting – the role of green NAMA
bonds in integrated carbon finance
Axel Michaelowa, David Lunsford and Martin Stadelmann,
Perspectives and Michael Eschmann, University of Zurich

1. Climate finance
challenge & Green
NAMA bonds
IEA and UNFCCC estimate that annual
investments of around $150-1000 billion
into greenhouse gas mitigation are needed
by 2030 to limit global warming to 2°C.
Current flows are much lower as
investments in low-carbon technologies
often provide a lower return than is
required to cover the capital costs.
Investors thus have adopted a wait-and
see attitude that might only be changed
by public policy incentives that close the
attractiveness gap between high- and low-

for low carbon technologies at low

design of the NMM is still unclear, it is

capital costs.

quite likely that it will include crediting
of emissions reductions achieved by

This article explores a way to combine

mitigation policies. Under the CDM,

national mitigation policies and

policy crediting had explicitly been

international carbon credits as return-

prohibited, but came back through the

enhancing instruments with green bonds

concept of “E-“ mitigation policies which

as risk-reducing tools through so-called

are not taken into account in baseline

“Green NAMA bonds”. NAMA stands for

setting or additionality determination.

Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions,
an expression for national climate change

Despite currently not being fashionable

mitigation policies and measures in the

in the negotiations, the term “NAMA

international negotiations. Such Green

crediting” is appropriate to cover all

NAMA bonds are incorporating “NAMA

types of climate policy crediting.

crediting”, one of the ideas for a new
market mechanism (NMM).

different faces. Regulation can prescribe

carbon technologies. Such incentives

certain technologies, such as carbon

can be delivered through national policies

capture and storage for new coal power

such as feed-in tariffs or international carbon
credits under the Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM).
In developing countries, cost of capital can
be particularly high because of political and
economic risks, so revenue-enhancing tools
are often not sufficient to reach the required
level of return. Therefore, multilateral
development banks and development

Investors
have adopted
A wait-and-see
attitude that might
only be changed
by public
policy

development banks or other bond issuers
guarantee that debt raised through these
bonds is invested in low-carbon technologies
and investors receive a specific coupon.
Thereby, climate bonds can mobilize finance

energy efficiency improvement or
renewable energy. A subsidy or tax credit
can be granted for emission reductions,
for example in the form of a feed-in tariff
for renewable energy. Labelling systems
can promote energy efficient appliances.
It is obvious that the level of government

the different policies. The challenge for

investments, to reduce the weighted cost of

green bonds or climate bonds: multilateral

trading systems can be introduced for

monitoring vary substantially between

risking tools, such as guarantees or public

One of the newest tools is the issuance of

plants. Emissions can be taxed. Certificate

funds provided and the complexity of

agencies have introduced a series of de-

capital and mobilize private investments.

Mitigation policies can have many

2. NAMA crediting
post-Durban

NAMA crediting will be to ensure a
good relation between monitoring
requirements (see Okubo et al. 2011)
and incentives from credit revenues. It

Despite the slump on the international

might be necessary to exclude certain

carbon markets, UNFCCC negotiations are

policies with highly uncertain and

aiming to introduce a NMM to complement

slowly expanding mitigation impacts

the existing Kyoto Mechanisms. While the

from crediting.

3. The competitive
situation of NAMA
crediting compared
to project-based
mechanisms

are financed by the capital raised through

the government is unwilling to provide

climate bonds. Revenues from electricity

up-front incentives, the effectiveness of the

sales and its infrastructure are the asset

policy depends on the degree of credibility

backing such a bond.

regarding the transfer of revenues from

Without a commensurate increase in
demand, the proliferation of market
mechanisms will lead to an increase in the
volume of credits available and thereby
place downward pressure on credit prices.
The prospect of a new international climate
treaty after 2015 has not yet led to demand
picking up.

credit sales to those who actually have

The concept is not new and some climate

achieved reductions. Experience from the

bonds have already been issued. Since 2006,

CDM shows that the ability to provide up-

over 15 billion USD have been raised by

front financing is key for the mobilization of

climate bonds. Most of this money has

emission reduction potential. In the context

been used for the development of renewable

of sectoral mechanisms, the question arises

energy and energy efficiency projects.

how to ensure that the credit volume is not

However, only one bond, the ADB water

diluted by emissions increases from emitters

bond, has targeted adaptation projects (Della

not reacting to the policy (see Butzengeiger

Croce et al., 2011).

et al. 2012).

The question is how NAMA crediting
will be able to compete with the CDM.
On the one hand, policy crediting has the
advantage that documentation no longer
needs to cover every single project, which
would essentially eliminate transaction costs
for project developers. Moreover, policies
can mobilize highly dispersed, small scale

4. Reducing financing
costs through
conversion of high risk
into low risk through
NAMA green bonds
Climate bonds are a form of raising capital

mitigation potential, for example in the

that is used by public and private entities

transport sector, agriculture or household
energy efficiency. On the other hand, policy
crediting requires an effective incentive
system to induce mitigation activities. If the
government is willing to shell out subsidies

The ability to
provide up-front
financing is key

to finance climate mitigation or adaptation
projects. The bond issuer pays a periodical
coupon (interest) to the investor and the
capital has to be repaid at maturity. The
interest rate and the repayment at maturity

that are proportional to the mitigation
effort (like in the case of a feed-in tariff) the
incentive is clear. However, if the policy does
not entail credible incentives, no mitigation

will be achieved and no credits accrue. If

are covered by the borrower’s assets and

In the case of a NAMA bond, the bond

its revenues. For example, the upfront

would be issued to finance a NAMA. In

investments of a wind farm development

order to ensure that the bond is covered by
future revenues, the host country as bond
issuer would guarantee to fund a policy that

Figure 1: Effect of NMM on credit price and volume
CREDIT
PRICE

DEMAND

This feed-in tariff would then trigger the
development of renewable energy projects

Supply of credits from CDM

financed by the NAMA bond.
As a comprehensive NAMA bond approach,

Supply of credits from NMM
CER
PRICE

backs these revenues, such as a feed-in tariff.

IETA has proposed a Green NAMA bond
Supply of credits from all
mechanisms

(GNB) (see Sullivan 2012). A GNB would
not only pay a coupon but could also

NMM
PRICE

include interests in the form of carbon
credits. GNBs would be issued by the
NAMA host country after approval by an

JOINT
PRICE

international GNB governing body. These
bonds would be backed by guarantees of
international financial institutions (IFI)
CREDIT VOLUME

in order to keep borrowing conditions
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favorable. If a carbon credit component

introduction of low-carbon development

in the recent past have found it

is included, the bond issuer would have

policies through NAMAs, the mobilization

challenging, since project risks as well as

to compensate the investor in case the

of low-risk private capital via bonds and well

multiple levels of political risk have played

reduction target is not met. This would

elaborated MRV systems via carbon credits.

a role in carbon credit generation. It might

increase the incentive to reach the target

Green NAMA bonds could be the basis of

take some time for a useful and accurate

and reduce the investor’s risk. With different

a new kind of integrated carbon finance:

credit rating system to evolve for GNBs.

combinations of carbon credits and coupons

developing countries provide the national

If credits generated by GNBs are to

the risk-return profile could be differentiated

framework and basic funding for emission

provide net emissions reductions as

according to the targeted investor type.

reductions, public guarantees for climate

foreseen in the negotiations on the NMM,

bonds enable the needed investment flows

a very conservative emissions baseline would

and carbon credits provide an additional

be needed, which may place significant

incentive for investors to provide funding to

weight on the bond’s credit rating.

NAMAs (credited NAMA).

Without a valid credit rating system for

Green NAMA
bonds could be
the basis of a new
kind of integrated
carbon finance

GNBs, traditional fixed income investors
However, the bundling of NAMAs,

would find it difficult to consider a GNB

climate bonds and carbon credits also bears

for their portfolios, which is a barrier to

substantial risks and may lead to inefficiency:

deployment at scale.

bond purchasers are looking for low-risk
investment opportunities with almost

Another challenge is that the bundling

guaranteed returns. Coupling the issuance

of a fixed coupon, GCCUs and carbon

of carbon credits with expectations of fixed

credits creates a complex web of vested

income will surely lead to disputes, as the

interests, including national policy

generation of carbon credits has been highly

makers, development banks, bond investors

The projects financed by the GNB would

unpredictable thus far and there is no clear

and potentially carbon market players,

be subject to internationally agreed

sign of a shift in this trend, particularly if

with all of them having varied levels of

standards (e.g. for baseline, additionality

issuances are to be based on the effectiveness

information. Vital information would be

and measuring, reporting and verification

of national policies and implementation.

scattered throughout the investment

(MRV)). To provide a long-term incentive to

Therefore, the fixed coupon would have to

supply chain and not all of it would be

emission reduction activities it is crucial to

be high and carry low-risk in order to attract

available to each participant. Ideally, all

have a stable price signal and prevent too low

investors. Also, setting a coupon rate that

players should be able to fully assess risk

prices. Therefore, investors would only invest

could be proportional to forecast revenue

and benefits of their involvement. If

if they know that there is a certain level of

levels after the issuance of carbon credits

information is missing, then investors,

scarcity in the market. This can be achieved

might be rather difficult because credit sales

MDBs and developing countries may not

by a system where every bond issuance

are dependent on a combination of market

participate because of uncertainty or they

has to be backed by a Guaranteed Carbon

prices, time horizon and risk appetite. It is

may not be aware of the risk involved in

Collateral Unit (GCCU). The amount

important to note the volatility of carbon

their participation.

of GCCUs in circulation would reflect

prices and significant gains made by some

aggregated emissions reduction ambition

traders through carbon credit origination in

As final challenge, NAMA crediting

levels in industrialized countries. GCCUs

this case.

and thus also GNBs may lead to double
counting of emission reductions by both

would be allocated to host countries which
could only issue GNBs up to the amount of

Furthermore, as with traditional fixed

industrialized countries, via carbon

GCCUs allocated.

income investments, the GNB would

credits from NAMAs, and developing

likely need to carry a credit rating in

countries, via claimed NAMA

order to attract institutional investors,

achievements. If global “net emission

which should reflect its risk-return ratio.

reductions” are to be achieved as

The rating should integrate the ability of

foreseen for the NMM in the

a host government to generate domestic

negotiations, then the host country

emission reductions and thereby

issuing GNBs would have to guarantee

Green NAMA Bonds combine the

compensate investors. Organizations

that emissions reductions are not

advantages of three different approaches: the

who have tried to rate carbon credits

double-counted.

5. Strengths and
pitfalls: how to reduce
uncertainty and provide
information?

6. Policy
recommendations until
2015 and 2020

structure could be successful. Some of these

other sources of income than carbon credits,

major elements include:

e.g. national feed-in tariffs or international

•

the potential investment rating of

public finance. However, even the best

GNBs;

designed Green NAMA Bond might not

NAMA crediting could play an important

•

functionality with and without GCCUs

be able to overcome the risk aversion of

or carbon credits;

traditional bond investors, if credit ratings of

role to generate mitigation credits and
transfer finance in a post-2015 world with

•

stringent emissions commitments. While
Green NAMA Bonds can be a vehicle to
provide the sorely needed up-front finance

•

government credibility and thus can only

NAMA host countries remain low, IFIs do
not provide backing, and an international

counting of emission reductions;

climate treaty remains out of reach.

how GNBs contribute to net emission
reductions; and

to make mitigation policies effective, they
could suffer from classical problems of

accounting principles for GCCUs in
order to avoid the double or even triple

•

the necessary capacity building efforts
for deploying GNBs.

provide a benefit if credits from NAMA
implementation actually accrue. Feasibility

In the end, widespread emission reduction

testing and piloting for GNBs in several

goals would have to be adopted at the

locations and under varied conditions would

international level, to let the Green NAMA

be crucial to understanding how they might

Bond concept thrive. As long as national

be deployed at scale. Detailed thought and

level emission reduction targets are not

elaboration on several key GNB criteria

ambitious and international carbon prices

are needed to understand if the vehicle’s

are low, pilot GNBs will have to rely on

NAMA
crediting could
play an important
role in a post-2015
world

As an independent, highly qualified service enterprise, Perspectives is consulting the private
sector as well as governments and non-governmental organisations - under consideration of
high requirements on ecological integrity - in realizing and enhancing instruments in the
international greenhouse gas market.
Perspectives offers over 15 years of experience in climate policy related work and the
world’s leading expertise and experience in the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM),
Joint Implementation (JI), the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS), as well as other
climate policy instruments.
The research group “International Climate Policy” at the Department of Political Science,
University of Zurich is analyzing international climate negotiations, public climate finance, the
flexible mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol as well as new market mechanisms. The
group also consults governments on international climate policy.
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Funds in Financing Green Growth Initiatives, OECD Working Papers on Finance, Insurance and Private Pensions, No. 10, OECD Publishing, p.37 (3) Okubo, Yuri; Hayashi, Daisuke;
Michaelowa, Axel (2011): NAMA crediting: how to assess offsets from and additionality of policy-based mitigation actions in developing countries, in: Greenhouse Gas Measurement
& Management, 1, p. 37–46 (4) Sullivan, Katie (2012): Harnessing the financial markets to leverage low-carbon technology diffusion, in: Michaelowa, Axel (ed.): Carbon markets or
climate finance?, Routledge, Abingdon, p.209-221
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Climate Finance MRV
A comprehensive picture of climate finance flows improves the
understanding of how much and what type of finance assists low-carbon,
climate-resilient development; how different types of support correspond
to countries’ needs; and whether financial resources are spent wisely.
Buchner et al. (2011a) provides a comprehensive overview of the nature
and volume of current climate finance, drawing together fragmented data
about the sources of climate finance, the intermediaries involved in its
distribution, financial instruments used, and its final uses. The analysis
suggests that current total climate finance flows exceed USD 97 billion
per annum globally, and derive primarily from private sources
– but stresses some significant gaps.
Barbara Buchner and Jane Wilkinson, Climate Policy Initiative
Most importantly, the failure of the
international community to agree on a
definition for ‘climate finance’ significantly
impedes efforts to track and measure the

Table 1: Information systems for Climate Finance
System

Strengths

Weaknesses

OECD Development
Assistance Committee
Creditor Reporting
System (DAC CRS)

Most comprehensive
source of data on
bilateral and multilateral
Official Development
Assistance (ODA) and
Other Official resource
Flows (OOF) for over 10
years; Rio Markers to
track climate finance

Does not allow exact
quantification of
financial support to
climate change goals;
multilateral flows not yet
incorporated

Multilateral
Development Bank
Reporting

Public databases
available; efforts to
streamline systems

Not yet fully comparable

Export Credit Reporting

Robust reporting
through OECD Trade and
Agriculture Directorate

No ‘climate-specific’
data

Information on Offset
Markets

Various information
sources: UNEP/Risoe,
Point Carbon, World
Bank, IDEAcarbon etc

No systematic
monitoring of financial
flows or investments
from offset projects

Information on Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI)

UNCTAD FDI online data,
OECD statistics online

No clear definition of
‘climate-specific’ FDI

resources flowing through the climate
finance landscape. In the absence of an
internationally agreed definition, the
following has emerged as a useful starting
point:1
Climate specific finance refers to the
capital that targets low-carbon and
climate resilient development. It can
lead to direct and indirect emission
reduction or adaptation outcomes,
and it covers a broad range of
international resources from both the
public and private sectors. Climate
specific finance can flow between
different geographies, including
south-south flows, and includes
concessional and non-concessional
finance. In practice, it also covers the

Source: Buchner et al. (2011a, 2011b)

domestic resources that flow within
countries. Source: Corfee-Morlot et
al., 2009; Buchner et al., 2011b
While this definition provides broad

precision and ultimately, the collection of

and collect data on climate finance, but the

more comparable data.

exact quality and content of information
tracked differs substantially. Most tracking

guidance to existing information systems,
further refinements would promote better

A number of information systems compile

efforts focus on the sources of climate

finance. Table 1 provides an overview of

On the private investment side, private

leverage private sector involvement in

existing major information systems for

entities are under no obligation to label or

‘green’ financing, there is not a single,

public and private climate finance:

report investments directed towards climate

universally applied definition of ’leverage’,

resilient or low carbon investments. The

nor methodology to calculate leverage ratios.

The review of existing information systems

dearth of information is compounded by

There is uncertainty about how to best

shows that even less data is available about

privacy of contract and confidentiality

quantify its extent as the term means many

the specific end-uses of climate finance. This

provisions which make it difficult to

things to different people (Buchner et al.,

lack of data is worrying because it hinders

understand both the volume of flows, and

2011a; Brown et al., 2011).

our understanding about the effectiveness of

the instruments and relationships that make

climate finance.

them possible.

Main issues in tracking
and assessing climate
finance
The analysis of current climate finance
flows highlights a number of key issues
associated with tracking and assessing
climate finance.

2

1. What is climate finance?
The complex nature of climate finance and

To fill existing gaps, efforts are needed
to develop proxies3 to measure the scale
of private finance and improve the

In the
absence of a
clear definition,
governments and
organizations apply
proximate indicators
to label climate
finance

representation of private financial flows
in existing information systems, with a
focus on carbon markets and leveraging
information.4 An agreed-upon methodology
for calculating leveraging ratios and for
tracking the amount of leveraged private
finance is needed. Private sector engagement
is essential to improve the representation
of information, albeit in a more aggregated
form to respect confidentiality issues.

the lack of an agreed-upon definition of
Domestic and ‘south-south’ Flows

what constitutes climate finance hamper
tracking efforts. In the absence of a clear

Inconsistencies in labeling and definitions

Domestic and ‘south-south’ flows are

definition, governments and organizations

call for transparency and increased

an essential and growing part of climate

apply proximate indicators to label

frequency in measuring and reporting data.

finance, but information is difficult to access.

climate finance. Inconsistent applications,

While consensus on a single definition

Incorporating them into the definition,

overlapping resources and the potential to

is unlikely given the various goals and

tracking, calculation, and evaluation of

double count, make it almost impossible

specific circumstances of different flows,

climate finance would promote better

to track climate finance uniformly or to

individual contributors and investors, and

understanding about their scale and sources.

compare data.

particular interventions, a common set of

In this context, a better understanding of

definitions spanning all types of climate

direct budget contributions is important.5

To further complicate matters, two major

finance is needed to allow data tracking and

issues accompany the lack of a definition:

comparison.

what is meant by public climate finance

Developing countries have an important
role in addressing this information gap.

2. How to fill

Targeted capacity building and investment

climate finance flows? Fortunately, there is

the information gaps

is needed to support their efforts to create

considerable convergence around what types

Three main information gaps hamper better

and strengthen institutional capacity to

of finance can be attributed to each of these

understanding about what is needed to

track inflows of climate-related finance and

two overarching sources.

enhance the effectiveness of climate finance.

relevant expenditures.6

Public finance flows include all flows derived

Private finance

Instrument, disbursement and

from public sector sources, such as general

Private finance provides the bulk of low-

use level information

tax revenues, carbon-specific revenues

carbon investments, but methodological

The biggest gap in today’s climate finance

(including from market mechanisms), and

and confidentiality issues make it difficult

landscape is the lack of information about

taxes. Private climate finance flows are

to grasp its exact scale and nature. Data

the effectiveness of climate finance, partly

considerably more complex, but in general

on private finance flows are inaccessible

because of a lack of data about instruments,

cover all forms of direct equity and debt

and inconsistent. In addition, while there

disbursement channels and methods and

investments.

is a broad agreement about the need to

uses. To address these gaps, we need to

flows, and what is included under private
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develop common methods to calculate

of the information tracked varies (cf.

Without common working definitions

disbursement data at the recipient end, and

Buchner et al., 2011a,b). In addition, there

for climate financing, the overall picture

tracking initiatives to systematically embrace

is also a lack of systematic coordination

remains patchy, making it difficult to

disbursement data. In addition, common

among the various systems.

establish a single, well-defined, robust,
and uniform reporting framework.

methodologies to assess the effectiveness of
climate finance are needed.7 An evidence-

A more comprehensive, transparent and

Significant information gaps make it

based, bottom-up database of successful and

reliable MRV framework for climate

difficult to track where we are in relation

unsuccessful climate finance investments

finance is needed, that builds upon and

to ambitious global goals and if climate

would complement this methodological

extends existing information systems and

financing is being used effectively.

work and improve our understanding of

reporting mechanisms. Finance should

Significant improvements are needed to

effective climate finance.8 Finally, improving

be tracked from source to final use to

facilitate the tracking and comparison of

the absorptive capacity of recipient countries

enhance traceability and transparency, and

data. This will be essential to build a shared

would allow a more effective and efficient

the currently poor verification of reported

understanding of where we currently stand,

allocation of climate finance.

financial flows needs to be improved. A

and what action is needed to put us on track

platform that brings existing tracking

to meet climate mitigation and low-carbon

3. How to obtain a more

initiatives together could support a close

development objectives.

comprehensive picture of

dialogue between organizations active in

climate finance

this area, as well as stimulate thinking

In recent years some progress has been

While there is a wealth of data on elements

about how to join forces and improve the

made and several systems have been

of the climate finance landscape, there is no

consistency, comprehensiveness, and overall

established to track specific elements of

integrated system for storing and accessing

quality of data.

the climate finance landscape. The

financial data. Individual components of
a comprehensive tracking system reside

Conclusions

UNFCCC reporting framework offers the
most prospective platform, providing it
builds upon and links to additional

in several UN and non-UN sources,
including the UNFCCC, the OECD,

A comprehensive picture of climate finance

existing information systems. However

MDBs, UNCTAD, research bodies, and the

flows is essential to underpin successful

gaps remain and concerted efforts are

private sector (for example Bloomberg New

international climate policy. Rigorous

urgently needed to develop a more

Energy Finance). However, many flows are

MRV can aid learning, planning and

comprehensive tracking system that

not systematically measured, reported, or

budgeting, and will drive effectiveness

ultimately informs countries about options

verified, and the granularity and consistency

improvements.

to spend money wisely.

Climate Policy Initiative is a global analysis and advisory organization. We support policymakers
around the world in their efforts to develop and implement low-carbon, climate-resilient development
solutions. We are located in the key emitting countries and regions and work in the U.S., Europe, China, Brazil, India, and Indonesia. Unlike many other climate policy think tanks which advise on future
policy directions, we focus on the effectiveness of implemented policy and seek to understand what
works, what does not work, and why. Our goal is to help fast-track good practice. A key focus is on
understanding climate finance and whether it is adequate and productive, to inform policymakers how
to spend their money wisely.

(1) Climate relevant finance instead refers to a much broader set of capital flows that target development and economic growth in key emitting sectors or sectors that affect vulnerability
to climate change. While these flows may back low-carbon and climate resilient investments, they can also be directed to activities that increase emissions, compound vulnerability
and intensify negative impacts. (2) For a detailed discussion see Buchner et al. (2011a,b) and Buchner et al. (2012) (3) For example, the Carbon Disclosure Project provides valuable
information by disclosing voluntary company data. (4) Buchner et al. (2011b) suggests extending existing reporting to include a basic reporting of private climate finance. A minimum
level of information could be ensured by requesting public finance sources to report on leveraging ratios and by streamlining the reporting on finance flowing through carbon markets
and by systematically tracking FDI flows that are indisputably green e.g. renewable energy, energy efficiency and waste management projects. (5) In this context, the World Bank is
currently preparing a “Climate change expenditure review sourcebook”. (6) An example is UNEP’s Fit for Funds initiative. For more information see http://fs-unep-centre.org/sites/
default/files/project/1/ncfisp-june_0.pdf (7) Various actors are working hard to develop tools, frameworks and methods to assess the effectiveness of climate finance. See Buchner et
al. (2012) for a discussion of efforts related to public finance. (8) Within the context of the San Giorgio Group, Climate Policy Initiative is developing a set of thorough case studies.
See http://climatepolicyinitiative.org/venice/publication/san-giorgio-group-case-studies-2/ (EXTRA): (a) Buchner, B., Falconer, A., Trabacchi, C. and J. Wilkinson, 2012, Public Climate
Finance: a survey of systems to monitor and evaluate climate finance effectiveness, a CPI Report, July 2012, http://climatepolicyinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/Public-Climate-Finance-Survey.pdf. (b) Buchner, B., Falconer, A., Hervé-Mignucci, M., Trabacchi, C., and M. Brinkman, 2011a, The Landscape of Climate Finance, a CPI Report, October 2011,
http://climatepolicyinitiative.org/generic_datas/view/publication/117. (c) Buchner, B., Brown, J., and J. Corfee-Morlot, 2011b, Monitoring and Tracking Long-Term Finance to Support
Climate Action, http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/57/57/48073739.pdf.

Innovative financial mechanisms
to make the UN Green Climate Fund’s Private
Sector Facility operational
The UN Green Climate Fund (GCF), agreed to at COP-17 in Durban,
has the potential become one of the primary means of financing the
global transition to a low-carbon economy. The past year has seen some
encouraging, albeit preliminary, steps being taken to move the GCF from
concept to reality. The GCF now has a 24-member board, with an additional
24 alternates coming from a range of developed and developing countries.
Modalities are being implemented to enable private sector engagement,
as well as involvement from civil society. The first and second GCF
board meetings have dealt with important procedural issues and, at the
time of writing, were expected to result in a recommendation, to be
endorsed by COP-18, on a host city for the GCF Secretariat.
Abyd Karmali, Bank of America Merril Lynch

Given the precarious state of government

The core challenge of climate finance is

balance sheets around the world, particularly

one of capital reallocation and timing; or,

in the OECD countries which are likely to
be the biggest donors to the GCF, it would
seem that a critical determining factor for
the success of the GCF will hinge on how
soon it is able to secure a meaningful level
of funding, and how smartly it succeeds in
using its core funding to leverage significant
additional flows of capital from the private

The core
challenge of
climate finance is
one of capital
reallocation and
timing

put another way, how to steer capital from
high carbon business-as-usual investments,
and channel it with scale towards lowercarbon technology. The limited amount
of public finance must incentivise a
massive amount of private investment.
Through smart and targeted public sector
interventions (i.e., policy frameworks and

sector. After all, the private sector can bring

new financial instruments), it will be possible

sources of risk capital, experience with

to reduce the risk or lower the cost of capital
for investors in low-carbon technologies in

financial instruments, and skills in deploying
low-carbon technologies.

being deployed to promote low-carbon

developing countries.

finance at national and regional levels.
So, how can the private sector engage to

To be effective, low-carbon policies

help the GCF meet its objectives? The GCF,

This article draws on consultations,

must1:

as a climate finance instrument, has been

which the author has been involved

• Be long-term, transparent, and consistent

designed in such a way as to utilise both

with through a coalition of financial

public and private capital to drive low-carbon

groups (including the Climate Markets

growth in developing countries. As part of

& Investment Association) to present an

this mandate, the GCF includes a Private

initial view on how to structure the PSF

Sector Facility (PSF). The clearest route to

and explore ideas on the specific

engaging the private sector in the work of

instruments that would be the most

the GCF would be via innovative financial

effective in leveraging significant private

time as technologies move towards the

mechanisms, many of which are already

capital, should they be offered by the PSF.

market;

with secure and predictable payment
mechanisms;
• Be appropriate, targeting support
according to the technology type and level
of maturity;
• Introduce incentives that decrease over
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The experience of the existing suite of

With this in mind, an initial taxonomy

(e.g., grid access, administrative obstacles,

Climate Investment Funds (CIFs), set up as

of instruments might be as follows:

lack of information, social acceptance);

an outcome of the G8 Gleneagles process,

• Eliminate non-economic barriers

• Provide fair and open access to
distribution channels;
• Have strong public acceptance and

suggests that the GCF’s funding windows

• Those instruments that directly fund

might be focused on at least four areas:

the outcome of an investment by

• Larger-scale clean energy and transport

increasing the return on equity or debt.
• Those instruments that help to reduce

support; and

infrastructure investment opportunities

• Be enforceable.

that can achieve speed and scale in the

risk at some point in the financing cycle,

deployment of low-carbon technologies;

such as by increasing the likelihood of a
project reaching financial close and/or

• Bio-carbon type opportunities focused on

Over and above enabling policy
environments for low-carbon investments,

reduced emissions from land use,

niche innovative financial products for

agriculture, forestry and carbon

both mitigation and adaptation will be

sequestration enhancing activities;

decreasing the cost of capital.
• Those instruments that have a strong
social impact element, on top of the
underlying emission mitigation

• Smaller-scale energy access type

needed to help mobilise private capital at
the speed and scale required.

investment opportunities most likely

function, that will act to transform the

focused on LDCs; and

society in which they are rolled out by
building knowledge and project

• Adaptation-related financing.

It is important to keep in mind that the

implementation capacity for low-carbon

GCF is intended to be a vehicle for
financing both mitigation and adaptation.

Given the different financing structures

in addition to the direct benefits of the

In terms of a role for private capital, it is

required, the make-up of the private sector

projects themselves.

important to understand that private

involved in each of these sectors in both

capital, and the private sector more

developed and developing countries, and

The table below presents an initial

generally, is much more focused on

the array of different risks relevant in each

overview of a selection of specific

mitigation - although clearly all investments

case, one immediate insight is that

instruments, which could be offered

catalysed by the GCF would need to be

different instruments will be required to

by the GCF’s PSF to help engage the

climate-resilient and thus consistent with

catalyse private capital in each of these

private sector, including private

the adaptation agenda.

different areas.

capital.

Potential financial instruments and funding windows
for the GCF to attract private capital
Category of Instrument
Funding Window
Large-scale clean energy

Bio-carbon

Energy access

Adaptation

Increasing Returns

Reducing Risks

1. Bankable Power
Purchase-Like
Agreement for Energy
Efficiency
2. Subsidised Renewable
Feed-in Tariff

3. Mezzanine Debt
Enhancement
4. Clean Energy Loan
Guarantee
5. Mono-Line Insurance
Mechanism for First Loss

6. Advanced Market
Commitment (AMC) for
REDD+

7. Political risk insurance
mechanism for climaterelated investments

8. Emission Reducing
Under-writing
Mechanism to Purchase
for CERs from LDCs

9. Public-private fund to
absorb potential first loss
from high-risk
investments in LDCs

12. Vulnerability Credit
Mechanism

Transformational

10. Revolving fund for lowcarbon social enterprise
focusing on energy
access
11. Pooled fund for smallscale venture capitalists
to promote low-carbon
social enterprises in
least-developed
countries (LDCs)

A brief overview of each previously mentioned financial instrument is provided below. This summary explains what specific barriers, sectors,
part of the technology cycle, and leveraging impact each proposed instrument could likely achieve.

Bankable purchase agreement instrument for energy efficiency
(“EEPA” combined with an insurance mechanism)

Instrument

GCF-PSF would develop a standard “virtual power purchase agreement” for energy efficiency – essentially a
purchase agreement for megawatt-hours and offer insurance to mitigate counterparty-risk under the agreement. The entity implementing the energy efficiency improvements will be better able to raise financing against
a secure pre-agreed rate for energy saved.

Barriers

Lack of a credit-worthy off take in energy efficiency deals

Sectors

Energy efficiency

Cycle
Insights
Leveraging

Deployment and diffusion
Introduces a parallel to the renewable energy world, which builds on a PPA with credit-worthy off-take plus an
engineering and performance contract; whereas the energy efficiency only has the EPC contact against which to
secure debt.
Very High – establishes the credit worthiness of any energy efficiency deal

Subsidised feed-in-tariff for renewable energy or other carbon
reduction performance-based subsidy
Instrument

GCF-PSF would provide a guarantee of power prices above the prevailing rate for power generated from eligible
renewable sources by providing a grant-based top-up fee. This performance-based subsidy is equally applicable
to targeted emission reductions in other sectors.

Barriers

Price risk; provides a bankable power purchase agreement on which long-term debt can be secured

Sectors

Renewable energy

Cycle
Insights
Leveraging

Deployment and diffusion
Feed-in-tariffs are being used in more than 25 developing countries. South Africa and Brazil use a reverse auction
approach to ensure the cost-effective use of public funds.
High. Estimated to have catalysed more than 50% of solar and wind deployment in OECD countries.

Mezzanine debt enhancement
Instrument

GCF-PSF would provide credit enhancement of the mezzanine (subordinated) tranche of debt (e.g., up to 20%
of total debt funding) to local commercial financial institutions lending to clean energy projects to improve the
overall capital structure of any given project

Barriers

Lack of ability to raise sufficient debt at low enough cost of capital to finance renewable energy projects

Sectors

Medium or Large scale infrastructure projects

Cycle
Insights
Leveraging

Deployment and diffusion, during project construction which is where perceived risks are highest
European Investment Bank (EIB) offers a credit enhancement product targeted for clean energy
High up to 5:1
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Loan guarantee programme
Instrument

GCF-PSF would provide guarantees to share with local commercial financial institutions the commercial risks of
lending to clean energy projects

Barriers

Credit (i.e., repayment) risk

Sectors

Medium or Large scale infrastructure projects

Cycle
Insights
Leveraging

Deployment and diffusion
US Department of Energy Loan Guarantee programme and International Finance Corporation’s CHUEE programme for energy efficiency lending in China are two good examples
High, up to 5:1

Mono-line insurance mechanism providing first loss guarantee
Instrument

Sustainable Development Bonds Assurance Corporation (a newly proposed privately funded entity) would insure
Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) on renewable energy projects, plus provide a credit enhancement wrap for
collateralised debt obligations (CDOs) of project loans.

Barriers

Political and other markets risks that are seen through the PPAs, and first-loss (default) risk on the bonds

Sectors

Medium-large scale renewable energy generation projects

Cycle

Diffusion

Insights

Modelled on the mono-line insurance companies with additional benefit of GCF-PSF providing credit support to
the CDOs

Leveraging

Very High as it would allow packaging of loans into green bonds that could subsequently be sold to institutional
investors

Advanced market commitment (AMC) for Bio-Carbon

Instrument

GCF-PSF would offer a binding contract to provide a price guarantee (e.g., USD/ha conserved or USD/tonnes of
CO2e) to private entities for agreed early stage REDD+ or Blue Carbon project activities. The price guarantee acts
as a backstop price in the case that no sufficiently stable and liquid market evolves to monetise the REDD+ and
ecosystem services delivered by the project activities.

Barriers

Lack of risk capital given no demand for carbon credits from the REDD+ sector

Sectors

Carbon sequestration through restoration/rehabilitation and carbon storage management through landscape/
seascape protection. Priorities include land use and forestry emissions and sequestration by carbon-rich intertidal biomass such as mangroves, sea grass, and salt marshes.

Cycle
Insights
Leveraging

Demonstration
In 2007, an AMC was launched by Canada, Italy, Norway, Russia, and the UK in partnership with the Gates Foundation for children’s vaccines.
Very High – without it, there is virtually no private capital flowing into the REDD+ or Blue Carbon sectors

A political risk insurance mechanism for climate related investments

Instrument

A “Multilateral Climate Change Investment Guarantee Agency” would provide political risk insurance for climate related investments in developing countries, in a similar fashion as the Multilateral Investment Guarantee
Agency (MIGA) does for conventional investments into these markets. Coverage may go beyond pure political risk
and may include for instance currency and legal risks. In this way, the GCF could help overcome a fundamental
early-stage barrier that forces investors to exclude certain markets from their investment radar.

Barriers

Political and regulatory risks which are particularly pertinent in developing countries as well as in the case of
low-carbon technologies which often rely on public incentive mechanisms.

Sectors

All types of investment, particularly low-carbon infrastructure

Cycle

Deployment and diffusion

Insights

Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) is a general example of this mechanism not specific to climate
finance, and the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) in the United States also offers forest carbon
and feed-in tariff PRI for US investments abroad

Leveraging

Very High, considering that, despite promising projects being available, it is very often the political and regulatory
risks in developing countries which deter private investors.

Emission Reduction Underwriting Mechanism for CER Purchase from LDCs
Instrument

GCF-PSF would purchase any issued CERs from projects being implemented under the CDM in Least Developed
Countries (LDCs). The price guarantee, which could be offered by the GCF on a competitive tender basis, acts as
a backstop price in the case that there is insufficient demand to incentivize CDM activity in LDCs

Barriers

Lack of risk capital given lack of demand for carbon credits from CDM

Sectors

All eligible CDM methodologies

Cycle
Insights
Leveraging

Deployment
Very similar to the AMC
Very High – without it, there would be virtually no private capital flowing into the CDM in LDCs given lack of an
international floor price for CERs

A public-private fund to absorb potential first loss from high-risk investments

Instrument

One approach to attract private capital is to combine both private and public capital in a public-private partnership (PPP) by setting up a tiered risk-sharing structure, or “waterfall”. The liabilities of a waterfall-structured
fund consist of several types of tranches with different degrees of risks. While private investors could invest in
less risky senior tranches, public sector investors may hold more risky junior tranches. This type of structure
mitigates risk for private investors, thereby helping to leverage private capital for what may be considered excessively high-risk investments without the capital provided by public sector investors.

Barriers

Particularly useful in LDCs, where higher perceived risks often act as a deterrent for mainstream investment.

Sectors

All types of investment, particularly low-carbon infrastructure

Cycle
Insights
Leveraging

Deployment and diffusion
The Global Climate Partnership Fund follows this approach
High

Pooled Fund for small-scale venture capital to promote low-carbon social enterprise in LDCs

Instrument

GCF-PSF would manage a pool of venture capital, which is then made available in the form of first-loss tranches, to complement and unlock commercial and philanthropic equity investments in social enterprises with high
potential businesses focused on low-carbon technologies in the least developed countries. Investors will receive
returns in line with the performance of the underlying businesses.

Barriers

Lack of risk capital and investment vehicles for portfolios of small businesses.

Sectors

Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs)

Cycle
Insights
Leveraging

Demonstration
Little if any experience of public-sector run VC funds focused on low-carbon opportunities. UK Carbon Trust VC
Fund is one example. International Finance Corporation’s Climate Catalyst Fund being launched in 2012 uses a
Fund of Funds approach and offers another model.
Very High
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Instrument

GCF-PSF would manage a pool of funds that are made available for social enterprises and microfinance intermediaries focused on energy access projects demonstrating commercial potential but lacking seed capital.

Barriers

Lack of risk capital and investment vehicle for energy access in the LDCs. Lack of credit lines for clean energy
products in LDCs

Sectors

Clean cooking fuel/facilities; clean energy products for lighting (e.g., LED/solar lanterns)

Cycle
Insights
Leveraging

Deployment
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) has run a successful revolving fund focused on
small-scale energy efficiency in Romania and Bulgaria
Very high – initial capital provided by public funds

Vulnerability Credit Mechanism
Instrument

GCF-PSF could create a monetisable carbon credit-like instrument called the VRC which would provide the basis
for private entities to earn a financial return for investments made in eligible adaptation projects that can measurably reduce vulnerability to climate change

Barriers

Lack of private capital flowing towards adaptation projects

Sectors

All

Cycle
Insights
Leveraging

Deployment
Academic paper on VRC concept contained in Climate Policy Journal September 2011
Very High. At present, there are limited if any private funds flowing to adaptation and limited if any appetite for
such investments due to the lack of returns

This article is intended to provide a
“thought starter” on those instruments
that would likely succeed in attracting private
capital for low-carbon investments
in developing countries. Implementation
of each instrument will need to consider,

economics are compelling;
• Uses and strengthens capacities throughout
chain of financial intermediation;

any potential carbon pricing,
including CDM or new market-based
mechanisms.

• Addresses the lending or investment
criteria of commercial financial entities;
• Includes guidelines to ensure that any

The GCF’s Private Sector Facility has a
crucial role to play in mobilising the equity

at a minimum, how each instrument:

funds being deployed are truly additional

and debt capital markets to address climate

• Addresses specific technology barriers

to business-as-usual; and

change. The private sector looks forward to

and financial market conditions;
• Targets segments where project

• Considers whether, and how, such
investments might interact with

partnering with the GCF on this challenge,
going forward.
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Investments in Carbon Capture
and Storage: Through the UNFCCC
Mark Bonner and Barry Jones, Global CCS Institute

The global scale of
the climate change
challenge and the role
of CCS
By 2050, global greenhouse gas emissions
are projected to reach about double what
they are today, and current scientific advice
is that the implications of such a rise in
global emissions could result in catastrophic

(CO2-e)) from large-volume emitters in the

For example, an emitter will source

energy sector and other industries. In some

abatement from others if this provides a

industries, such as iron, steel and cement

cheaper option than reducing emissions

manufacturing, CCS is currently the only

internally. Similarly, entities will supply

available option for such large-scale emission

abatement to others to earn an income if

reduction. The International Energy Agency

it is relatively cheaper to reduce emissions

(IEA) estimates that CCS could provide for

internally and/or they have an ability

aproximately 19 per cent of the required

to generate offset credits. This ability to

abatement by 2050, and the IPCC estimates

trade generally provides for the meeting of

between 15 and 55 per cent by 2100.

emission reduction obligations in as least

changes to the world’s environment.

cost a manner as is practicably possible.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Delaying global mitigation action,
which would be incentivised under an

Change (IPCC) indicates that the

international ETS (or linked national

stabilisation of greenhouse gas levels in the
atmosphere at 450 parts per million presents
about a 50 per cent chance of limiting global
average warming to around 2 degrees Celsius
above pre-industrial levels. The current

Global carbon
markets continue to
evolve and mature

threshold to represent a limit beyond which

and other industrial systems, including the
development of more renewable energy
sources, switching to fuels that are less
carbon intensive, and being more energy
efficient. These changes must take place
in an environment where the continued
widespread use of fossil fuels in the coming
decades is predicted, and realistically, to be
expected.
Carbon capture and storage (CCS) is
an essential component of a portfolio of
low-carbon technologies, as it is able to
greatly reduce CO2 emissions (usually
measured as carbon dioxide equivalence

reductions in low emission technology. In

reduction targets.

(UNFCCC) consider this temperature

requires fundamental changes to energy

and infrastructure, and can also defer cost

on the cost of achieving given emission

Framework Convention on Climate Change

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions

more emission intensive economic activities

turn, this puts further upward pressures

negotiations under the United Nations

dangerous climate change may occur.

schemes) increases the risk of locking in

Emissions trading – an
efficient policy choice

The state of play for
global carbon markets
Global carbon markets continue to evolve

Emissions trading schemes (ETS) are one

and mature. Collectively, increasingly larger

instrument among many policy options that

volumes of CO2 e are being traded, with the

can help facilitate abatement action. It does

World Bank’s report on State and Trends of

this by imposing a cost on entities for their

the 2012 Carbon Market indicating a 13 per

point source emissions (thereby encouraging

cent growth in US$ value, and 10 per cent

delivery of lower carbon signatures), and/

growth in volume in the allowance market

or providing emitters access to alternate,

over the past year. These figures include

cheaper abatement opportunities.

compliance markets such as the European
Union ETS (EU ETS), New Zealand, Kyoto

Access to abatement outcomes through

Protocol International Emissions Trading

international emissions trading can reduce

(IET), and US Regional Greenhouse Gas

the overall cost of meeting any given

Initiative.

emissions reduction target, by allowing
mitigation to occur where and when it is

The performance of the tradable offsets

cheapest.

market generated by project level mitigation
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activities was quite different, in that it yielded

isolates the emissions from the atmosphere

arrangements, including incentives such

13 per cent growth in value and 45 per cent

and so there is no corresponding emissions

as the establishment of a carbon price, can

in volume over the same period, indicating

penalty that requires the acquittal of an

and will be in place in a timely manner

quite low offset values. The total carbon

allowance or offset. This is also true for the

to efficiently support the early stages of

market grew by 11 per cent in value and 17

EU ETS.

commercial CCS deployment. A carbon

per cent by volume.
In 1997, the Kyoto Protocol’s architecture

The state of development
of CCS projects

price, as established under an ETS, adds
to the cost of emission-intensive activities.
Over time, this improves the competitiveness
of low-emitting technologies such as CCS

adopted two accounting frameworks to
support its three market mechanisms. These

The Institute has identified 75 large-scale

relative to conventional higher emitting

schemes have since demonstrably given effect

integrated CCS projects, with 16 currently

technologies.

to efficient institutional arrangements, and

operating or in construction and a further

successfully mobilised financial resources to

59 in the planning stages of development.

Even with carbon pricing, the level

incentivise abatement efforts in countries

The combined CO2 capture capacity of

of effective support for low-emission

with and without emission reduction

the operational and under-construction

technologies is dependent on the value of

obligations. These schemes include baseline

projects is about 36 million tonnes per

the prevailing carbon price and expectations

credit markets (project based mechanisms

annum (MtCO2 pa), with an additional 110

about future values. For example, it is likely

called Joint Implementation (JI) and the

MtCO2 pa capture capacity in the planning

that the incentive impact of the CDM would

Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)),

pipeline.

only be sufficient to financially support a
marginally uneconomic CCS project, and

and an international cap and trade (C&T)
market (IET).

The impediments for new CCS entrants are

even this is being further exacerbated by the

largely due to high capital costs associated

current level of depressed CER prices.

JI and CDM allow for developed countries

with novel CCS solutions and the nature

to claim offset credits for emission reductions

of the risks they face, which mostly reflect

generated from their investment in projects

future policy and regulatory uncertainty.

in other countries – JI for projects in

Notwithstanding, most countries recognise

Annex B countries (developed) and CDM

that CCS is very much in the pre-commercial

In addition to the flexibility mechanisms,

for projects in non-Annex B countries

demonstration stage, which partly explains

the UNFCCC continues to create many

(developing). These credits can be used

why the focus of most governments to

non CCS specific but CCS-relevant agendas

by Annex B Parties to acquit against their

date has been on providing public funding

including:

carbon liabilities and/or sell on. The IET

for pilot and demonstration scale projects

•

allows developed countries to trade in their

to optimise the associated cost reduction

for New Market Based Mechanisms to

assigned amount units (AAUs) which are

benefits of learning by doing.

provide the international rules that allow

Can the UNFCCC support
CCS projects?

generated as a consequence of their legally

Development of a general framework

for measurement of the cost effectiveness

binding emission reduction targets and

It is equally important for governments

of mitigation actions, engagement of

which are ‘supplemental’ to meeting their

to continue to send strong policy signals

the private sector in such efforts, and

own needs.

to the investment community during the

opportunities for the establishment of

demonstration phase that the institutional
Since the decision in 2011 at the 7th

new market mechanisms;
•

Conference of the Parties (COP) serving
as the meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto
Protocol (CMP 7) to adopt the rules of
inclusion for CCS projects under the CDM,
there is nothing procedurally stopping
CCS-related mitigation that is deemed to
be additional to business as usual emissions
baseline from being rewarded with CDM
credits.
Under the C&T approach of the IET, CCS

Implementation of the Technology
Mechanism to enhance technology
transfer, especially in developing

Reducing
greenhouse gas
emissions requires
fundamental changes
to energy and
other industrial
systems

countries – including the policy-relevant
advice of the Technology Executive
Committee (TEC) to the COP, the
Climate Technology Centre (CTC)
and Network case managing mitigation
project proposals in developing
countries, and subsequent linkages to the
Poznan Technology Transfer agenda;
•

Financial Mechanism, including short

and long-term finance such as the

the need for large scale clean energy

Green Climate Fund (GCF) – GCF

options such as CCS; and

commitments include US$100 billion

•

•
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Improving the performance and

per annum by 2020 (explicitly citing

longevity of Kyoto markets – including

CCS as one example) to assist mitigation

legally binding emission reduction

activities in developing countries, and

commitments for the second

supplementing the US$30 billion Fast

commitment period (to either 2017 or

Start fund;

2020), the continuation of the flexibility

Nationally Appropriate Mitigation

mechanisms, and the inclusion of

Actions (NAMAs) and potential linkages

mitigation options like CCS to deliver

with bilateral and sectoral market based

large emission reductions.

the UNFCCC
continues to create
many non CCS specific
but CCS-relevant
agendaS

schemes – including the development

•

of low-carbon plans and strategies for

The global requirement for more stringent

deployment of CCS as a major mitigation

developed and developing countries,

abatement commitments is becoming

option in developed and developing

arrangements for recording support for

increasingly urgent, and given the high

countries alike. It not only helps facilitate

mitigation projects and the verification

potential of CCS for both scale and

the establishment and refinement of the

of those actions, and relationships

timeliness of abatement, it seems likely that

institutional arrangements necessary to

to finance, technology and capacity-

it will need to take on a disproportionate

support CCS projects within other market

building mechanisms;

share of the global abatement task.

mechanisms – both within and external
to the UNFCCC – but it also enhances

Enhancing mitigation ambitions –
consisting of long-term global goals for

The acceptance of CCS in the CDM

community confidence in its application due

emission reductions which in turn drive

marks an exciting new era for the global

to its international acceptability.

CHART 1: CCS in the UNFCCC Context
UNFCCC AGENDAS

UNFCCC ARRANGEMENTS

ULTIMATE DECISION
MAKING BODY

COP / CMP

CLIMATE CHANGE
ACTION

FUNDING VEHICLES

NEW APPROACHES

Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions (NAMAs)

Flexibility Mechanisms (IET, JI, CDM)

Financial Mechanisms
Green
Climate Fund

Bilateral Arrangements

Multilateral Arrangements

Technology Mechanism

REDD+

GEF

New Market Based
Mechanisms

Measurement, reporting, verification (MRV) of action and support

REPORTING

Source: Global CCS Institute

+
Kyoto Protocol

REGISTRY MECHANISM

MARKET MECHANISMS

Emission Reduction Pledges and Obligations

Enables for CCS

Announced by the Australian Government in September 2008, the Global CCS Institute (the Institute) was formally launched in April 2009. The Institute works collaboratively to build and share the
expertise necessary to ensure that carbon capture and storage (CCS) can make a significant impact
on reducing the world’s greenhouse gas emissions. Please refer to its website for further information
(www.globalccsInstitute.com/Institute).
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Outstanding Challenges for a
UN REDD+ Mechanism
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Durban provided some clarity and progress on the technical issues
that need to be overcome in developing a REDD+ mechanism. However,
significant challenges and unresolved issues remain to constructing a firm
platform that catalyzes the public and private investment required to achieve
REDD+’s potential. This article sets out the several key areas which require
further work, and analyses what is needed to overcome these hurdles
to establish a workable carbon market for forests.
Robert O’Sullivan and Donna Lee, ClimateFocus

Introduction
REDD+ has made significant advances
since first introduced at COP 11 in 2005.
At COP 13 in 2007, REDD+ was included
in the Bali Action Plan, solidifying its place
in a future international climate agreement.
In the 2010 COP 16 at Cancun a more
detailed REDD+ decision was agreed that
established key aspects of REDD+ design
and implementation. These included
agreeing on five activities that comprise the
scope of REDD+ along with additional
key features, such as aspects of reference
(emission) levels, monitoring, safeguards,
and implementation through a “phased
approach” that begins with planning, moves
to implementation, and evolves into “resultsbased actions that should be fully measured,

(emission) levels and their relationship

types of credits. There is little appetite for

to finance, and important practicalities

creating temporary REDD+ credits, as

regarding the safeguards and other design

many have seen how such credits have

elements. In addition to these market design

affected the attractiveness of afforestation

elements, the elephant (or perhaps herd of

and reforestation under the CDM.

mammoths) in the room is the question
of demand – even if the UNFCCC were
to agree on key elements and provide
institutional support (as the CDM does), it
remains unclear if complementary domestic
systems (such as the EU ETS or Australia)
will create real demand for such credits.

Market-based
approaches

REDD+ HAS
MADE SIGNIFICANT
ADVANCES SINCE FIRST
INTRODUCED AT
COP11 IN 2005

Countries have agreed to the importance of
positive incentives for REDD+ that leads to
measured, reported, and verified emission

reported and verified”.

reductions. The vast majority of forested

In order to stimulate investment in

developing countries support the use of

REDD+, the first requirement is a strong

The 2010 COP 17 at Durban adopted

markets and other pay-for-performance

and unambiguous signal from the COP

systems to provide these incentives. A few

that a REDD+ emissions trading market

Annex II countries, however, have fought

will be established. However, as the

to block markets and several developed

subsequent sections show, this is only the

countries—notably the European Union—

starting point – many other pieces are

are also skeptical over the use of market

needed to complete the puzzle.

further important decisions on finance,
safeguards, and reference levels. Most
notably, the decision mentions that
“appropriate market-based approaches
could be developed by the COP to support
results-based actions”. However, it leaves
unresolved the issue of what is meant
by market-based approaches, whether
subnational activities could be supported
by markets, details of setting reference

approaches for REDD+ in the near-term.

Scale and markets

Countries who support the use of markets,
however, feel strongly that REDD+ credits

One of the most contentious issues in

should be created to be fungible with other

the REDD+ negotiations has been at

what scale—national, subnational, or

levels are understood to represent a “business

by net accounting of afforestation,

project—should REDD+ actions be

as usual” scenario of forest emissions and

reforestation, and deforestation.

eligible for results-based financing. Many

removals in the absence of additional

countries argue that REDD+ should only

activities, policies or measures. It was agreed

be a national-level (sectoral) mechanism,

that such reference (emission) levels should

while others adamantly insist on eligibility

take into account historic data, but could

The UNFCCC has adopted a set of

for subnational REDD+ actions (largely

also “adjust for national circumstances”.

decisions pertaining to the need for

considered to be at an administrative or

Although it is not yet clear what this means,

safeguards when planning, implementing,

large landscape level). Very few countries

most interpret it as allowing for adjustments

or providing support for REDD+. These

currently support smaller, stand-alone

to a simple extension of historic emissions.

safeguards include transparent and effective

project-level activities—although this is a

Safeguards

national forest governance structures, respect
It is important to note that crediting

for the knowledge and rights of indigenous

baselines and reference levels are not always

peoples and local communities, the full

Current agreements under the UNFCCC

the same thing. It remains unclear if and

and effective participation of relevant

suggest that subnational REDD+ actions

how the reference (emission) levels, as

stakeholders, and ensuring that actions

can be considered as an “interim” measure,

currently called for in the UNFCCC

are not used for the conversion of natural

but does not offer clarity on the implications

text, might be tied to financial “results-

forests.

for financing, nor does it define what

based” incentives, including a possible

“subnational” means. That said, a COP

offset mechanism, in the future. The

Parties have agreed that developing

decision that clearly allowed for direct

creation of a “crediting baseline” from

countries taking part in REDD+ activities

crediting for emission reductions at the

which to provide financial incentives has

should provide information periodically

subnational scale would be a welcome signal

been one of the most difficult issues within

in their National Communications on

for the private sector. It should be noted

the REDD+ negotiations. Some parties

how social and environmental safeguards

that even if subnational efforts could receive

want the reference (emission) level to be

are being addressed and respected. It does

results-based finance directly, this scale

the crediting baseline, others want to

not suggest how often, the level of detail,

would likely only be financed as an interim

integrate a “development adjustment

nor provide any additional guidance for

measure and a national monitoring system

factor” which may include obligations for

reporting. However, SBSTA is to report

must also be in place.

emerging economies to account for their

further on safeguards in December 2012

own efforts to mitigate GHG emissions,

at C0P-18. Many developed countries

Even if projects and/or subnational

while also allowing greater leeway for least

support such safeguards measures out of

efforts were not officially recognized by

developing countries.

concern for reputational risks associated

preferred option for the private sector.

the UNFCCC, this would not preclude
governments from creating domestic systems

Scope

to reward local performance. There is

with financing forest-related activities.
However, developing countries are
concerned about how such requirements

therefore no reason to rule out the possibility

Another area that lacks clarity is whether

affect sovereignty issues, as well as

of projects receiving REDD+ credits in the

a country could account for only a

the precedent and fairness of such

future per se – the uncertainty lies in the

single activity (such as deforestation or

requirements—which are not included in

pathway national governments might take to

reforestation), but not others. It is also

reporting obligations of Annex I Parties.

allow this, which is unclear.

not clear whether a country could carry

Reference (emission)
levels, crediting
baselines and finance

out gross accounting of deforestation, for

Other design elements

example, or if it must take into account
regrowth. This is particularly considered

Once the larger market questions are

problematic if a country wants to only

addressed the COP will need to turn its

account for reforestation, but has significant

attention to more detailed institutional

The Parties have agreed that developing

deforestation occurring at the same time. As

design and process requirements for a future

countries should set “forest reference

demonstrated by accounting rules for Joint

REDD+ mechanism. This includes topics

emission levels and/or forest reference

Implementation (JI), this can be a significant

such as eligibility criteria, how to address

levels expressed in tons of CO2e/year as

issue for projects seeking credits for their

permanence, leakage, and additionality,

benchmarks for assessing each country’s

reforestation efforts whereas the availability

verification processes, and whether or not

performance”. These reference (emission)

of credits at the national level is determined

there are any quantitative limits imposed
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on REDD+ credits akin to the caps on

will likely require a UNFCCC REDD+

CDM forestry credits. The significance of

mechanism plus a decision by Australian

how a future REDD+ market is designed

regulators to allow such credits, and for the

cannot be overstated. CDM and JI have
both failed to stimulate significant interest
from investors for forestry projects—which
only represent 0.9% of registered CDM
projects, and 0.3% of registered JI projects
due to a combination of mechanism design

A NEW CLIMATE
AGREEMENT IS MEANT
TO BE CONCLUDED
IN 2015.

legislation to survive beyond the next
federal election.

Conclusion
A new climate agreement is meant to be

flaws and low demand for credits. The

concluded in 2015. At a minimum the

design of a future market will be significant

question of how a REDD+ mechanism

in determining the success of a future

might be integrated into a future compliance

UNFCCC emissions trading mechanism

markets under the UNFCCC will need

for REDD+ and will need to be tracked

markets do not allow REDD+ credits, a

to be resolved. In addition, many other

closely in the years to come.

UNFCCC REDD+ market may be a hollow

uncertainties such as scale, reference

victory. The EU ETS currently bans all

(emission) levels and crediting baselines,

forestry credits and is expected to continue

scope and safeguards should also be

to do so in the foreseeable future, though

agreed, with detailed design elements and

Creating an offset market for REDD+ under

some non-ETS demand could be found via

institutional structures soon to follow. The

the UNFCCC will be futile unless there is

use of auction proceeds. The United States

gaps highlighted in this paper reflect more

real demand for offsets. Demand could come

is unlikely to pass climate legislation in the

work is needed under the UNFCCC, but

from sovereign governments and multilateral

near term and if California allows REDD+

also highlight how far REDD+ has come.

funds, but demand at scale for offsets is

credits into its cap-and-trade, the volumes

As time passes REDD+ will continues to

expected to lie in domestic obligations on

will be relatively low and likely separated

evolve, hopefully in a direction that learns

the private sector to meet emission targets

from the UNFCCC process. Australia

from the past whilst defining a positive

or caps. If regional or national compliance

may be a source of future demand, but this

future for the world’s forests.
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Xueman Wang, World Bank

Carbon Markets Are
Alive And Countries
Are Taking Domestic
Actions On The Ground

including cement, fertilizers, thermal

a quick look
around the world
reveals that carbon
markets are alive
and are viewed as an
attractive
pathway

As the international community moves
to a post-2012 climate regime, an
important development is taking place.
Developing and emerging economies are
adopting quantitative domestic mitigation

power plants, paper, textile, aluminum,
and iron & steel.
•

Climate Change in May 2012, which
enshrines its pledge to reduce emissions
by 30% by 2020. The law includes
provisions for using carbon market
instruments to achieve mitigation
objectives, and marks the latest in a

objectives, an important trend that

growing move toward emissions trading

distinguishes the first commitment period
of UNFCCC-Kyoto regime that ends

scheme. The proposed seven pilots cover

2012 and only obliges the advanced

areas with a total population of 246

economies to undertake mitigation targets.

million and account for a cumulative

globally.
•

Many of these emerging countries are

are expected to start operating in 2013

at the early stages of identifying ways and

or 2014; even still, design of the national

means to achieve emission reductions

scheme is already underway.

growth. To prioritize climate change in
national policy and achieve its pledge to
reduce emissions by 30% by 2020, the
Korean government enacted domestic

at scale and in a cost-effective manner,
•

Change Policy in 2009 and has

low carbon investment.

committed to reducing GHG emissions
by 36-39% compared with business-

Carbon market instruments, such as

as-usual projections for 2020. The

domestic emissions trading schemes (ETS)

regulation allows for the creation of the

and new crediting mechanisms, are some

Brazilian Emission Reductions Market

of the options under consideration by

(MBRE), operated by Brazilian stock

these countries. Despite the “turmoil” of

exchanges and/or over-the-counter

the carbon market in Europe, a quick look

exchanges and authorized by the

around the world reveals that carbon markets

Securities Commission.

are alive and are viewed as an attractive
pathway toward emission reductions and

•

India has launched two trading

low-carbon growth, particularly among some

schemes to achieve its energy efficiency

of today’s fastest-growing economies. Here

and renewable energy targets,

are some examples:

respectively. The energy efficiency
trading scheme – the Perform Achieve

•

emission trading scheme to be launched

Brazil enacted its National Climate

financing and to provide incentives for

China is exploring a domestic ETS,

Trade (PAT) System – which became

first with five city and two provincial

operational in April 2012, covers

pilots but eventually a nation-wide

about 700 energy-intensive industries,

South Korea has, since August 2008,
established policies aimed towards green

GDP of US$1.6 trillion. These schemes

including potential opportunities to attract

Mexico passed a General Law on

in 2015.
•

Chile, Costa Rica, Indonesia
and Thailand have expressed strong
interest in exploring domestic carbon
markets, which could take the form of
cap and trade schemes or as domestic
voluntary carbon markets.

Five drivers are pushing countries toward
market-based instruments to scale up
mitigation efforts:
•

Mitigation targets pledged by developing
countries under the UNFCCC. Most
countries that are developing or
considering developing carbon markets
have adopted mitigation goals under the
UNFCCC for the period 2012 to 2020.

Carbon markets are clearly identified

established institutional structures and

as an effective tool to achieving these

have cultivated a group of domestic

mitigation targets.

supporters for using market instruments

PMR: Providing capacity
building and a global
carbon market network

to combat climate change. The
•

Achieving mitigation targets is

institutions, knowledge and technical

challenging but also offers an

expertise built up over the last ten years

opportunity to restructure the economy.

through the CDM activities fosters

For example, China has realized that

an important foundation for the next

a resource-intense growth model is

generation of carbon markets.

not sustainable. A national mitigation
goal provides an opportunity to

Looking ahead, while one can be optimistic

push through difficult reforms. The

about the potential for carbon markets to

command-and-control approach used

scale up domestic actions, the challenges

for achieving energy conservation targets

for implementation cannot be overstated.

has proven to be costly and ineffective.

Significant capacity building – or “readiness”

A market instrument, such as an ETS,

– is urgently needed. These needs include

could be an effective means to optimize

data gathering and management, baseline

resource allocation.

setting, MRV strengthening, as well
as institution building and setting up

•

A carbon-constrained world is the norm.

regulatory frameworks. These “no-regret”

It is becoming increasingly clear that

measures are critical to achieving a country’s

countries envision a carbon-constrained

mitigation goals regardless of whether a

world as the new norm. The launch of

country adopts a carbon market instrument

the Durban Platform for a new round

or not and can have cross-cutting benefits

of negotiations for the post-2020 period

that support general low-emissions growth

sends a strong signal to countries that

efforts.

a carbon constraint is here to stay.
Countries want to be prepared for this.

to curb global emissions. Emissions
from developing countries are projected
to overtake those from developed
countries by 2015. We already know
how significant the share from these

Working together, these countries have
quickly made the PMR a major global
platform for discussion and action on new
market instruments, generating an open
dialogue on lessons learned from previous
successes and failures.
A grant-based capacity building fund, the
PMR provides systemic support to enhance
countries’ technical and institutional
capacities in order to implement marketbased instruments, such as a domestic
ETS or scaled-up crediting mechanisms.
As countries are at different stages of
development and market readiness, each
approaches the use of market instruments
in a different way. Some focus on building
the “readiness” referenced above; others are
ready to go further and pilot a domestic or
international market-based scheme.

presented frameworks outlining their PMR

These “no-regret”
measures are
critical to achieving
a country’s
mitigation goals

countries can be; China alone accounted

activities and the Partnership Assembly,
the PMR’s governing body, has allocated
Preparation Phase funding in the amount
of US$350,000 each. This funding is
used to identify capacity building gaps
and to prepare a plan or roadmap for
implementing readiness components or a
market instrument. This roadmap is known

for nearly a quarter of global GHG

as the Market Readiness Proposal (MRP).

emissions in 2011, with 23%. This

Implementation Phase funding (in the

pressure, as well as a growing sense of
responsibility, drives countries to take

In response to the urgent need for this

action.

“readiness” building, the World Bank
established the Partnership for Market

•

most of the world’s major market players.1

Implementing Country Participants have

necessary to conform to this new world.
There is a growing sense of responsibility

April 2011, the PMR has brought together

As of May 2012, all 15 of the PMR’s

They want to invest in the infrastructure

•

Since it officially became operational in

CDM offered important “market”

Readiness (PMR), which focuses on

experience for emerging economies

supporting such capacity building efforts

to curb emissions through market

in a number of countries, as well as

means. Most emerging economies are

supporting piloting of new carbon market

active CDM market players; as a result

instruments both at the domestic and

of such participation, countries have

international levels.

amount of between US$3 million and
US$8 million) is given following the
successful submission of an MRP. The
first draft MRPs from a number of
countries are expected to be submitted
during the second half of 2012. An
outline of the PMR Implementing
Countries’ activities, including the
choice of sector and programs is listed
in the table below.
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PMR Implementing
Country Participant

Interest in Market
Instruments

Brazil

Exploring domestic ETS,
carbon tax and other
instruments

Readiness capacity building and support to design and pilot a
domestic ETS (if so chosen by the government)

Chile

Domestic ETS/crediting
mechanism

Feasibility studies on a domestic ETS and some elements on NAMA
for new market mechanisms with the objective to select a market
instrument

China

Domestic ETS

Support design of national ETS; study ETS for electricity sector and
participation by state-owned enterprises

Colombia

crediting mechanism/
establishing domestic
carbon market

Feasibility study on a market instrument for mitigation from the
transport sector

Costa Rica

Crediting mechanism/
establishing domestic
carbon market

Design and pilot sector offset program (crediting NAMAs) in 2-3 of
the following sectors: power generation (share of RE); agriculture;
waste management; sustainable housing; and transport

India

Energy efficiency trading
scheme and renewable
energy certificates

Indonesia

Crediting mechanism

Design and pilot a crediting mechanism focused possibly on energy
and industry sectors

Jordan

Crediting mechanism

Study possible crediting mechanism in the water sector, specifically
water pumping and treatment

Mexico

Crediting mechanism

Morocco

Crediting mechanism

Study and design a crediting mechanism for (possibly) the power
generation, cement or phosphate sectors

South Africa

Carbon Tax + domestic
offset scheme

Design an offset program under a carbon tax scheme

Thailand

Domestic trading
scheme to manage
energy consumption/
crediting mechanism

Turkey

MRV scheme

Develop an installation-level MRV system

Ukraine

Domestic ETS

Support readiness activities for domestic ETS

Vietnam

Crediting mechanism

Early reflections and
insights:

Proposed PMR Activities for Support

Expand the Performance-and-Trade (PAT) scheme and design
of a market based approach for off-grid RE applications and net
metering

Support capacity building for data management and registry;
Design and piloting a crediting mechanism in the housing,
refrigeration, and/or transport sectors

Support studies to evaluate policy choice for energy efficiency and
consumption as well as low carbon cities.

Study and design a crediting mechanism for steel sector, EE for
power sector (demand side), and/or solid waste management

support the next generation of carbon

the divergent views among many of the

market. In fact the PMR is one of a few

PMR participants within the context of

forums in which governments – central

the UNFCCC process.

The PMR is still in an early stage of

to tackling climate change – are openly

operation. Nevertheless, some lessons have

discussing their plans and sharing

emerged following its debut year:

their “mistakes” on past actions. It is

an important tool to support countries.

encouraging to see this genuine effort to

The programs on which PMR countries

•

•

Knowledge sharing and generation is

A collaborative partnership is a key

ensure a collaborative and open process,

are working cover issues essential to

to success. The PMR has gathered a

with discussions focusing on substance

implement their mitigation objectives,

critical mass of major market players

and technical aspects. The nature of

which include analysis of policy choice,

to discuss key issues about how best to

such a partnership is significant given

baseline setting, data management,

MRV framework set up and GHG

is one of major obstacles for putting

ETS, a new crediting mechanism or

registry set up. The PMR process is

in place a new crediting mechanism.

setting a mitigation goal, all actions

complemented by technical workshops

The PMR can play a role to enhance

start with basics – good quality of data.

in which highly qualified international

a country’s readiness capacity such a

There is still quite a long way to go for

experts are invited to work with the

mechanism; however, to encourage

many of these countries to build and

PMR Secretariat to provide technical

a country to move from a concept

maintain a solid data management

input. Technical working groups that

stage to actually generating credits, a

system. The PMR aims to provide such

consist of experts from think tanks,

downstream “demand” is necessary.

critical “readiness” support to all the
Implementing Countries.

practitioners from PMR countries, and
colleagues from the Bank, are established

•

•

Conclusions

to develop guidance notes and tools. The

reference for countries that purse

objective is that through such a process

crediting mechanism. In the absence

a body of knowledge will be created,

of agreed-upon rules and modality

Reaching an agreement on a new

which will be useful for implementation

for a new crediting mechanism at this

international climate regime takes time

of country programs and for shaping

stage, countries tend to rely on their

and is not without controversy. However,

new market instruments, including

experience with CDM, in particular

the lack of an international agreement does

within the UNFCCC regime.

Program of Activities, as a starting

not prevent countries from taking action

point to design a scaled up crediting

on the ground at home. Climate change

mechanism.

has become central to the country-led

Countries’ choice of instruments for a
given sector is aligned with countries’

development agenda supported by the

strategic objectives. Many PMR

institutions such as the World Bank.

Implementing Country Participants

Carbon markets have been one of the

have carried out an initial sector analysis

central pillars to support countries to

to assess whether a particular type of

the lack of
an international
agreement does
not prevent
countries from
taking action

market instrument would be best suited
for reaching mitigation objectives.
These countries have used indicators
such as availability and quality of data,
responsiveness to price signals within
the sector, mitigation potential and
incentives for participation conduct this

reduce emissions cost-effectively over the
past ten years. Initiatives such as the
PMR are providing crucial “readiness”
support to those emerging economies
that are pursuing carbon markets.
With regional and domestic carbon
market initiatives emerging and interest

analysis. This experience also shows that

in them growing, the next ten years

having a domestic champion to lead

may see a world of new carbon markets,

the activities is absolutely critical for

albeit fragmented. Such fragmentation

a successful operation at the domestic
level.
•

CDM experience provides important

•

Considerable capacity building

should be considered a sign of progress;

is needed for data collection and

imbedded within this fragmentation

management. Lack of data is one of

will be a real prospect for integration.

Designing and piloting a new crediting

major challenges facing all the PMR

A partnership platform as demonstrated

mechanism remains a huge challenge.

Implementing Countries. Whether a

under the PMR offers a vehicle to

Lack of demand for international credits

country’s interest is to pursue a domestic

forge a global networked carbon market.

(1) The PMR’s Contributing Participants include: Australia, Denmark, the European Commission, Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, the United Kingdom, and the United
States. The PMR’s Implementing Country Participants include: Brazil, Chile, China, Costa Rica, Colombia, India, Indonesia, Jordan, Mexico, Morocco, South Africa, Thailand, Turkey,
Ukraine, and Vietnam.
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The rise of the energy efficiency
trading scheme
In March 2012 the Government of India launched a highly innovative energy
efficiency trading scheme. Around the same time, the UK government
announced that the electricity market review (EMR) would look at
a market mechanism to incorporate energy efficiency.
Keith Regan, Verco Global

Climate change needs to be addressed by
directly tackling carbon and emissions of
other greenhouse gasses. But as part of the

The Indian energy
efficiency trading
scheme

suite of abatement policies, there is a clear
rationale for targeting energy efficiency as a
strong proxy for carbon emissions.
The rise in the popularity of energy
efficiency as a core climate change policy can
be attributed to several factors. In developing
countries, there are two clear drivers: the
desire to keep in check industrial demand

just over 100,000 tonnes CO2. There are
significant numbers of medium (and even
relatively large) installations that will not be
part of the trading scheme. As a percentage

Manufacturing industry in India accounts
for around a quarter of GDP and almost
half of commercial energy use. There is
a significant level of coal and oil in the
energy mix; 50% and 30% respectively.
Any efficiency savings in production or
consumption will reduce carbon emissions.

of country-wide emissions, the PAT scheme
will cover less of the carbon economy than
the EU ETS. There is scope in the future
to deepen the scheme to cover additional
installations within the covered energy
intensive sectors or to broaden the scheme
by including other sectors of the Indian
economy.

for energy imports in an increasingly
competitive international market, and the
fear that rapid economic growth will outstrip
the domestic supply of power available.
South Africa’s well-documented energy
shortages are a good example of a situation
where low energy prices and economic
growth quickly combined to send demand

Installation-level targets were announced

Energy efficiency
is a carbon policy
option that is likely
to become more
important

at the end of March 2012. In general, less
efficient sites have a tougher reduction target
than more efficient sites. Over the first
three-year cycle of the scheme, reduction
targets are up to 3%. We estimate that the
PAT scheme in the early phases of operation
could reduce carbon emissions by 30,000

higher than installed capacity. The

tonnes per annum, or more if industry

widespread use of back-up diesel generation

decided to take early action and bank

and captive power units in India is a result

savings made into future phases.

of economic development outstripping the

The most energy intensive businesses are

pace of infrastructure investment.

targeted in the Government of India’s new
Perform, Achieve and Trade ‘PAT’ scheme,

Intensity-based targets
can be as effective as
absolute caps

Energy efficiency policy is a carbon policy

covering 500 installations across 8 sectors.

option that is likely to become more

The PAT scheme will translate sites’ energy

important. It explicitly targets energy

intensity performance into actual energy

The PAT scheme is based on energy

security and scarcity issues, promoting

savings to enable certificate trading: an

intensity rather than an absolute measure

industrial competitiveness. Such policies

“ESCert” measured as a metric tonne of oil

of energy or carbon usage. One advantage

are easily defended against climate change

equivalent (MTOE).

of an intensity-based scheme is that it

sceptics. If there is to be any policy break-

allows both the electricity supply and

through in the US, for example, it could be

The threshold for inclusion in the scheme

demand sides of the covered sectors to

through an energy-intensity based policy.

equates to an annual emission level of

be targeted.

Savings made in electricity consumption at

While emissions under an intensity-based

issued match the objective of the scheme –

sites “downstream” are not automatically of

scheme can still grow, this will not happen

every saving – rather than setting limits on

benefit to the upstream power producers.

if the intensity targets are set higher than

energy usage.

Reduced electricity consumption does not

forecast economic growth. Europe’s 20%

affect the power sector’s intensity target, and

absolute reduction target requires a c4%

The use of energy saving certificates, coupled

so unlike the EU ETS, PAT scheme power

p.a. intensity improvement every year until

with an intensity-based target, has led the

producers do not benefit from downstream

2020 (assuming 2% economic growth).

Government of India to adopt an ex-post

energy efficiency measures. There is no

With that level of target in place, it is highly

allocation of certificates. Once the savings

“double-counting” of savings if both

unlikely absolute emissions would increase

have been made and verified there is low risk

upstream and downstream participants are

– economic growth would have to be more

of erroneous (over) allocations of certificates.

included.

than 4%. Note also than an 80% reduction

Issuance of certificates ex-post and in lower

between now and 2050 requires intensity

volumes (than energy usage allowances) may

Carefully designed, an intensity-based

improvements of nearer 6% year on year.

make the scheme more manageable, and

trading scheme can tackle a larger percentage

During periods of falling output intensity-

registry accounts are not required until the

of the energy-economy. There is increased

based schemes are more environmentally

end of the compliance period.

participation of industry that consumes

effective than a trading scheme with

power in addition to the power generators

inflexible absolute targets. The global carbon

However, there are certain disadvantages

that emit the majority of the carbon.

markets would have been more capable of

of energy saving certificates and ex-post

Second, there may be increased liquidity

weathering the economic turmoil in Europe

issuance. These are primarily related to

in the trading scheme in economies where

had an intensity-based target been adopted

price discovery and liquidity (driven by

upstream power generation is relatively

for the EU ETS.

the volume of certificates in circulation)
in the early phase of the scheme. There

concentrated in a limited number of
For the developing world, it is

are approximately 2bn EUAs (of any one

understandable that intensity reduction

vintage) in circulation but the forecast

The PAT scheme’s rules also encourage the

targets could be set such that emissions

“shortage” (i.e. the target overall emission

take-up of renewables at industrial sites, as

overall increase (i.e. the reduction target is

reduction) is only c200m tonnes. Generally

their energy contribution is zero-rated in

less than forecast economic growth).

speaking, higher volumes will lead to higher

companies.

market liquidity and less price volatility.

calculating the energy intensity of a site’s
operation. However, unless a wind-farm

The increased use of intensity-based

PV array or hydro power plant falls within

benchmarks – as have been used to set

We estimate that over-performance of

the boundary of a power-station, the PAT

reduction targets in Phase III – will enable

certain installations within the PAT scheme

scheme does not provide an individual

clear comparison of ambition between

could lead to issuance of 70,000 to 100,000

installation with the incentive to develop

countries. It may be entirely justified for

ESCerts. With stronger performance across

large-scale renewable energy - there are other

developing country emissions to increase if

more sites, this figure could increase. It

policies in place that do this.

their reduction targets put them on a path

is unlikely that potential over-supply of

towards a similar level of carbon-intensity as

ESCerts will lead to a low certificate price

more developed economies.

as installations can carry forward certificates

Wider applicability of
intensity-based schemes
The majority of the discussion around
trading schemes as part of a global solution
has focussed on need for absolute caps –
promoting the structure of the EU ETS
as the model policy. Because an intensity-

Energy saving
certificates allows
for a faster start than
denominating a trading
scheme in energy usage
allowance

to future phases. There is only a small risk
that hoarding could lead to an insufficient
open-market supply of ESCerts. This could
lead to price volatility.
The potential for volatility should not lead
to the exclusion of banking from the first
phase of a trading scheme. With energy

based scheme cannot guarantee absolute
emission reductions, they were not

The second feature to note is that the

efficiency schemes in the developing world,

promoted. This political preference for

proposed PAT scheme will trade energy-

the primary objective is to encourage project

(absolute) “cap and trade” may have

saving certificates and not energy usage

investments as soon as possible. Allowing

undermined the development of intensity-

allowances. By denominating the scheme in

banking encourages this. Over-achieving

based trading schemes.

“energy saving certificates”, the certificates

companies can carry-forward the benefit
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Figure 1: Using a trading scheme to secure
international finance

from their investments in a situation where
short term price falls.

Figure 1: Using a trading scheme
to secure international finance

Trading schemes are
particularly effective
policy structures for
developing a global
carbon market

Emission Intensity
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A trading scheme with challenging targets

Predicted emission intensity
improvement (BAU)
Additional common but
differentiated “own effort”
(& additionality buffer)
Mandatory trading
scheme target

will send a positive price signal to industry
and encourage investment in abatement

TIME

activity. The economic benefit of a trading
scheme over taxation is well documented.
Less well documented is the potential for a

Allowing an international link where

the Government of India. The Government

trading scheme to operate like a scaled-up

scheme allowances can be exchanged for

can then determine how to use this finance

CDM project. The entire trading scheme is

EUAs or CERs (a strong and direct form

to support industry make the necessary

of linkage)

investment decisions.

•

“additional” as soon as the allowance price is
positive: a zero allowance price indicates that

•

The scheme administrator or

the targets are too weak, and that industry is

government buys allowances, for

Within the current economic climate it

not required to make additional investments.

example so that a minimum price is

is unlikely that policy makers will seek to

The provision of climate finance or offset-

always achieved

secure a higher carbon price, nor to actively

Private sector industry or financial

support the global carbon market. However

necessarily directly link) multiple trading

participants exchange allowances for

there is scope to use climate finance

schemes into an international climate change

a carbon credit offset at an agreed

innovatively to support policies like the

exchange rate

Indian PAT scheme.

based funding could “connect” (but not

•

architecture.
•
Figure 1 above shows an intensity-based

Tightening the overall targets upfront or
during a periodic review

There is much work that could be done on

approach to setting a target for a trading

An upfront tightening of the scheme

establishing global intensity benchmarks that

scheme. The gap between the top two lines

targets is an attractive approach and could

allow the comparison of industrial perfor-

represents “own effort” and reflects common

be funded either through carbon credits

mance between countries. It is difficult (but

but differentiated responsibilities (CBDR).

or climate finance. It provides greater

by no means impossible) to compare the

Setting the target below the CBDR line

regulatory certainty to the participants, and

Indian PAT scheme benchmark ranges with

could trigger a payment to the government

can also be combined with any of the other

those used in the EU ETS or UK CCAs.

establishing the scheme. Further payments

intervention options.

can be made for tightening the scheme over
time.

With those benchmarks publicly available,
For the Indian PAT scheme, it may be easier

it is then possible to compare the ambition

to negotiate and structure a tightening of

of different schemes and make judgements

There are several mechanisms that could

the scheme (for example from the start

as to how aggressive intensity targets need

reduce the supply of certificates in the

of Phase 2) where the financial incentive

to be set in order to keep global temperature

market such that the scheme tightens

through climate finance is provided direct to

increases within safe levels.

Verco is an award winning sustainability and climate change consultancy. We have a 23-year track
record in energy and carbon with a focus on low carbon growth, energy efficiency and clean energy
development. We believe that our combination of high-level policy / strategy work, deep technical analysis and consistently commercial outlook delivers real value to our clients.

Low Carbon Development in Africa
It is often stated that African countries have been slow to adopt carbon
projects and benefit from the carbon markets. There are many reasons
for this, yet we have recently seen a significant increase in project
development at a time of increased market uncertainty.
Ed Hanrahan and Tom Morton, ClimateCare

ClimateCare has been a key part of this

is also driving a surge of interest in Africa’s

growth, moving to East Africa in 2007 in

carbon opportunities.

order to develop clean energy and emission
reduction projects in the region.

Unfortunately, this has come at a time
when CER prices are at an historic low. In

A common misconception is that emissions

addition, new projects in Africa’s biggest

per capita in many African countries are

traditional carbon finance destinations

insignificant and will remain low - the

(South Africa, Kenya, Nigeria, Ghana and

low fossil fuel energy consumption and

Egypt) face being cut out of the main

electrification rates making Africa an

compliance market due to the EU Emissions

unattractive investment destination. In spite

Trading Scheme (EU-ETS) ban on non-

of this, we have seen a dramatic increase in

Least Developed Country (LDC) CERs. No

the number of projects coming on stream.

longer able to rely on carbon income, many

Africa as a whole now has 260 CDM

project developers are seeking innovative

projects, up from less than 90 at the start of

ways for their projects to generate returns on

2009 and although it hosts less than 3% of

investment.

all CDM projects, to date this year Africa

Emissions
It is true that emissions in typical
African economies are low, owing to
limited electricity production and
penetration of fossil fuels. Equally,
African households are often believed to
have comparatively low emission rates
compared to other regions, particularly
advancing Asia. However, they are higher
than you might expect: over 80% of
African households rely on biomass
energy, much of which is unsustainably
sourced. This leads to trees being clear
cut, and burnt directly or converted to
charcoal, much faster than they are able
to re-grow and so contributes to

has provided 4% of all CERs (UNEP-RISO

atmospheric greenhouse gas levels.

August 2012). However, this analysis masks
large variation between countries, with

Typical emissions from a household in

Kenya, South Africa, Ghana and Egypt

Kampala, the capital of Uganda, are 6

taking the lion’s share of CER issuances.
Adjusted for population, Africa still has the
lowest CER per person of all regions at 0.12
CER/person (2012).

These types of
projects are
truly about clean
development

TCo2e/Year. With relatively simple,
readily available solutions, such as
improved cooking devices, solar lights
and water treatment, why were these areas
never a focus of the emissions markets?

Many carbon reduction projects aim to

Primarily, it was because the Clean

reduce emissions from African households,

Development Mechanism (CDM) was

small holdings and energy systems, which in

focussed only on historic emissions and

the past were often dismissed or overlooked.

on large single point sources, such as

These types of projects are truly about clean

factories or power stations, to make cost

development, saving energy, helping the

All this is taking place against a background

local environment, creating highly skilled

of heightened government interest across the

jobs and improving people’s economic

continent. As policy makers start to weave

Another reason was that the CDM precludes

circumstances. The development and

low carbon development pathways into the

emissions reductions from “avoided

implementation of the concept of suppressed

fabric of their wider development strategies

deforestation” and many saw reducing wood

demand, which allows increases in future

and implement much needed projects in the

consumption as avoiding deforestation, not

emissions to be taken into consideration,

ground.

as energy efficiency.

effective high volume emissions reductions.
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In 2008 the CDM Executive Board

space and reducing transaction costs. Sectors

as interrelated problems that can only be

addressed this, equating energy saved

of special interest are rural electrification

tackled together. In Kenya for example,

through reduced wood consumption to

and renewable generation, household energy

the government published its National

an equivalent amount of fossil fuel. This

services, provision of safe water, small holder

Climate Change Response Strategy in 2011.

methodology tends to understate emissions

agriculture and transport.

This is a wide-ranging cross-departmental
document that argues the case for climate-

reductions, but at least means household
energy projects are now possible. They

To date, many developers in Africa have

resilient development and mitigation of

also recognised the concept of suppressed

concentrated on creating or expanding

greenhouse gas emissions to be embedded

demand, meaning that historical backward

markets for efficient cooking stoves that

into policy and planning processes across

looking baselines, extremely low in Africa,

reduce the amount of non-renewable

all sectors. This is being followed up by a

can now take into consideration conservative

biomass consumed. These project not only

Climate Change Action Plan, which will put

anticipation of future emissions. This

reduce emissions, they provide improved

these actions in place. Already the country

enabled the carbon markets to become

energy services to households, reduce

has seen the introduction of feed-in tariffs,

involved with projects that avoid future

expenditure on energy, save time, reduce

regulations on the use of solar water heating

emissions as well those taking action to

pressure on forests and reduce indoor air

in new buildings and policies to promote

reduce current levels.

pollution- a major killer in the developing

the use of solar home systems to reduce the

world.

reliance on kerosene lighting.

Other projects have also shown the power

Across Africa, similar trends are occurring,

of the carbon markets in delivering essential

with climate related issues now being

services for low-income and vulnerable

strategically considered by governments to

households, for example through the

attract investment in low carbon and climate

provision of safe drinking water. The

resilient development. Partnership is critical;

Carbon for Water project in Kenya’s

donors, NGOs, business and communities

Western Province, developed by Vestergaard

alike must all play their part. International

Frandsen, now supplies 4.5 million people

donors and multi-lateral actors are playing

with clean and safe drinking water, without

a role in spurring action, but the central

end users paying anything for the technology

themes of economic development, low

and with no donor or state funds. These

carbon investments and resilience building

projects demonstrate the power of the

are now being prioritised by policy makers

carbon market to effect change, and create

and businesses alike.

On the climate
policy and
development front,
things are also moving
forward

The UNFCCC has taken a number of

significant impacts, not only on emissions

measures to streamline the process, helping

but also to people’s lives by improving

encourage such projects, most recently

health, saving money and creating jobs.

by publishing standardised figures for the
fraction of Non-Renewable Biomass (fNRB)

Development Plans

across a broad spectrum of countries. This

Carbon Market
Many of Africa’s largest emitting countries
have a significant number of vulnerable
households but are not classified as “Least

is equivalent to a standardised grid emission

Africa now contains some of the world’s

Developed”. As a consequence, any new

factor in the electricity sector and saves

fastest growing economies and young

CDM projects registered are not able to

project developers making the case for their

demographics. This is in stark contrast to the

sell CERs into the world’s largest carbon

fNRB figures in every single project going

situation just a few years ago, when in 1999

market, the EU Emissions Trading Scheme.

through the validation process.

Kenya, one of Africa’s largest economies, did

Countries in this category include South

These new approaches, alongside

not have the funds to compile a national

Africa, Nigeria, Ghana, Kenya and – a

simplification of monitoring, standardization

greenhouse gas inventory for the UNFCCC.

surprise to many – Zimbabwe.

justification for small scale projects, mean

On the climate policy and development

This discrepancy is highlighted by the fact

that carbon opportunities in Africa are

front, things are also moving forward.

that many individual Member States of the

increasingly attractive. Programmes of

Climate change, economic development, a

EU focus part of their overseas development

Activities (PoAs) are also allowing scalable

secure and resilient natural environment and

assistance in Non-LDC countries. However,

multi-country activities into the carbon

poverty alleviation are becoming recognised

the EU has ruled them out of the carbon

of baselines and simplifying additionality

market – many would say unintentionally –

Can the Voluntary market step in? In fact

communities – reducing the incidence

through a policy that was designed to reduce

the voluntary market has often been a

of water-borne disease in a measurable

the flow of credits from China, India and

first mover. For example, the CDM Gold

way. The marginal cost of abatement of

Brazil. The collateral damage is already being

Standard published the first methodology

greenhouse gas emissions may be higher

felt, with many upcoming projects moving

to for emissions reductions associated with

than a depressed carbon price. However,

away from the EU-ETS.

the displacement of household thermal

local governments or donor agencies may

energy “from non-renewable biomass”,

value the health improvement. If such

There are two questions that arise: Should

including stoves and safe water provision.

projects can measure and verify multiple

Africa’s non-LDCs have been excluded

Like the CDM market, prices for VERs

outcomes then numerous income streams

given their need for low carbon investments?

are falling, although the “high quality”

could be derived – thereby attracting

And, will Africa’s LDCs be able to attract

projects, particularly those from Africa,

further investment. Functioning markets

CDM investment and provide substantial

have seen resilience. Prices for these

for non-carbon project outcomes should

CER flows?

VERs are now higher than for CERs, a

emerge, with MRV frameworks suitable to

trend that has become increasingly visible

the context.

Sub Saharan African (SSA) LDCs do show

since late 2011.
Another significant opportunity is supported

significant carbon mitigation potential. One
study estimates that in 11 SSA countries

The scale of potential emissions reductions

Nationally Appropriate Mitigating

there are 128 million TCo2e mitigation

is significant, however the challenge is

Actions (NAMAs). Much discussed since

potential with Ethiopia, Tanzania and

to generate demand. Voluntary markets,

the Conference of the Parties in Bali,

Democratic Republic of the Congo being

mirroring the wider economic situation

negotiations are on-going but they have the

frontrunners. However, SSA LDCs have

across much of the developed world, may

potential to bring substantial flows of capital

only 59 CDM projects at validation,

not be able to absorb significantly larger

into developing countries and generate

requesting registration or being registered,

volumes without pushing prices down. This

returns. Non-LDC countries in Sub Saharan

with expected total issuance on 2012 of

would, in turn, make many of the highest

Africa see this as a key source of potential

24 million CERs. No SSA-LDC has more

quality projects unviable.

climate finance. Having only really got going

1

than 15 CDM projects in the pipeline

in the carbon market once it was too late,

9 projects (8 at validation stage).

Providing another
income stream?

Moreover, until recently, African countries

Africa is rising, with or without the carbon

projects that also have real quality of life

that did qualify as Least Developed could

markets. Long term, predictable and

benefits to individuals (in terms of health

have derived significant value for their

adequate incentives to investment in low

improvement or access to energy services)

carbon reduction endeavours from the

carbon and resilient development are crucial

will make such schemes significantly more

international carbon market. But, as we

in shaping this rise.

attractive to donor governments and

(Togo), and Tanzania is second placed with
2

they are keen not to be in the same position
again and are pushing the agenda forwards.
Being able to promote carbon reduction

investors.

approach the end of the First Commitment
Period, prices for CERs are at historically

Africa has millions of vulnerable households,

low levels, with no immediate improvement

nearly all of which have the potential to

likely. This limits the project development

reduce their greenhouse gas emissions and

opportunities. Furthermore, there is little

avoid significant volumes of emissions

clarity on any international agreements that

through a wide range of distributed

could provide a long-term high-level carbon

technologies. If carbon markets alone cannot

price or evidence of the additional sources

be relied upon to provide the necessary

of demand that will be necessary to absorb

finances, are there other opportunities that

the growing pipeline of emissions reductions

will?

coming on stream.
One option is to split out the carbon
All this means that the CDM market is not

and non-carbon benefits. Take a project

likely to bring the financial flows it once did

that provides safe drinking water. A well

– just at a time when opportunities in Sub

implemented and monitored project can

Saharan Africa are taking off.

have significant health impacts in the target

The scale of
potential emissions
reductions is
significant, however
the challenge is to
generate demand
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Conclusions

deliver the climate and development benefits.

(MRV) to show tangible improvements to

However, these projects require private

livelihoods alongside value for money.

capital and capital requires a return.
Africa needs a climate resilient future. One
step towards this is low carbon development

It is difficult to see the return coming from

that at the same time provides basic services

carbon markets alone, with CER prices

such as safe water and cleaner energy.

hovering around the 3EUR mark. Instead,

To achieve this, Governments must ensure

tackling climate and development challenges

that climate mitigation and adaption actions

together will generate synergies and open up

are considered as part of wider policy and

new income streams for projects.

planning frameworks and not separated into
distinct actions.

In order to take advantage of these new
development income streams, countries

Carbon reduction projects, such as the

across Africa will need to make closer

distribution of efficient cookstoves or safe

ties with traditional donors and improve

water, offer a tried-and-tested mechanism to

Monitoring, Reporting and Verification

these projects
require private
capital and capital
requires a return

ClimateCare is an independent ‘profit for purpose’ organisation committed to tackling climate
change, poverty and development issues. Their unique climate and development model funds
ground-breaking projects spanning renewable energy, water purification and clean cookstove technology, cutting emissions and transforming millions of lives worldwide. They enable organisations to
adopt a smart approach to addressing their environmental impacts by offsetting their carbon emissions and supporting sustainable development. Find out more at www.climatecare.org
Tom Morton is Director of Climate Care’s office in Nairobi, Kenya. Since joining in 2000, Tom has
advised governments on climate and development strategy and helped developers maximise climate
finance for projects on the ground. He is an internationally recognised expert on these issues.

(1) Jan 2011: The CDM Project Potential in Sub-Saharan Africa with Focus on Selected Least Developed Countries: study commissioned by the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety http://www.jiko-bmu.de/files/basisinformationen/application/pdf/subsaharan_ldcs_cdm_potentials.pdf (2) UNEP RISO CDM pipeline
August 2012

Managing Interactions Between Emissions
Trading and Supplementary Policies
Even where carbon pricing has been introduced, there is still a strong
case for supplementary policies to reduce the short- and long-term costs
to society of climate policy. Energy efficiency measures that unlock costeffective emission reductions can lower costs in the short term, and
technology policies (such as renewable energy support schemes) can
improve cost-effectiveness over the long term. However these multiple
policies can overlap and interact, either supporting or undermining one
another. Based on Hood (2011), this paper makes the case for use of multiple
policies in coherent policy packages, and discusses how to understand and
manage interactions between emissions trading and supplementary policies.
Christina Hood, International Energy Agency

Why supplementary
policies?
Carbon pricing should be the central

Figure 1: The core policy mix: a broad price
measure, energy efficiency and technology policies
Price of CO2
€.tCO2e

policy element in a least-cost response to
curbing CO2 emissions. A key strength of
carbon-pricing mechanisms is their wide
reach: by pricing pollution appropriately,

Reduced long-term marginal
abatement cost

producers and consumers throughout the
economy see the right incentives for efficient
investment decisions, operational decisions,

MtCO2

and consumption choices. However even
where carbon pricing has been introduced
there is a case for supplementary policies.
The details of a cost-effective policy package
will vary among countries and regions,
but as illustrated in Figure 1, in general
there is a case for adding cost-effective

POLICIES TO
UNLOCK COSTEFFECTIVE
ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
POTENTIAL THAT
IS BLOCKED BY
NON-ECONOMIC
BARRIERS

energy efficiency and technology support

Broad price
measure
(carbon price
or equivalent)
mediates
action
economy-wide.

Technology
support
policies to
reduce costs
for long-term
carbonisation

Source: Hood (2011)

policies (Matthes, 2010; Hood, 2011).
These supplementary policies have multiple
benefits extending beyond emissions

price signals. These barriers include: split

To the extent that these barriers can be

reduction, so targets set in these areas will

incentives between parties responsible for

overcome cost-effectively, the direct cost of

also reflect these wider objectives (Ryan and

paying energy bills and those responsible for

implementing emissions abatement actions

Campbell, 2012).

energy efficiency investments; information

is lower, and a lower carbon price is needed

failures that mean cost benefits are not

to achieve climate targets.

Targeted energy efficiency policies can

apparent at the time of investment; and

unlock energy savings that are blocked

behavioural traits reflecting the reality that

Technology support policies can improve the

by market failures and non-economic

consumers may not always act in their

cost-effectiveness and feasibility of climate

barriers, and are therefore not responsive to

economic interests (Ryan et al., 2011).

policy over the long term. There are two
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Figure 2: Policy interactions can significantly impact ETS
permit prices

be costly to undo, or could create energy
security concerns if price uncertainty causes
investment to stall altogether.

BAU EMISSIONS
(a)
Supplementary
Policies
Underachieve

(b)
Supplementary
Policies
Overachieve

In an ETS with a fixed emissions cap, energy
efficiency and technology support policies
can strongly affect permit prices, particularly
where these policies deliver a large share
of the abatement required. In addition to
reducing the level of abatement needed
from the ETS market, any uncertainty in
the outcome of these policies can also create

15%
10%

uncertain demand for permits (Figure 2).
5%

EMISSIONS CAP 30% BELOW BAU
Energy Efficiency Polices

Technology Policies

Price Response in Trading Scheme

Source: Hood (2011)
dimensions to this: due to learning effects

package with a wider set of policy priorities,

the cost of new technologies reduces over

and improve political acceptability.

time with increased deployment; and the

In an ETS, energy
efficiency and
technology support
policies can strongly
affect permit
prices

rollout of some technologies may need to

However, before implementing policies in

begin early to enable them to scale up over

addition to a carbon price, their costs and

time to the level required for a cost-effective

benefits, and interactions with other policies

response. This does not justify any given

need to be assessed. The transaction cost

level of early support: the cost-effective level

or negative interactions of certain policies

of support will rely on the rate of technology

may outweigh their benefit, even when the

In this example, a 30% emissions reduction

learning, the total abatement potential

policies may be theoretically justified.

target is delivered in part by energy

expected from the technology, and the
stringency of the climate goal (IEA, 2012).

Policy interactions

efficiency and technology policies , with
the ETS market delivering the balance.
If the energy efficiency and technology

Beyond this core set of policies, further
intervention may be warranted to prevent

Policies can be mutually reinforcing,

policies deliver only 75% of their expected

lock-in of high emissions infrastructure,

can work against one another, or can be

emissions reduction, the pressure on the

overcome barriers to financing, minimise

redundant depending on how they are

trading scheme increases by 50%, and if

costs to consumers, compensate for policy

designed and implemented. There are

they deliver 25% greater emissions reduction

uncertainty, integrate the climate policy

particularly strong interactions where the

than forecast, pressure on the trading scheme

carbon pricing policy is based on a fixed

halves. A similar effect would be seen if new

quantity of emissions or energy (such as

supplementary policies were imposed on

an emissions trading system (ETS)) rather

top of a pre-existing ETS cap, as with the

than a fixed price (such as a carbon tax).

introduction of the new Energy Efficiency

Because the energy efficiency and technology

Directive in the European Union.

Policies can be
mutually reinforcing,
can work against one
another, or can be
redundant

policies deliver some of the abatement
quantity required under the target, they

The magnitude of carbon price risk arising

reduce the abatement that must be delivered

from this type of policy interaction is

by the ETS market, reducing permit prices.

explored in detail by Blyth and Bunn

While low permit prices indicate that the

(2011), who use stochastic simulations

short-term climate target is being met easily,

to explore a range of policy, market and

they could also lead to under-investment

technical risks in the EU ETS. They

in clean technologies and a risk of locking

conclude that policy risk is particularly

in high-emissions infrastructure that will

strong when carbon prices are low, while

of the principle that emissions trading

Figure 3: Supplementary policies can amplify the impact of
changing economic conditions on ETS scarcity

does not work well if caps are set
too close to BAU emissions: reliable

BAU EMISSIONS

scarcity is needed to generate a positive

BAU 5% LOWER THAN FORECAST

permit price and a well-functioning
(a)

market. Undertaking modelling to

(b)

test target settings over a reasonable
range of varying circumstances (delivery
of energy efficiency and technology
policies, BAU emissions) is important.
•

International linking can help
mitigate the price impact of domestic
supplementary policies, particularly

EMISSIONS CAP
30% BELOW BAU

where a small trading scheme is linked
to a larger international market. For

Adjust cap downward to restore
scarcity in trading scheme
Energy Efficiency Polices

Technology Policies

example, permit prices in the New
Zealand ETS, which allows unlimited

Price Response in Trading Scheme

use of Clean Development Mechanism

Source: Hood (2011)

credits (CERs), are strongly affected by

market risks (such as fuel prices) tend to

example shown in Figure 3, as small change

dominate when carbon prices are high.

in BAU emissions halves the scarcity in

Such uncertainties create an additional risk

the ETS market. In the California market,

for investors, and have been shown to delay

around 75% of abatement is expected to be

can assist in maintaining coherence

investment decisions (IEA, 2007).

delivered by supplementary policies such

between scheduled reviews, as carbon

as fuel standards and vehicle fuel economy

prices cannot diverge wildly from the

CER prices rather than being driven by
domestic scarcity.
•

standards. This suggests that prices in
the residual carbon market may be quite

reliable
scarcity is
needed to generate
a positive permit price
and a wellfunctioning
market

Ceiling and floor price mechanisms

anticipated values.
•

If the ETS target is GDP linked (i.e.

susceptible both to supplementary policy

intensity-based rather than a fixed cap),

delivery and to economic conditions.

the sensitivity to economic conditions
illustrated in Figure 3 is reduced (but

Creating and maintaining
coherent policy
packages

not completely eliminated) due to
scaling of the overall cap. If the ETS
targets are production-based (for
example emissions per unit of electricity

Having identified the ways in which policies

generated) then interactions with both

can interact, we now turn to how to manage

energy efficiency policies and sensitivity

policy interactions over time. The first step

to economic conditions are reduced

is to align the “core” policy set of emissions

– but not eliminated. As technology

trading, energy efficiency and technology

policies still deliver some abatement

support policies from the outset. There are a

required under the ETS target, permit

The delivery of a large share of abatement

number of features that could be considered

prices will be lower.

by supplementary policies also makes the

(alongside many other factors) during ETS

emissions price more sensitive to variations

and supplementary policy development:

•

Energy efficiency and technology
policies also need to be set taking

in (or miscalculations of ) business-as-usual

the carbon price into account, such
The trading scheme cap should be

as phasing out renewable energy

technology policies deliver a significant

set to ensure that a reasonable degree

support in line with increasing

proportion of reductions towards the

of scarcity remains after emissions

carbon and electricity prices, to avoid

cap, relatively small changes in economic

reductions from the energy efficiency

conditions can have a large impact on the

and technology policies are taken into

level of scarcity in the trading scheme. In the

account. This is basically a re-statement

(BAU) emissions. If energy efficiency and

•

over-payment.
•

Supplementary policies should also
be designed to give as much certainty
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of delivery of CO2 reductions as

Australian ETS design proposes to set annual

possible, in order to reduce unnecessary

caps on a rolling basis – but to lock these in

price uncertainty in the emissions
trading scheme.
However given the strong interactions
within the policy package, any initial
calibration is likely to drift out of alignment
over time, or become significantly

Policy
interactions must
be understood and
accounted for
in initial policy
design

five years in advance to provide certainty.

Conclusion
Carbon pricing is a cornerstone policy in
climate change mitigation, but is not a
complete solution on its own. The short-

misaligned by unforeseen shocks, such as

and long-term cost-effectiveness of carbon

the recent global financial crisis. In general,

pricing can be enhanced where barriers

for investment certainty, resetting emissions

to energy efficiency deployment can be

targets and permit allocations should be

outweigh the damage to investment certainty

overcome cost-effectively, and by accelerating

initiated only at scheduled reviews, and be

caused by intervening in the market. In this

the development of new technologies that

subject to criteria well-understood by all

case, having pre-established criteria for when

can allow lower carbon costs in the future.

involved. Energy efficiency and technology

such interventions would be contemplated

However, if poorly implemented, policies in

policies can be tracked and updated more

could help maintain investor confidence.

such a package can undermine one another.

frequently to ensure they remain both

The balance to be struck between

Policy interactions must be understood

effective and cost-effective (while bearing

providing flexibility to adjust for changing

and accounted for in initial policy design,

in mind the need for investment certainty

circumstances and certainty around scheme

and the package must be regularly reviewed

within these schemes as well). However, it is

parameters is a difficult one. In the EU ETS,

and updated to maintain calibration over

also possible that a misalignment within the

the length of Phase III was extended to eight

time. Combining policies to give least-

core set of energy efficiency, technology and

years to provide greater certainty, yet this

cost, realistic policy responses can assist

carbon price policies, or misalignment with

has also reduced the flexibility to be able

governments both in lowering the costs

economic conditions could be so severe that

to adjust caps to account for the economic

of action, and in stepping up the rate of

the benefits of re-establishing policy balance

crisis. Learning from this experience, the

emission reduction.

Dr Christina Hood is a climate change policy analyst at the International Energy Agency, where
she currently focuses on emissions trading and the interactions between carbon pricing, electricity
markets and supplementary policies. Before joining the IEA she worked in climate change and energy
policy in New Zealand central and local government.

Blyth, W., and D. Bunn (2011), “Coevolution of policy, market and technical price risks in the EU ETS,” Energy Policy, Vol. 39, pp. 4578-4593. Hood, C. (2011), Summing up the
Part:. Combining Policy Instruments for Least-Cost Climate Mitigation Strategies, OECD/IEA, Paris. IEA (2007), Climate Policy Uncertainty and Investment Risk, IEA/OECD, Paris.
Matthes, F.C.(2010), Greenhouse gas emissions trading and complementary policies. Developing a smart mix for ambitious climate policies. Report commissioned by the German
Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, Öko Institute, Berlin. Ryan, L., Moarif, S., Levina, E. and R. Baron (2011), Energy Efficiency Policy
and Carbon Pricing, IEA Information Paper, IEA/OECD, Paris. Ryan, L., and N. Campbell (2012), Spreading the net: The multiple benefits of energy efficiency improvements. IEA
Insights Series 2012, IEA/OECD, Paris.

Reducing emissions in the maritime
and shipping sectors and the use of market
mechanisms to achieve these goals
Shipping is under increased pressure to reduce its carbon emissions and
contribute in the fight against global climate change. Despite the fact that
it is the most energy efficient transport sector, international shipping
was estimated to have emitted 870 million tonnes, or about
2.7% of global man-made emissions of CO2 in 2007.
1

Yannis Pelekanakis, Carbon Positive

The International Maritime Organization

a company nor a ship are subject to external

regional or international Market Based

(IMO) started working on the reduction

inspection”.3 SEEMP is also expected to

Measures (MBMs) as they are proved to be

of greenhouse gases in 1997 and 14 years

initiate monitoring of energy efficiency

environmental effective in reducing carbon

later, in July 2011, following significant

but without setting a mandatory monitoring

emissions. The European Commission

pressure from the European Union, adopted

tool.

has almost finished its consultation

the first international energy efficiency

procedure in deciding which regulatory

measures to reduce carbon emissions from

option is more suitable for the shipping

shipping. These are the Energy Efficiency

industry while at the IMO there has been

Design Index (EEDI) and the Ship Energy

limited progress made due to the political

Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP).

complexity of the issue.

The EEDI is a technical measure intended
to reduce the fuel consumption and
consequently the carbon emissions of new
ships while SEEMP is a measure applied to
all ships in operation. These measures will

Shipping is under
increased pressure
to reduce its carbon
emissions

Currently, it seems that there are two
frontrunners; a contribution or levy on
CO2 emissions from shipping or an
emissions trading scheme based on

become mandatory in 2013 and despite

ship efficiency. A first assessment study

the effort put in their development; their

commissioned by the IMO estimated that

effectiveness is considered insufficient to

these MBMs could achieve by 2030 carbon

achieve the goals set by the international

reductions of 13-40% when compared with

community.2

other scenarios. Additionally, another study
A study assessing these measures shows that

from the UN revealed that carbon pricing

Given the fact that EEDI will apply only

the EEDI will gradually reduce the emissions

for the shipping industry could mobilize

to the new ships, its effects will only result

from the world fleet by 3% in 2020, 13% in

funding for the Green Climate Fund (GCF)

in significant reductions once a substantial

2030, and 30% in 2050. The SEEMP will

up to USD4-9bn per year by 2020 for

fraction of the existing fleet is replaced; a

not directly mandate an emission reduction,

climate change financing.5

process that might take between 15 and

but by increased awareness of costs and

20 years. On the other hand SEEMP is

reduction potentials the study estimated the

In the case of an MBM for shipping there

build on the concept of an environmental

reduction to between 5-10% from 2015

are still several design elements that have to

management system but all its key features

onwards.4

be further elaborated, such as their flexibility,

are wage since “the goal setting is voluntary,

administrative costs, cost effectiveness,

that there is no need to announce the goal

There is therefore a strong political drive

competitiveness, interactions with other

or the result to the public, and that neither

to regulate shipping further through

mitigation options and their political
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acceptability. The MBM for shipping

EU could be the best starting point to

must be “flag-neutral”, maintaining a level

reduce shipping emission in a fair and

playing field and allowing the sector to grow,

workable manner.

avoid competitive distortion, and provide
maximum transparency and environmental

There are already voluntary carbon

effectiveness.

reduction schemes using these guidelines
and providing tools for measurable and

Currently the industry is not yet prepared

verifiable emission reductions. These

for a radical change in emissions regulation,

schemes could serve to smooth the

simply because it doesn’t know yet what

passage towards upcoming regulations,

to prepare itself for. The establishment of

while at the same time satisfy the

a standardized monitoring, reporting and

increased commercial energy efficiency

verification (MRV) system based on the

requirements of the charterers and cargo

existing guidelines of the UNFCCC and

owners.

Currently the
industry is not yet
prepared for a radical
change in emissions
regulation

Carbon Positive is a maritime carbon emissions management consultancy that enables the shipping industry to increase fuel efficiencies, prepare for future regulation and contribute in the fight
against climate change. Its global network of experts, including naval architects, environmental and
marine engineers and carbon finance consultants work in partnership with its members to deliver
customised carbon reduction programmes. Carbon Positive’s carbon reduction programmes for ships
(CPPS) and ports (CPPP) both incorporate a three-phase approach to holistic carbon emissions management.

(1) 2010, The second IMO GHG Study 2009 (2) EU set regional targets to cut at least 40% of CO2 emissions from shipping by 2050. (3) 2012, IMO Resolution MEPC.213(63) (4)
2011, MEPC.63/INF.2 (5) 2010, UN High Level Advisory Group on Climate Change Financing.

Maritime GHG reductions:
What Is The Real Story?
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International shipping, which transports over 90% of world trade, will as
of January 2013 be required to comply with the first ever global sectoral
greenhouse gas (GHG) Regulation. From that date all new ships will have
to meet a specific target level of energy efficiency which declines every five
years. In addition, existing and new built ships will be required to operate
using a ship energy efficiency management plan. GHG emission reductions
associated with this energy efficiency regulation, depending on economic
growth, are projected to be 150 MT CO2 in 2020 and 1010 MT CO2 in 2050
– a noticeable reduction from the expected business as usual (BAU) GHG
emissions in the same years (14% in 2020 and 39% in 2050).
Dr. Anne-Marie Warris, Lloyds Register Group Ltd.

Market-based measures is the next envisaged

principle of equal treatment for all ships.

UN body with responsibility for

step, but like the ongoing discussions at

Rumours indicate that ideas are currently

regulating international shipping.

UNFCCC, there remain big challenges

being developed.

What does this energy efficiency regulation

to overcome. Some of the challenges,
beyond those which International Maritime
Organisation (IMO) negotiations have in
common with UNFCCC negotiations, are

What is the new global
IMO Regulation intended
to achieve?

mean in terms of CO2 emission reductions
from shipping? The required reduction
requirements for new ships by ship types
are (Table 1):

considered below. A navigable route needs to
be found around the UNFCCC approach to

The energy efficiency regulation was

The IMO GHG study 20091 calculated

ensure continuation of the IMO

adopted in July 2011 at IMO - the

international shipping GHG emissions

TABLE 1: reduction factors (in %) for the eedi relative to the reference line for each ship type

Size

Phase 0
1 Jan 2013 31 Dec 2014

Phase 1
1 Jan 2015 31 Dec 2019

Phase 2
1 Jan 2020 31 Dec 2024

Phase 3
1 Jan 2025 Onwards

Bulk Carriers

›20,000 Dwt
10-20,000 Dwt

0%
N/A

10%
0-10%*

20%
0-20%*

30%
0-30%*

Gas Tankers

›10,000 Dwt
2-10,000 Dwt

0%
N/A

10%
0-10%*

20%
0-20%*

30%
0-30%*

Tanker and Combination
Carriers

›20,000 Dwt
4-20,000 Dwt

0%
N/A

10%
0-10%*

20%
0-20%*

30%
0-30%*

Container Ships

Text

0%
N/A

10%
0-10%*

20%
0-20%*

30%
0-30%*

General Cargo Ships

Text

0%
N/A

10%
0-10%*

15%
0-15%*

30%
0-30%*

Refrigerated Cargo
Carries

Text

0%
N/A

10%
0-10%*

15%
0-15%*

30%
0-30%*

* The reduction factor is to be linearly interpolated between the two values depending on the vessel size. The lower value of the reduction factor is to be applied
to the smaller ship size. Source: IMO study by Bazari et al, October 2011
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in 2007 to be 870 million tonnes CO2.

the report to IMO MEPC 63 notes the

The study also made predictions for GHG

energy efficiency regulation will not reduce

emissions going forward. The impact of

GHG emissions to below 2007 BAU GHG

the energy efficiency regulation has been

emissions of 870 MT CO2 because of the

estimated (Figure 1) (IMO MEPC 63):2

expected growth in world trade.

The combined GHG emission reductions,

What are the next steps?

based on two growth scenarios, from

The caveat
in the Climate
decision relates to
the existence or not
of an international
agreement

new ships and the energy management

At IMO the next planned step, according

requirements on new and exciting ships,

to the IMO work plan, are market-based

assuming the later is only 40% effective, are

measures. At the European level, the

set out below based on an average of A1B-4

European Commission (EC) is required

and B2-1 world growth scenarios:

under the Climate Decision - agreed in

not of an international agreement. If IMO

2008 - to consider how shipping can be

energy efficiency regulation is not viewed as

The application of the energy efficiency

included, if necessary, in the EU climate

an international agreement or is not deemed

regulation will reduce shipping BAU GHG

package post-2012. The caveat in the

sufficient then the comments made in the

emissions by around 40% by 2050. As

Climate decision relates to the existence or

carbon press that envisage some form of
urgent EU development are understandable.
A proposal from the EC is expected before

Table 2

the end of 2012, but what this proposal is
Year

BAU
Mill Tonnes

Reduction
Mill Tonnes

New Level
Mill Tonnes

2020

1103

152

951

2030

1435

330

1105

going to be remains unclear. However, it is
interesting to note that according to Lloyd’s
List (30 August 2012):
“AMBASSADORS from the Bahamas,
Canada, the US, Japan, Australia, Panama

2040

1913

615

1299

2050

2615

1013

1602

and Singapore have sent a strongly worded
letter to the European Union, urging it to
work towards an international solution to
climate change (in relation to shipping).”

Source: IMO study by Bazari et al, October 2011

Some pertinent facts?

Figure 1: WORLD FLEET - AVERAGE SCENARIO: A1B AND B2-1

It may be worthwhile to take a step back

3500

from predicting EU developments and ask
a few simple questions about the shipping

3000

CO2 (MILL TONNES)
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industry that might help any prediction of
what EU might do. The question may also

2500

put a different context on the discussions at
IMO and UNFCCC related to GHG and

2000

shipping.
1500

Ship owners: how many are

1000

they and how many ships does
an owner own?

500
0

There are 63,268 sea going ships over 400
gross tonnage (GT) worldwide representing
2010

2015

2020

2025

Source: IMO study by Bazari et al, October 2011

2030

2035

2040

EEDI Reduction		
SEEMP Reduction		
New Emission Level
BAU

2045

2050

1,055 million gross tonnage (mGT) (data
from IHS database extracted, June 2012).
Data on the three top ship segments indicate
that (Table 3):

The Table 3 shows that the pool of

Sovcomflot, China Shipping Group Co,

owners includes a larger number of single

Mitsui OSK Lines Ltd

ship owners - 40% of tanker fleet owners are

Bulk Carriers – Chinese Government,

a single ship owner. Corresponding data for

COSCO, China Shipping Group Co,

bulk tanker and container ships are

Nippon Yusen Kaisha (NYK)

27% and 40%.

Containers - Maersk, COSCO,
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Changing a
ship’s flag is easy as
compared to changing
nationality for
individuals, and also
relatively quick

China Shipping Group Co, Evergreen
Who are some of the main

Marine Corp,

owners of the three most
common international ship

Where are the majority

types?

of ships flagged?

Based on data produced by Clarkson

In excess of 70% of the world fleet is

Research Services Ltd; (June 2012) the

flagged in developing countries. The

following pattern emerges in terms of who

owners nationality is not related to the

are the largest beneficial owners for each

flag of the ship (otherwise known as the

for individuals, and also relatively quick.

ship type (not in order of priority):

ship’s nationality). Changing a ship’s flag is

Top flag states include Panama, Liberia,

Tankers - Chinese Government,

easy as compared to changing nationality

Indonesia, China, Japan, Russia, Singapore,
Hong Kong, Marshall Island, and the USA.

Table 3

The answers to the above three questions

Tankers

Bulk Tankers

Containers
Ships

Number of Ships
over 400 GT

10,952

10,206

5,017

Number of Owners

1,602

1,491

500

indicate where and what challenges the EU
would need to overcome to implement an
EU-wide international shipping approach,
especially given the legal cases related to
inclusion of aviation in EU ETS.
What about fuel price and its

% of the Segment
Fleet Controlled by
the Top 100 Owners

33%

Number of Owners
with only one Ship

577 (Approx)

38%

66%

variability?
Fuel price is already a major consideration

503 (Approx)

160 (Approx)

for operators, Figure 2 illustrates covering
the last 30 years fuel prices. The global
reduction in sulphur content in bunker
fuel, which will drop from 3.5 % sulphur
content to 1% in 2020, will in many cases

Figure 2

result in owners choosing to use low sulphur
fuel rather than scrubber equipment. Low

US$ PER TONNE

1400

sulphur fuel generates less CO2 per nautical
mile but is also more expensive. A switch

1200

to low sulphur fuel will further reduce the

1000

shipping direct CO2 emissions as compared

800

to predicted BAU GHG emissions.

600

Will the price of CO2 affect

400

the fuel price significantly?
Looking specifically at the two market-based

200

measures under discussion at IMO that

0

Source: Clarkson Research Services Ltd; Aug 2012

features caps/target lines, that is
380cst Bunker Prices		
180cst Bunker Prices		
Marine Diesel Oil
Marine Gas Oil

•

Danish proposal, a carbon levy;

•

Norwegian, UK, French and German
proposal, an ETS.
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Given the current price level of an EUA

The answer to the last two questions

in the EU ETS of less than 10 Euro per

indicate that shipping is likely to achieve

tonne of CO2 (for simplicity assume that

better GHG emission reductions than

this equates to $10 per tonne of CO2),

envisaged by the energy efficiency regulation

the additional carbon cost would be in the

and have a slower GHG emission growth

region of $30 per tonne of bunker fuel.

than envisaged in 2009 when the 2nd

This is a fraction of the price fluctuation of

IMO GHG report was published.

bunker fuel or the difference in cost between
heavy fuel oil and marine diesel.

Conclusion

Is the shipping sector just

The shipping sector has the first ever binding

driven by regulation?

and current (1 January 2013) international

In terms of GHG emissions the shipping

regulatory instrument that will mandate

sector is not just driven by regulation. In fact

CO2 emission reductions.

The negotiations
at IMO will face
similar challenges
to what we are
seeing at UNFCCC

at UNFCCC. The data above on the

despite an oversupply of ships and very low
charter rates the sector is experiencing the

The next step is market based measures, but

ownerships of ships, both in terms of

following trends:

like the ongoing discussions at UNFCCC

who and the diversity of owners, combined

•

Stakeholders are increasingly demanding

the main challenges, as others writing in

with the ease by which a ship can be

for more fuel efficient ships beyond

IETA GHG Market Reports have previously

flagged in a developing country, provides

that required by regulation, as shown in

indicated are common but differentiated

an indication of the challenge ahead -

Maersk sustainability report.3

responsibilities and technology transfer, both

unless a route can be found that navigates

Continuous orders for new fuel-efficient

embedded in UNFCCC.

around the UNFCCC division between

•

4

the developed and developing world, and

ships with energy efficiency reduction
beyond the current energy efficiency

The negotiations at IMO will face

stays with the IMO approach of equal

regulation requirements.

similar challenges to what we are seeing

treatments for all ships.

Lloyd’s Register is a leading provider of marine classification services around the world, helping
ensure that internationally recognised safety and environmental standards are maintained at every
stage of a ship’s life. But we provide much more than traditional classification. The future of shipping
depends on sophisticated design methods, rapid approval, and innovative efficiency and optimisation
solutions. We have the technical insight and experience to provide these services, helping owners,
operators, designers and builders everywhere to improve performance and achieve their goals.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: Thank you to my colleague Latifat Ajala who carried out the data analysis for
this paper

(1) IMO 2nd GHG Study, IMO MEPC 59/INF 10, April 2009 (2) Bazari, Z. and Longva T. “Estimated CO2 emissions reduction from introduction of IMO mandatory technical and
operational Energy Efficiency measures for ships”, IMO MEPC 63/INF.2, 31 October 2011. (3) Maersk Sustainability Report 2011 (4) See, The Maritime Industry and Climate
Change – What is Going On? Dr. Anne-Marie Warris and Paul Lightburn, IETA GHG Market Report, December 2008, and; “A True Compass Always Trumps a Crystal Ball in the Open
Ocean” by Gilberto Arias, Ambassador to the United Kingdom, Republic of Panama, IETA GHG Market Report December 2011

A degree of severity; why climate change
regulations and attitudes need to change
Global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are rising, extreme weather events
are increasing and their consequences are becoming more costly, resulting
in changes to the availability and supply of our resources. In parallel, the
global population continues to grow. Our present international climatechange regulations are insufficient and poorly directed to bring about the
changes in attitudes and action plans required to mitigate and adapt to
climate change. So where do we go from here?
Madlen King, Lloyds Register Quality Assurance

Global emissions of carbon dioxide

population, organisations need to adapt

There are many climate-change schemes

(CO2) increased by 3% in 2011 and they

to our changing environment. To do this,

around the globe that require companies to

continue to increase to the extent that the

they need to identify, assess and manage all

monitor and report information relating to

level required to limit the average rise in

of the risks posed by climate change in the

their interaction with the environment and

global temperatures to 2°C - the target

longer term, not just to directly ensure their

their contribution to climate change. These

agreed upon by all parties to the UN

continuity, but to provide assurance to their

range from the UK’s Carbon Reduction

Framework Convention on Climate Change

stakeholders.

Commitment Energy Efficiency Scheme

(UNFCCC) – will be exceeded within the

and the EU’s Emission Trading Scheme

next 20 years.1

to the US’s Regional Greenhouse Gas
Initiative, for example. These schemes are
largely national (or implemented by national

Based on observations taken since 1950,
international climate-change specialists this
year confirmed that there is evidence of
changes in extreme weather events.

2

Unsurprisingly, the economic losses from
these disasters have increased notably.
Annual loss estimates from such events were

Stakeholders

regulations), and thus require the reporting

require confidence

of an organisation’s information relative to

that organizations are
positioned to respond to
the adverse impacts of
climate change

national borders. Their ultimate aim is to
mitigate climate change by reducing the
generation of GHG emissions.
Within their design limitations, these

a few billion US dollars in 1980, whereas,

schemes are achieving their aims. They are

25 years later they peaked at US200

resulting in fewer emissions in countries

billion in 2005.3 In the main, the losses

where binding emissions targets have been
set: Annex I parties to the Kyoto Protocol

were asset-related, making quantification
straightforward. However, these events

Stakeholders of all types require confidence

reduced their aggregate emissions by 3.3%

also result in other impacts, which are far

that organisations are positioned to respond

between 1990 and 2004, despite a growth in

more difficult to quantify, and are thus

to the adverse impacts of climate change

GDP of 36.2% over the same period.4

poorly reflected, including the disruption to

and take advantage of any opportunities.

ecosystems, resource supplies, infrastructure,

Without such confidence, investor and

However, these schemes are simultaneously

domestic life and business operations.

customer loyalty -- and ultimately an

increasing emissions in the developing

organisation’s profitability -- can be affected

world, to where much of the world’s

For society to efficiently function in an

by concerns that there are significant risks

manufacturing is migrating; emissions are

increasingly less predictable climate, with

that are either not understood or that are

simply being ‘exported’ from the developed

altered resource supplies and a growing

being concealed.

to the developing world. According to 2004
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data, 22.5% of the emissions produced in

their impact to an organisation’s long-term

the equation (i.e. scope 1 and 2 emissions

China were exported to consumers elsewhere

viability.

only) and do not require the disclosure of
climate risk beyond quantifying those GHG

in the world.

5

The risks are many and complex. There are

emissions.

Regulations that focus on emissions from the

the physical risks presented by the impact

‘production’ perspective, will always address

of climate change on organisational and

Political leadership in this area remains

the symptoms of the climate change problem

transport-network locations, and the level

weak and, with this shortage of mandatory

rather than the cause. When they are based

of reliance on resources that may be more

requirements, investor-lead voluntary

on national borders, they will be limited

vulnerable to climate change. There are

approaches, such as the Carbon Disclosure

to localised symptoms of a global problem.

the process or production risks which may

Project (CDP), have taken important strides

To address the cause and reduce emissions

directly or indirectly impact on a component

in increasing and improving the quality of

across the board, regulations must recognise

of a supply chain (for example, fluctuating

disclosures relating to climate risk.

the ‘productive and consumptive’ drivers of

fuel prices and the security of fuel supplies).

those emissions and address them according

There are the reputational risks related to

The CDP requests annual information on

to the consumer demand for goods.

the inadequate or weak management of

GHG emissions, energy use and the risks

climate-change factors, which can impact on

and opportunities presented by climate

customer and consumer loyalty and, through

change from thousands of the world’s

this, turnover and profitability.

largest companies. It analyses and reports
the responses, ranks organisations by region

Assessing
climate risks
remains a difficult
task for any
organisation

Mandatory requirements for an organisation

and sector, and ‘names and shames’ those

to disclose its climate risks are limited. The

that decline to respond. The not-for-profit

US Securities and Exchange Commission

CDP is backed by institutional investors

and the UK Companies Act 2006 provide

that require access to a global source of

two such examples.

information that supports long-term,
objective analysis for their investment

In 2010, the US Securities and Exchange

decisions.

Commission issued guidance regarding
disclosures related to climate change for

Assessing climate risks remains a difficult

those public companies obligated by the

task for any organisation. It requires an

Commission’s disclosure requirements.

understanding of many variables, from

Addressing the source of consumption-

The guidance required the disclosure of the

impending regulatory change to future

generated emissions will provide a motive to

potential physical effects of climate change

resource and material availability, location

reduce emissions in the developing world,

that could materially affect an organisation’s

and costs. Companies are understandably

where developed nations and organisations

business and operations, together with the

reluctant to report information that is

have an influence.

risks posed to their supply chains.

uncertain and which may be proven to be

Addressing this deficiency will focus

The UK Companies Act 2006 required the

attention to a greater degree on the complete

disclosure of the company’s impact on the

There is no single approach or framework

picture of global GHG emissions and can

environment within the director’s report.

for addressing an organisation’s climate

help to address their continuing rise. But

But that is the extent of the requirement

risk. The diversity of regulations, guidance

such a change will not address all of the

and there is no need to include climate

and voluntary approaches cause further

design deficiencies.

risks. Earlier this year, the UK government

confusion, and it overburdens business when

inaccurate.

announced its intention to introduce

investing resources to respond to these varied

The existing regulations also do not

additional regulations under this Act, to

requests and requirements. It also does not

require an organisation to address the risks

require the mandatory reporting of GHG

support the many stakeholder needs to draw

associated with climate change. They do

emissions by all UK-quoted companies

meaningful conclusions or comparisons.

not require an organisation to: a) consider

in annual reports published from April

the risks that climate change poses to its

2013. However, in their proposed form,

There is a need for greater clarity and

operations; b) report those climate risks

these regulations will continue to limit

standardisation in relation to organisational

and its response to them; or, c) report

the disclosures to the production side of

reporting of climate risk in order to: assist

There is a need for
greater clarity and
standardization

organisations with this complex problem;

to domestic emissions to ensure that the

reduce the unnecessary burden upon

complete picture is addressed. In addition,

them; and facilitate their stakeholders’

the present mandatory disclosures require

understanding and information needs.

expansion to address the wider climate risks
and any organisation’s strategy for managing

To fully achieve global disclosure which

them.

addresses climate-change mitigation and
adaptation, efforts need to be refocused.

Only through this expanded framework

Regulations for GHG monitoring and

will the true picture of our mitigation

reporting must be expanded to address

and adaptation efforts become clear and

the emissions from the production of

can our successes and failures be adjusted

internationally traded products in addition

accordingly.

Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance Limited (LRQA) is a subsidiary of Lloyd’s Register Group
Limited. We are a leading independent provider of Business Assurance services including certification,
validation, verification and training across a broad spectrum of standards and schemes. We are recognised by over 50 accreditation bodies and deliver our services to clients in more than 120 countries.
In the climate change and sustainability arena, LRQA’s services include certification, validation, verification and training across regional, national and international schemes. These schemes include the
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), Joint Implementation (JI), the EU Emissions Trading Scheme
(EU ETS), EU ETS Aviation, ISO 14064, PAS 2050, EN 16001, ISO 50001 and ISO 14001.

(1) Trends in Global CO2 Emissions, PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency, EU Commission, 2012 (2) Managing the Risk of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance
Climate Change Adaptation, Special Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2012 (3) Managing the Risk of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate
Change Adaptation, Special Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2012 (4) Compilation and Synthesis of Fourth National Communications, UNFCCC 2007 (5)
Consumption-based Accounting of CO2 Emissions, SJ Davis & K Caldeira, 2010
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Engaging Cities on Climate Change:
The Environmental Markets Approach
Cities are major contributors of anthropogenic Greenhouse Gases (GHGs),
as almost half of the world’s population lives in urban areas. The sources
of GHGs in urban areas are dictated by the greater economic activity and
higher standard of living, which results in consumption of 60 to 80% of
energy produced worldwide. As home to 60% of all people in 2030, today’s
urban planning, policy and infrastructure decision of a city is likely to dictate
the trend of future GHG emissions. These decisions will also define the
extent to which residents are vulnerable to the impacts of climate change.
Cities in coastal areas are vulnerable to rising sea levels, whereas cities
near rivers and water bodies are vulnerable to sudden variability in
rainfall and flooding. The urban heat island effect is likely to
make heat waves more intense for city dwellers.
Monali Ranade, World Bank Institute

In the face of these challenges, cities

Conference on Sustainable Development

Development Goals and the 2002

also offer the greatest opportunities to

in 1992.1 Specifically, Agenda 21 includes

Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable

address global climate change, as a city

local action to achieve an overall human

Development, in 2005 53 cities signed the

administration is the level of a national

settlement objective that includes sustainable

Urban Environmental Accords.2 The UEA

multi-level governance system that is closest

infrastructure, urban services and land-use

include a series of implementable goals that

to the people. Many of the solutions to

planning.

can be adopted at the city level to achieve

reducing GHG emissions involve modifiying

urban sustainability, promote healthy

lifestyles or the provision of improved

economies, advance social equity and protect

urban services that can be best achieved

the world’s ecosystems.

at the city level. City level interventions,
like encouraging non-motorized transport,
energy efficient buildings and recycling are
critical complements to national and global
actions such as cap-and-trade schemes or
carbon taxation to achieve sustainable, urban
development.

The urban heat
island effect is
likely to make heat
waves more intense
for city dwellers

I. Voluntary climate
actions by cities

Organizations and partnerships including
Covenant of Mayors, Metropolis, UCLG,
ICLEI, and UN-Habitat have made
significant contributions in supporting
cities understand and adopt sustainable
environmental planning and management,
including developing tools for cities, e.g.,
ecobudget3 and climate and air pollution
planning assistant.4 In the US, cities have
taken a strong leadership position in
developing and implementing climate action

Globally, Cities have been voluntarily
active in the area of sustainability and

Continuing the legacy of the 1972

plans.5 The C40 Climate Leadership Group

environmental management action for a few

Stockholm Conference on the Human

was created in 2004 when Mayors and

decades. The roots of a formal discussion

Environment, the 1992 Earth Summit,

leaders from 40 largest cities in the world

on the role of cities can be traced to Agenda

the 1996 Istanbul Conference on Human

agreed to cooperate on reducing GHG

21 that was adopted as part of the UN

Settlements, the 2000 Millennium

emissions by taking decisive and immediate

action on a number of points, most

Energy, waste and transport sector projects

incorporated in the country’s climate change

notably the creation of procurement

in urban areas account for approximately

mitigation goals and development objectives.

policies and alliances to accelerate the

20% of all registered CDMs projects and

uptake of climate-friendly technologies

12% in terms of potential ERs and less than

and influence the market place.6 This

8% of the Certified Emission Reductions

number has since grown to 58 cities,

(CERs).8 The low volume of CERs results

which represent 8% of the global

from reasons such as; difficulties in project

population, 12% of global GHG emissions

financing and implementation; ex-ante over-

and 21% of global GDP. These cities are

estimation; and difficulties in monitoring

implementing 4,734 discrete actions and

and verification. Furthermore, most of

considering another 1,465. These climate

these projects are developed by private

change actions are classified as policies,

companies and not the municipalities. The

projects/programmes, and incentives/

low participation of cities has been ascribed

disincentives, and their scale is measured

to complexity of the CDM process for the

along three tiers: pilot, significant or

small volumes of GHG emissions from

transformative. Leadership is critical to

urban projects. The CDM also requires a

successful development and implementation

clear attribution of GHG emissions to a

of any local or global climate action.

specific intervention and methodologies for

However, leadership is not limited to politics

calculation, and monitoring of emission

The biggest challenge to this approach

and administration. Successful actions

reductions from policy interventions

appears to be the lack of strong national

in cities have also come from leadership

and large scale public awareness and

level associations of cities, as they exist

shown by citizens groups, community

involvement campaigns are also unavailable.

internationally. The creation of a common

organizations, technical institutions and

Simplification of the CDM registration

voice within countries is likely to strengthen

experts and the private sector.

and issuance process and development

the ability of cities to engage with their state/

of standardized baselines, in particular to

province and national level governments.

address data constraints, may increase the

In terms of new mechanisms, there are also

access to CDM markets. The carbon markets

developments in the city-level emissions

grew until 2008 but have shrunk in recent

trading as part of Tokyo’s cap-and-trade

As discussed, cities have voluntarily

years, limiting the opportunity and incentive

program, which has recently expanded to

undertaken a range of local climate and

to experiment with new approaches.

adjacent Saitama prefecture. However, the

7

II. Financing Climate
action in Cities

Leadership
is critical
to successful
development and
implementation
of any local or
global climate
action

Tokyo example is easier to replicate in cities

environmental actions. Many cities in
developed and developing countries are

The procedural and methodological

that have sufficient technical information

preparing Climate Action Plans and

complexity of the CDM can be avoided if

to define the emissions cap. For most cities,

voluntarily undertaking GHG emission

the carbon credits emerging from cities are

it may be more practical to begin with a

reduction targets. These activities have

not used as offsets. Using a combination of

program that helps build a database of

received financial and technical support

CDM and sector-specific methodologies,

information, which can contribute to future

from international and local governments,

countries could develop their own national-

market based mechanisms. With respect to

technical and private institutions to identify

level Monitoring, Reporting and Verification

the urban sector, several approaches, which

climate mitigation activities. Most cities

(MRV) framework for financing GHG

may overlap, are possible to facilitate access

struggle with the implementation of these

mitigation activities and assessing the GHG

of cities to the carbon markets and other

activities due to a financing barrier, which

emission reductions achieved in cities. An

channels of climate finance.

is a much bigger problem for cities in

emerging opportunity for cities is to access

developing countries. Global carbon markets

international climate finance through

were widely viewed as a potential source

Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions

of financial support for GHG emission

(NAMAs). As the form and structure of

reduction projects, including those in

NAMAs evolves, cities have the opportunity

cities. The Clean Development Mechanism

to work with their national governments

Financing is a major challenge for cities as

(CDM) of the Kyoto Protocol of UNFCCC

to access funds as they become available.

they seek to balance the competing demands

has provided only limited support to projects

Such an approach presents a sensible

on scarce, if not diminishing, resources

in cities.

opportunity for the urban sector to be better

for providing urban services to a growing

III. Investing in
Sustainable, Low carbon
cities
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the various investment strategies are well-

Figure 1

developed and understood.
Current efforts by cities are widely varied

PROVINCIAL,
STATE GOVT.

URBAN PLANNING

in form, structure and reporting standards,
and do not provide a clear approach to

Transportation
of Waste

Transport

strategically quantify and aggregate GHG

Waste

emission reductions from these activities or
to access carbon markets, climate finance or

ENERGY

Heat island
effect

efficient
water pumping

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Pedestrian
Comfort

the private sector. The citywide approach to

Biogas-toenergy

Sludge
Treatment

POLICY MAKING

Traffic
Management
Systems

carbon finance was developed by Carbon
Finance Unit of the World Bank to provide
the desired cohesion and structure to the
climate change mitigation activities and
to enable cities to enable monitoring,
reporting and verification of their actions
and achievements.10 The approach could
be applied to projects, programs, policies
or sector level interventions to attract
investment in mitigation and adaptation

Urban
Forestry

Grey
Water Refuse
FINANCE & MANAGEMENT

Water

activities by identifying and channeling
sources of financing from the public and
NATIONAL
GOVT.

private sector.
The Low Carbon City Development
Program (LCCDP) in Rio de Janeiro uses a
project aggregation approach similar to the
citywide approach. The Program is designed

population and improving the overall

down urban sprawl. National governments

as a new globally applicable business model

quality of services. As observed in a recent

could support and encourage local actions by

for city-level low carbon development and

OECD report, “While in previous decades

providing funds for encouraging low carbon,

has been certified using a combination of

urban development was financed almost

sustainable investments. Private financing

ISO quality and environmental systems

exclusively by the public sector, the size of

will also play a crucial role in the transition

standards (ISO, 9001, 14001 and 14064)

green investments combined with increasing

to green growth, and can be a desirable

and can use project-based accounting

fiscal constraints means that green growth

methodologies from both CDM and non-

will require co-financing from the private

CDM regulatory systems. The Program

sector in PPPs, in which risks are partially

quantifies the carbon component of

transferred to private financers.” However,

initiatives, which also help to maximize

9

investments in the municipal sector are
widely characterized by long cost-recovery
periods and potentially significant risks.
Cities require significant up-front

the potential for sustainable development,

Current efforts
by cities are widely
varied in form

including the inherent priorities of the city,
such as social inclusion, cultural heritage,
and economic growth.

investment to develop in a low-carbon,

Rio’s program is based on its Municipal

more sustainable manner. There are several

Law on Climate Change and Sustainable

urban revenue sources, which are currently

Development of 2011, which was followed

politically or institutionally unviable in most

by the completion of Rio’s greenhouse gas

developing country cities, such as congestion

(GHG) inventory and modeling of scenarios

charges and road taxes that can influence the

option for cities and businesses, provided

for future levels of city-wide GHG emissions

public to reduce car travel and fund green

that the externalities, conditions for risk

based on sets of actions planned by the

infrastructure. Also, property taxes can slow

sharing, and economic models underlying

city government. Rio is implementing a

series of interventions to achieve its targets.

activity prior to the mega events in 2014 and

receive the support they need to be able

While strategies are put in place to reduce

2016. Compliance with the climate change

to carry out the climate change activities

emissions as compared to a baseline, the

law is based on monitoring, reporting and

assigned to them.”11 Assessment of the

program allows overall city-level emissions

verification for the emission reductions

GHG emission reduction and associated

to continue to increase due to the massive

generated by the individual mitigation

Monitoring, Reporting and Verification

influx of investment and increased economic

activities.

(MRV) may not be the greatest challenge

Conclusion

facing cities. “Cities in developed countries
benefit from more resources, greater
expertise, and much stronger governance

“Climate Change
is both a local and a
global problem...”

Engaging cities in addressing climate change

systems. They also benefit from well-

requires a conscious change in the overall

established practices of incorporating longer-

approach to GHG emission reduction.

term risk into land-use planning.”12 There

“Climate change is both a local and a

are several challenges in coordinating multi-

global problem, and it requires action at

level plans and programs systematically

all levels, including the city level, if it is to

with the sustainable development agenda.

be addressed effectively. Strong linkages

A structured programmatic approach can

between the local, national, regional and

help cities attract investment to low-carbon,

global levels are essential if cities are to

sustainable interventions.

Monali Ranade is a Senior Environmental Specialist in the Climate Change practice of the World Bank Institute (WBI).
Disclaimer: The contents of this article and any errors or omissions are the author’s sole responsibility. This article does not necessarily reflect the views
of the Executive Directors of the World Bank or the governments they represent. The World Bank has no responsibility for the persistence or accuracy of
URLs and citations for external or third-party sources referred to in this Article, and does not guarantee that any content is, or will remain, accurate or
appropriate.

(1) www.un.org/esa/dsd/agenda21/res_agenda21_07.shtml (2) http://greencitiescalifornia.org/assets/Urban-Environmental-Accords-FAQ.pdf (3) www.ecobudget.com (4) www.icleiusa.org/tools/cappa (5) www.epa.gov/statelocalclimate/local/local-examples/action-plans.html (6) www.c40cities.org/ending-climate-change-begins-in-the-city (7) Arup & C40 Cities
Climate Leadership Group, June 2011, Climate Action in Megacities: C40 Cities Baseline and Opportunities (8) Based on data from http://cdm.unfccc.int, projects (9) Hallegatte, S.,
F. Henriet and J. Corfee-Morlot (2008), “The Economics of Climate Change Impacts and Policy Benefits at City Scale: A Conceptual Framework”, OECD Environment Working Papers,
No. 4, OECD Publishing. http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/230232725661 (10) World Bank 2010, A City wide approach to Carbon Finance (11) www.unep.org/urban_environment/PDFs/
Brochure_Climatechange.pdf (12) International Housing Coalition (IHC), 2011, Adapting to Climate Change: Cities and the Urban Poor
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IETA STAFF

WHO WE ARE: IETA is the only cross-sector, cross-function business association supporting emissions trading
and carbon finance that span the world’s carbon markets. Members cover the full spectrum of major energy,
manufacturing, commodities, finance, and service companies across the world.
WHERE WE ARE: IETA’s headquarters are in Geneva. IETA has offices in Washington, Brussels, Toronto, and
representation in San Francisco, Seoul, Tokyo and Melbourne; IETA has close affiliations and networks that
follow emissions markets, practices, trading, and finance and climate negotiations all over the world.
WHAT WE ARE: IETA is the voice of business world-wide on carbon pricing, carbon finance and emissions
trading, commanding respect gained from over 10 years of leadership in negotiation, commercial and policy
forums, starting from the birth of the carbon trading idea. The messages that IETA delivers come from the
collective views of the business leaders forming its membership. Members' working groups are organized by
geography and by issues - such as offset projects, market oversight, and emerging climate finance models.

www.ieta.org

www.ieta.org

